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FOREWORD 

When initially released in November 2019, this report proposed that climate change is already well 

underway and is considered by many to be the greatest risk currently facing humanity. Despite the 

economic and social upheavals wrought by the current Coronavirus-19 pandemic, this remains the 

case. Every year we are confronted globally with extreme weather events that become natural 

disasters. Our communities in Australia are exposed to just about every possible hazard, from 

earthquakes, severe thunderstorms and tropical cyclones, to bushfires and devastating floods. 

We cannot prevent these events from happening, but we can do more to prepare communities and 

make them more resilient. Reducing global greenhouse gas emissions will slow future changes in 

weather extremes and reduce the rate at which sea levels rise. 

Protecting communities also requires greater investment in resilience, adaptation, and mitigation 

planning – from governments, businesses, community organisations and individuals – to reduce the 

physical, economic and social recovery costs that follow a disaster. 

This report provides an overview of the science behind severe weather phenomena as they affect 

Australia. 

In the ten months since we published the original report, there have been numerous examples of 

catastrophic extreme weather events including Australia’s most destructive bushfires, major 

hailstorms affecting Melbourne, Canberra and Sydney, and widespread extreme rainfall and flooding 

down Australia’s eastern seaboard. 

This edition of the report is an update of the original report released in November 2019. It reflects 

extensive feedback from academic and government institutions across Australia, supplemented by 

research that has emerged since the first report was prepared. Most of the changes relate to 

Section 5, which deals with changes to various extremes under different warming scenarios. The 

report also introduces a new section on Connected Extremes. 

The main findings from the original report still hold, and the Executive Summary highlights the key 

points to consider.  

The report now provides a summary of the latest climate science as of July 2020, explaining how 

climate change is impacting the severity and frequency of extreme weather events like tropical 

cyclones, hailstorms and rainfall in Australia, and what is likely to happen in the future.  

Climate change requires broad-scale collaboration and coordination across all sectors of the 

community and the implementation of global initiatives without delay. Climate change is too big for 

one organisation and even one nation to solve, and it is our hope this updated report will continue to 

provide a foundation to drive even more conversation and collaboration so that the necessary 

changes can happen. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and IAG examines current and 

future climate change impacts on the Australian climate and the weather extremes that produce 

significant property, personal and economic damage and hardship. It is an updated edition of the 

November 2019 report of the same name. The updates reflect extensive feedback from academic and 

government institutions across Australia, supplemented by research that has emerged since the first 

report was prepared. This report reflects the understanding of climate science as of July 2020.  

The level of scientific knowledge and tools available now enable confident assessments on the 

impacts of climate change at global and national scales and over longer time frames, with an 

objective assessment of associated levels of confidence.  

But many government, business and personal decisions require information on climate and weather 

extremes at more local scales, such as for states, cities and towns.  

To meet this need, this report incorporates a review of the extensive related literature, summarised in 

Table ES1, together with expert judgement on potential local impacts. In some instances, the report 

includes tentative trends in severe weather impacts derived from insurance industry claims. The 

expert assessments on local impacts are indicative rather than absolute. They are intended to provide 

a basis for current planning, targeted research to fill knowledge gaps, and further discussion, leading 

to more refined and accurate future assessments. 

 
Key assessments are: 

1. Since the pre-industrial period (1850-1900), the average global mean temperature has already 

risen by more than 1°C due to increasing greenhouse gas emissions and deforestation. No 

agreement has been reached as to when global warming might reach the 1.5/2°C Paris 

agreement targets. There is consensus that it is extremely unlikely to remain below these 

targets. Estimates indicate that global warming could reach 1.5°C during the 2020 decade and 

2°C by 2035. This small change in the mean will substantially increase the frequency and 

intensity of weather and climate extremes. The impacts will range from more warm and hot 

days, fewer cool and cold nights; to more droughts and extreme weather events leading to 

flooding.  

 

2. The frequency of tropical cyclones (TCs) in the Australian region has declined slightly in 

recent decades, and this slow trend is projected to continue globally and for the Australian 

region. However, over the past 30 years, the proportion of the most intense TCs has 

increased at the expense of weaker systems, and this change is expected to continue. Over 

the last two decades, the number of intense TCs making landfall on the Queensland east 

coast has increased substantially. The frequency of TCs making landfall throughout the 

western South Pacific region has also increased. 

 

There is global evidence of a poleward shift in the latitudes where TCs reach their peak 

intensities. New research confirmed that this shift is also evident for TCs in the Australian 

region. This trend is expected to continue, although in an uneven manner. Warming oceans 

off south-east Queensland and New South Wales will enable these cyclones to retain higher 

intensities further south and to penetrate further inland. TC risk is therefore predicted to 

increase most rapidly in the south-east Queensland / north-east New South Wales regions. 

There is also a potential for increased risks in the coastal districts south of Shark Bay in 

Western Australia. 
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Planning for inland penetration of TCs needs to allow for substantial increases in rainfall rate, 

storm total rainfall and total area affected, increasing the risk of coincident major floods in 

multiple river systems. Wind speeds are also likely to decay more slowly inland, so increased 

wind-driven rainfall ingress is to be expected. More intense storms, combined with rising sea 

levels, point to increasing storm surge and coastal erosion impacts.  

 

3. Intense short duration rainfall is expected to increase almost everywhere in Australia, even in 

regions with ongoing drying trends, resulting in more frequent and severe flash flooding in 

urban areas and small, fast response river catchments. Emerging science is confirming 

intense rainfall rates are rising at faster rates than the Clausius-Clapeyron rainfall-temperature 

relationship would imply. Rainfall intensities across southern Australia have increased up to 

14% per degree of increased temperature, and 21% for the tropical regions. Storm rainfall 

totals from both east coast lows and tropical systems are expected to increase significantly, 

leading to increased flood risk in the larger river catchments, particularly along the east coast. 

More work is required to understand and confidently assess these changes. 

 

4. New research has supported earlier assessments that there have been increases in the 

frequency of large to giant hail events across south-eastern Queensland and north-eastern 

and eastern New South Wales in the most recent decade. Areas at greatest risk of large (2.0-

4.9cm in diameter) and giant (>=5.0cm in diameter) hail should progressively shift southwards. 

The most substantial increases in risk are likely to be in the region inland from the Hunter 

River, south through the central and southern New South Wales highlands and central to 

eastern Victoria. Slower increases are assessed to affect the south-west of Western Australia. 

At the same time, in a warmer world severe hail risk is expected to decrease in northern and 

central Queensland, extending to south-eastern regions later.  

 

5. Multi-day impacts of east coast lows (ECLs) on the south-eastern seaboard of Australia are 

expected to increase because of wind-driven rainfall ingress, and flash and riverine flooding. 

This effect will be compounded by rising impacts from storm surge, waves, and coastal 

erosion. Tentative evidence points to an increase in impacts from the warm cored and hybrid 

types of ECLs, while there will be a decrease in the less damaging types of lows, notably 

those occurring in winter and spring. There is limited understanding of the detailed structures 

and frequencies of rare extreme ECLs that drive most of the widespread damaging impacts 

over large parts of eastern and south-eastern Australia. 

 

6. The simplified meteorological component of bushfire risk can be measured by the McArthur 

Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI). The 99th percentile or higher FFDI produce the greatest loss 

of life and damage to property. The upward trend in this 99th percentile FFDI is likely to 

increase in almost all locations nationally, leading to longer fire seasons and more frequent 

extreme events, many of which could be uncontrollable at the time of peak intensity. The rate 

of increase varies by location and will depend on weather system changes and site-specific 

factors, including fuel types and loads. New research investigating the recent Black Summer 

2019-2020 fire season has shown that the current generation of climate models under-predicts 

events of this severity. Opportunities for fuel management activities are also likely to be 

reduced due to the earlier onset of the bushfire season. Fire-prone regions throughout the 

world have historically shared resources. Longer fire seasons will result in coincidences of 

bushfires between hemispheres, increasing the strain on limited global resources.  
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7. Sea level rise is expected to accelerate around the Australian coastline but at varying rates. 

Notably, past assessments of sea level rise are lower than current observations indicate. Sea 

level rise will contribute substantially to escalating impacts from storm surge, coastal erosion 

and the effects on coastal natural systems, buildings and infrastructure. The greenhouse 

gases that are already present in the atmosphere will cause sea level rises to continue for the 

next couple of centuries, even if there are significant global emission reductions through the 

coming decades. Ice sheet research is highlighting many unmodelled physical processes that 

have the potential for much greater sea level rises in the future that should be considered in 

understanding possible impacts on coastal communities. 

 

8. Connected extremes – extreme weather events that are connected in time and space – 

exacerbate the impacts that would have occurred from the separate events. Connected 

extremes can, therefore, lead to multiple extreme impacts upon Australian communities. 

These impacts can either occur in close succession or over extended periods of time, making 

response and recovery activities more challenging. Emerging research is showing the damage 

from connected extreme weather events is exacerbated by climate change.  
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Table ES1 Summary of the past and future impacts of climate change on metrics of key extreme events in Australia under three future global temperature scenarios 

(changes from pre-industrial period 1850-1900). Present climate represents the observed state for the last two decades. This is an expert assessment and includes an 

estimate of the confidence in the changes from the benchmark values. 

 Metric Benchmark 
Climate Change Impact (confidence level) 

Present Climate +1.5°C +2°C 3°C+ 

T
ro

p
ic

a
l 
C

y
c
lo

n
e

s
 

Peak wind speeds 

V
a

ri
a

b
le

 

b
e

tw
e

e
n
  

1
9

7
3

-2
0

0
7
 

~5% increase 

(High) 

<10% increase 

(Med-High) 

10%-20% increase 

(Med-High) 

5-10% higher for each 

1°C 

(Med-High) 

Latitude of lifetime 

maximum intensity 

 1
9

8
9
 Poleward shift 1-6km/year 

(High) 

Further poleward shift 

(Medium) 

Further poleward shift 

(Medium) 

Possible further poleward 

shift 

(Low) 

Tropical cyclone rapid 

intensification 

1
9

8
8

-1
9

9
0
 
Slight increase 

(Medium/High) 

Moderate increase 

(Medium) 

Moderate/high increase 

(Medium) 

High increase 

(Medium/Low) 

Proportion of Australian 

CAT 4 and 5 

1
9

7
5
 

~100% 

between 1975-2010 

(High) 

Small increase 

from 2010-2015 

(Medium) 

Further small increase 

from 2010-2015 

(Low) 

Minimal further increase 

(Low) 

Intense precipitation (> 

600mm) within 500km of 

TC centre 1
9

6
0
s
 ~+60% 

(Medium) 

~10% further increase 

(Medium) 

Further increase  

(Medium) 

~20% further increase 

(Medium) 

Frequency 

1
9

6
0
s
 Small decrease 

(Medium) 

~15% decrease 

(Medium) 

Further decrease 

(Medium) 

~30% decrease for +3°C 

(Medium) 

Area of gale force winds 

1
9

7
3

-2
0

0
7
 

No info 
~50% 

(Low) 

~100% 

(Low) 

Further increase 

(Low) 

Storm surge 

frequency 

S
in

c
e
 1

9
0
0
 

Increase 

(High) 

Further increase 

(High) 

Further increase 

(Very High) 

Potential substantial 

increase 

(Very High) 
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 Metric Benchmark 
Climate Change Impact (confidence level) 

Present Climate +1.5°C +2°C 3°C+ 

S
e

a
 

L
e
v

e
l 

R
is

e
 

 

Sea level rise  

1
8

5
0

-1
9

0
0
 

~22cm - close to global 

average 

(Very High) 

~30cm* 

(High) 

~40cm* 

(High) 

~80cm but ongoing rises* 

(Medium) 

E
a

s
t 

C
o

a
s

t 

L
o

w
s
 

Frequency of damaging 

ECLs 

S
in

c
e
 1

8
6
0
 

Increased damaging ECL, 

decrease in other ECL 

includes large natural 

variability (Medium) 

Increased damaging ECL, 

decrease in other ECL 

includes large natural 

variability (Medium) 

Increasing frequency of 

intense ECL impacts  

(Low) 

Increasing frequency of 

intense ECL impacts  

(Low) 

E
x

tr
e

m
e
 R

a
in

fa
ll
 

Annual maximum  

1-hour rainfall intensity 

1
9

8
6

-2
0

0
5
 

>14% increase; north of 

23oS >21% increase. 

Regionally variable. Further 

10% or more increase 

(Med-High) 

Regionally variable. Further 

15% or more increase 

(Medium) 

Regionally variable. Further 

40% or more increase 

for +4°C  

(Medium) 

Annual maximum  

1-day rainfall intensity 

1
9

8
6

-2
0

0
5
 

Regionally variable 

generally slightly upward 

Regionally variable ~10% 

(Med-High) 

Regionally variable  

13-15% 

(Med-High) 

Potentially 40% increase 

for +4°C  

(Medium) 

20-year return level of 1-

day rainfall 

1
9

8
6

-2
0

0
5
 

Variable, generally slightly 

upward 

(Med-High) 

Variable, generally slightly 

upward 

(Med-High) 

Between 15-20% dependent 

on the region 

(Med-High) 

Between 10-60% dependent 

on the region 

(Medium) 

L
a
rg

e
 

H
a

il
 

Frequency of hail >=2 cm 

diameter 

~
2

0
0

0
 Marked increasing trend in 

east & south-east Australia  

(Med-High) 

Increasing trend in south-

east Australia, decrease 

central, north Queensland  

(Med) 

Increasing trend in south-

east Australia, decrease 

Queensland  

(Med) 

Potential increase in New 

South Wales & southern 

regions, decreases 

elsewhere (Low) 

B
u

s
h

fi
re

 

McArthur Forest Fire 

Danger Index 

(FFDI) 

1
9

7
3

-2
0

1
0
 Increasing in almost all 

Australian regions 

especially in the south-east  

(High) 

15-65% increase in number 

of extreme fire danger days 

(FFDI>50) for +1°C 

(Medium) 

Further increases typically  

>10% (Medium) 

Increases >30% in southern 

and eastern Australia (High) 

Further increases in other 

regions (Medium) 

100-300% increase in 

number of extreme fire 

danger days (FFDI>50) for 

+3°C (Medium) 

* Estimates reflect Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report findings which could quite possibly be low-end estimates and therefore underestimate the impact.
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3. INTRODUCTION 

Climate change is occurring, so it is critical that we achieve a common understanding of the 

increasing risk of the impacts of severe weather on the expanding, built environment across Australia.  

While global changes are noted, it is the regional and local interpretations that are necessary for 

informed discussions on the scale, frequency and potential severity of rare weather and climate 

events so that response, mitigation and adaptation strategies can be focused on reducing these 

impacts. 

This report summarises the current state of knowledge on climate change impacts, severe weather 

and climate extremes that are relevant to Australian property risk. It is based on current knowledge 

documented in peer-reviewed literature and highlights the significant advances that have been made 

since the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC 2013). 

This report includes evidence from: 

• observed changes to the historical climate (typically from pre-industrial or the mid-19th-century 

levels, although for damaging natural perils the reference period tends to be late 20th century 

due to the lack of reliable earlier data); 

 

• tentative trends from Australian insurance industry claims for a range of severe weather 

events spanning the most recent few decades; 

 

• modelling experiments of past, present and future climate change; and  

 

• expert assessments based on the fundamental understanding of the physics associated with 

the phenomena.  

 
Where possible, changes that are broadly in line with the 1.5°C and 2°C warming targets from the 
Paris Agreement are addressed explicitly – acknowledging that the current level of global action 
makes it extremely unlikely that the 1.5°C target, or the 2°C target, will be achieved. Potential 
changes for scenarios that exceed these goals (>+2°C) are also discussed.  

 
Section 4 of this report (State of the Climate) provides a brief introduction to the current state of the 

climate system. It includes general definitions and concepts that are important for understanding the 

report. 

Section 5 (Changes to Extremes for Different Scenarios) contains the primary information concerning 

changes for property-risk-relevant extreme events in Australia and is the section of the report with the 

most updates. Because changes to specific weather extremes (e.g. TCs) are likely to be distributed 

unevenly across Australia, regional interpretations are included to help improve understanding of 

potential community impacts.  

As the regional interpretation is an input for specific scenarios for insurance loss modelling, the >+2°C 

climate change scenario is nominally chosen to represent +3°C.  Expert judgement has been used in 

cases where there are conflicting research findings or a lack of data for Australia, particularly 

concerning regional level interpretations. 
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4. STATE OF THE CLIMATE 

4.1 Natural Climate Variability and Forced Climate Change 
 

Natural climate variability is an intrinsic characteristic of the climate system and is related to internal 

and external natural processes across the full range of spatial and temporal time scales. 

The internal processes are caused by heat exchanges between the ocean and the atmosphere (e.g.  

El Niño Southern Oscillation, Indian Ocean Dipole, Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation) or by chaotic 

behaviours that are inherent in the climate system.  

Natural external processes that produce variabilities include changes in the earth’s orbit around the 

sun, changes in solar activity, or volcanic activity. 

Anthropogenically forced climate change is caused by human effects on the climate system, including 

greenhouse gas emissions, emissions of aerosols and land use changes. These changes would not 

have occurred without human activities and are superimposed on top of natural climate variability.  

The warming that has been recorded since the 1950s cannot be explained by natural processes 

alone, and human activities are extremely likely2 to have been the dominant cause of the warming 

observed since the mid-20th century (IPCC 2013). 

 

4.2 State of Climate Assessment 
 

Since the pre-industrial period (1850-1900), the average global mean temperature (applying Lowess 

smoothing over 5-year periods to the end of 2019) has risen by 1.19°C (Figure SC1, bottom) due to 

increasing greenhouse gas emissions and deforestation (NOAA 2017). The largest part of the 

warming has occurred since 1970. The effect of internal climate variability (see Section 4.1) is also 

evident in Figure SC1, especially in years with strong El Niño events (e.g. 1998 and 2016) which are 

associated with above-average warm temperatures.  

Global warming reached a peak in 2016 with temperatures ~1.23°C warmer than the average 

temperatures in the pre-industrial area, although 2019 was only marginally below that record value 

(0.04°C lower). The last five years (2015-2019) have been the warmest on record (NOAA 2019). 

Mean maximum temperatures in almost all land areas, including Australia, are expected to increase 

at higher rates than the global average (IPCC 2013, Seneviratne et al. 2016, Donat et al. 2017). High-

latitude regions will experience much greater temperature increases. Australian land temperatures 

have increased by over 1.0°C since 1910, at a slightly higher rate than the global average (Bureau of 

Meteorology and CSIRO 2018), and 2019 was the warmest on record at 1.52°C above the average 

for the period 1961-1990 (NOAA 2019). 

 

2 IPCC definition indicating a 95-100% probability 
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There is no agreement as to when global warming might reach the Paris Agreement targets of 1.5/2°C 

above pre-industrial levels. However, there is consensus that it is extremely unlikely3 to remain below 

these targets. Raftery et al. (2017) stated that there is a 90% likelihood that temperatures will rise 

between 2°C and 4.9°C by 2100. They estimated that there is a 5% chance that global temperatures 

will remain below a 2°C increase, and only a 1% chance that it will remain below a 1.5°C increase. 

King and Henley (2018) estimated that under current emissions, global warming would reach 1.5°C 

 

3 IPCC definition indicating a 0-5% probability 

Figure SC1 Global observed air temperatures showing trends in the seasonal 

cycle from 1880 to May 2020 relative to a 1980-2015 baseline (top). Trends in 

monthly mean global air temperature relative to 1850-1900 with the two most 

recent extreme El Niño years (1998 and 2016) highlighted (bottom). Source: 

NOAA GISS/GISTEMPv4. 
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around 2024 and 2°C around 2035. In a special report4, IPCC stated that there is a very high risk that 

the global average temperature will exceed the lowest threshold agreed in the Paris Agreement, and 

that it will overshoot the 2.0°C target by the 2040s (IPCC 2018). 

 

Limiting global temperature increases to the Paris Agreement target of 1.5°C (above pre-industrial 

levels) can only be achieved under ideal conditions with all the following actions achieved as a matter 

of priority: 

• rapid and large-scale global political commitments to decarbonisation; 

• strongly accelerated growth in low carbon technologies; and  

• the development of efficient and widespread carbon capture and storage technology by mid-
century (Sanderson et al. 2017). 
 

Figure SC2 shows the rapid decrease in carbon emissions that must occur in the very near future to 
limit  

 

 

4 In a note released in January 2018, the IPCC restates that draft texts of the report can change substantially and do not necessarily represent the IPCC’s final 

assessment of the state of knowledge. 

In the Paris Agreement of December 2015, signatory nations in the international community 

agreed on: 

“Holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2℃ above pre-

industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5℃ above 

pre-industrial levels, recognizing that this would significantly reduce the risks and 

impacts of climate change.” 

Figure SC2 Observed and projected changes in global average temperature (right) depend on observed and 

projected emissions of carbon dioxide from fossil fuel combustion (left) and emissions of carbon dioxide and other 

heat-trapping gases from other human activities, including land use and land-use change under pathways RCP 

8.5, 4.5 and 2.6. Observed emissions and temperatures are indicated in black. Source: Hayhoe et al. (2018). 
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global warming to 1.5°C or 2°C. 
There is little evidence that major 
emitters are willing to adopt 
measures that will achieve this 
level of decrease. It is becoming 
apparent to the authors that the 
observed global emissions 
trajectories to date mean low 
emissions scenarios should 
move away from the RCP2.6 
scenario (refer to Glossary) to 
something more plausible.  
 

A 2°C global warming target is 

therefore unlikely to be achieved 

and will significantly increase the 

risk for catastrophic events, even 

compared to 1.5°C warming. For 

example, King et al. (2017) 

investigated the difference 

between a 1.5°C and 2°C global 

warming on Australian extremes. 

Their study showed that events 

such as the record warm 

summer of 2012-2013 and associated bleaching of the Great Barrier Reef in 2016 would be 87% more 

likely in a 2°C warmer world compared to 60% more likely for 1.5°C of warming (Figure SC3). Impacts 

on rainfall extremes were less clear in their study. The study should be consulted to put the changes 

in likelihood in context with their uncertainties. Note, King et al. (2017) is a single example pointing to 

the likely impact on recent events under different warming scenarios. Other studies have reported 

different absolute values in the expected changes due to a warming environment, but all point to a 

substantial increase in the likelihood that past extreme events will become more likely under these 

conditions. 

Warming above 2°C rapidly increases the risk for global-scale disruptive weather events and 

unforeseeable threshold changes in the climate system. These so-called tipping-point events are 

associated with positive feedbacks that cause accelerated and perhaps irreversible changes, 

regardless of human activities.  

One example is the collapse of the Greenland ice sheet. In recent years, this ice sheet has 

experienced rapid increases in summer melt, reaching an all-time record in June 2019. If the melting 

continues to a full melt of the ice sheet, the resulting global average sea level rise would be ~7.4m. 

Paleoclimatic records show that Greenland was deglaciated for extended periods during the 

Pleistocene epoch (2.6 million years ago to 11,700 years ago; Schaefer et al. 2016). Unfortunately, 

our understanding of important processes that contribute to the melting does not (so far) allow an 

estimate of threshold temperatures that would result in a collapse of the ice sheet (van den Broeke et 

al. 2017). Sea level rise and the uncertainty in some of these processes are discussed further in 

Section 5.6. 

 

  

Figure SC3 Changes in the likelihood of Australian extreme events in 

the current, 1.5°C and 2°C warmer world compared to a natural (pre-

industrial) world. Modified from King et al. (2017). 
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4.3 Extreme Events Under Climate Change 
 

The frequency and intensity of extreme weather and climate events will change at a much higher 

amplitude than more common weather events. This is because small changes in the mean or spread 

of current climatic observations typically lead to dramatic changes in the extremes.  

An example of this is shown in Figure SC4 for Northern Hemisphere maximum summer temperature 

anomalies within a baseline period (1951-1980) and a recent climate period (2004-2014). 

Extreme heat events, defined as a temperature anomaly of three standard deviations above the 

mean, occurred 0.4% of the time in the baseline period (which already included a global warming 

component). In the recent period, the occurrence increased by a factor of 20 to 8.1%. Many climate 

extremes undergo similar changes (see Section 5). 

Not all climate extremes are equally well recorded through historical observations, and not all are well 

simulated in state-of-the-art climate models. Considering the current peer-reviewed literature and our 

expert judgement, Figure SC5 shows an assessment of our current ability to detect and understand 

the impact of climate change on extreme weather events (adapted from Vose et al. 2014). 

As a general rule, the larger the extent or time period of the extreme, the better it is recorded. For 

example, especially small-scale and short-period extremes related to severe convection (e.g. 

tornadoes and hail) are not well-observed. Similarly, our understanding of the effects of climate 

change on small-scale extremes is often more limited than it is for larger-scale extremes.  

 

  

Figure SC4 Climate change has shifted the likelihood of extreme heat for the Northern Hemisphere as 

shown by the maximum summer temperature anomalies to climate normal average (1951-1980). 

Modified from WXshift: http://wxshift.com/climate-change/climate-indicators/extreme-heat. (March 2018). 
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Figure SC5 Our expert assessment of the state of knowledge regarding our ability to 

detect and understand the impact of climate change on extreme weather events. The 

horizontal axis shows how skilful we are in detecting the impact of climate change, while 

the vertical axis refers to our understanding of the physical processes that drive changes. 

Adapted from Vose et al. (2014). 
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5. CHANGES TO EXTREMES FOR DIFFERENT 
WARMING SCENARIOS 

5.1 Tropical Cyclones 

 

5.1.1 Background 

Section 5.1 focuses on the impact of climate change on the damage potential of TCs and of hybrid 

cyclones with non-classical structures (Quinting et al. 2019, Cavicchia et al. 2020).  

The world has entered a new era of global TC impacts in which economic and insured losses are 

doubling every 15 years (Kunreuther and Michel-Kerjan 2009, Smith and Katz 2013, Pielke Jr et al. 

2008). Bhatia et al. (2019) modelled economic losses of Atlantic Ocean hurricane landfalls and looked 

at the potential for a US trillion-dollar season in a warming climate. He found that if the CMIP5 model 

predictions are realised, the 100-year event damage cost increases by US$160 billion beyond that for 

a static climate regime.  

Changes to exposure and vulnerability dominate the trend (Weinkle et al. 2012, Höppe and Pielke 

2006, Stewart et al. 2003) but changes to the TCs themselves (Walsh et al. 2016a, Knutson et al. 

2020), together with sea level rise (Solomon et al. 2007) have compounding effects. Indeed, Estrada 

et al. (2015) quantified the climate change contribution to rising USA hurricane costs at US$136 

Section Summary 

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are characterised by large interannual variability. However, some trends 

- supported by observations, theory and modelling simulation – are emerging:  

• TC frequency has declined slightly, but the proportion of intense TCs has increased 

markedly. For example, taking a Southern Hemisphere perspective, the seven most 

intense TCs in the satellite era (1979 onwards) have occurred since 2004, and the five 

most intense have occurred since 2015.  

• The latitude at which cyclones reach their maximum lifetime intensity has shifted 

poleward, with potentially serious consequences for south-eastern Queensland and north-

eastern New South Wales. 

• TC rainfall is already increasing, especially in terms of inland penetration. For example, 

cyclone sensitivity studies have shown a near-doubling in the area experiencing >600mm 

during a cyclone passage over south-eastern Queensland and north-eastern New South 

Wales has occurred in the last decade. Further increases are expected in a warmer world. 

• TC translational speed appears to be slowing at higher latitudes. These slower speeds, 

combined with increasing intensity and rainfall, lead to a potential for substantial 

increases in cyclone impacts from wind, rain and water ingress into buildings. 

• Sea levels are rising at an accelerating pace. Combined with increasing river runoff and 

more intense cyclones, this points towards substantial increases in storm surge impacts 

and coastal erosion.  

Socio-economic factors are placing more people and property at risk. The effect of climate 

change on the impact of TCs will, therefore, act as a risk multiplier. 
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million per year. 

The following sections summarise our understanding of global historical and future TC changes and 

evaluate local changes and predictions as they apply to Australia.  

 

5.1.2 Global Changes 

Given that environmental factors influence all stages of the TC life cycle, the entire life cycle is 

expected to be affected by climate change. Starting with TC formation, there is no theory linking TC 

genesis to the mean state of the climate (Sharmila and Walsh 2017). A large empirical modelling 

effort has led to numerous genesis potential indices, but these have substantial issues. For example, 

Bruyère et al. (2012) highlighted the extreme sensitivity of these indices to the region selected. Such 

indices also rarely account for non-stationarity in the TC-climate relationship, such as the increasing 

threshold onset temperature for formation with warming (Johnson and Xie 2010), thereby limiting their 

application to climate change studies.  

 

Changes in Intensity 

In a very recently completed analysis, Kossin et al. (2020) found there was an 18% per decade 

change in the major TC intensity (Saffir Simpson Categories 3-5) exceedance probability for the South 

Indian Ocean basin and 8% per decade for the South-West Pacific Ocean basin. They based their 

findings on observed changes in intensities of TCs using the Advanced Dvorak Technique to analyse 

a homogeneous 39-year long global satellite record from 1979 to 2017. This is the first time such an 

analysis has been undertaken with statistically significant changes observed at the 95% level or better 

for most ocean basins. 

An idealised modelling study by Lavender et al. (2018) suggested caution in extrapolating empirical 

associations with temperature from past climate. They showed that relationships between sea surface 

temperature (SST) and TC intensity, size, rainfall and surge might be far from linear. 

The theoretical basis for TC intensity is far more established. TC potential intensity is directly related 

to SST (Emanuel 1991, Holland 1997).  Theoretical, observational and modelling studies (Strazzo et 

al. 2015) have all shown a 5% increase in TC maximum wind speed per degree Celsius rise in SST. 

Other conditions such as vertical wind shear and oceanic mixing by the cyclone act as modifiers to 

these theoretical findings for specific TCs. But the 5% increase per degree Celsius rule still applies on 

average. 

 

Geographical and Structural Changes 

In addition to these advances in theoretical understanding and empirical modelling, numerical models 

apply physics to our understanding of TCs and climate. Global climate models have demonstrated 

some success in capturing the geographic distribution of TCs, their frequencies, and inter-basin 

differences (e.g., Strachan et al. 2013). Still, there are substantial variations between models 

(Shaevitz et al. 2014, Camargo et al. 2020). Therefore, when looking at potential future climate 

changes, it is important to use climate models that validate well against the available observational 

record.  
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Recent research highlights the need for climate models to have sufficient resolution and model 

physics to resolve pre-cyclone tropical disturbances, also referred to as TC seeds (Sugi et al. 2020, 

Bhatia et al. 2019). Camargo et al. (2020) found that climate model physics, dynamical core, and 

resolution all affect the TC climates produced by climate models. They (Camargo et al. 2020) 

completed a detailed investigation of thirty climate models used for a variety of climate change 

studies, including TCs and their ability to replicate the observed global TC climatologies. They 

evaluated 14 CMIP5 models with relatively low resolution: six models developed by the US CLIVAR 

Hurricane Working Group with resolutions between 0.25o and 1.25o, and ten models from the NOAA 

Model Diagnostics Task Force. The studies revealed substantial quantitative variations between 

models. It was apparent that many of the models struggle to replicate the observed climatology, and 

other environmental and TC specific parameters. Hence, any future investigation of TC climate must 

take care to ensure the models validate well in the regions of interest if their predictions of TC trends 

are to be believed. This sentiment is also apparent in the multi-model CMIP5 assessments of TCs in 

the Southern Hemisphere by Ramsay et al. (2018). 

Model resolution is important when trying to resolve the details of TC behaviour in a changing climate. 

An illustrative high-resolution study by Bacmeister et al. (2016) used a suite of 28km resolution model 

runs using bias-corrected SSTs for RCP scenarios 4.5 and 8.5. For both scenarios, they found an 

overall reduction in the frequency of global TC activity, with less reduction for RCP4.5 compared to 

RCP8.5. In contrast to this, they found a dramatic increase in the frequency of very intense TCs. 

Extreme storm-related rainfall was also found to increase in all ocean basins. 

Recent global models use 10-25km grid spacing, at which many key damaging TC parameters start 

to become resolved (e.g., Shaevitz et al. 2014, Bacmeister et al. 2016, Knutson et al. 2020), including 

TC clustering (sequential TC impacts in a given season) and TC rainfall (Villarini et al. 2014).  

The current generation of climate models still lacks the resolution necessary to capture future trends 

in very small, aka midget (Arakawa 1952, Walsh et al. 2007) TCs (e.g., TC Tracy, TC Larry) that 

frequent the Australian region. Gentry and Lackmann (2010) found a grid size in the order of 1km is 

needed to capture the peak wind speeds of the most intense TCs.  

Separating the climate influence on TCs into thermodynamic and dynamic contributions offers a 

useful framework for understanding future changes. Global climate model projections agree on a 

future climate that is warmer and more humid but disagree on changes to environmental winds and 

other important atmospheric parameters (Camargo et al. 2020). This disagreement worsens for 

changes on regional scales. Many climate models have significant biases in the Equatorial Pacific 

Ocean and poorly replicate the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ), a zone that extends south-

east from Papua New Guinea and plays a key role in the TC climate across the South-West Pacific 

Ocean, including the Coral Sea region. 

Confidence in thermodynamically-driven changes to TCs, such as potential intensity and rainfall, is 

therefore far higher than for circulation-driven changes such as wind shear and steering flow. Newer 

generation CMIP6 models are showing improved skill in replicating the SST structure of the SPCZ 

(Grose et al. 2020). There is hope that downscaling the best performing of these models will lead to 

greater confidence in the future TC climate of this region. 

There is consensus on a thermodynamically-driven future increase in global and regional maximum 

wind speeds and on the incidence of high-intensity TCs (Knutson et al. 2020), with a 5% median 

projected increase in the lifetime maximum surface wind speeds by 2100. There is medium to high 
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confidence of an increase in the global proportion of major TCs (Saffir Simpson Category 4-5). 

Knutson et al. (2020) estimate this increase to be in the order of +13% for a 2°C warming (relative to 

1986-2005). Initial analysis of CMIP6 models indicates that a warming of 2°C may be reached as 

early as 2035 (Grose et al. 2020). 

Holland and Bruyère (2014) found a relationship between anthropogenic warming and an 

increasing/decreasing proportion of the strongest/weakest TCs at global and ocean basin scales. Lee 

et al. (2016) provided evidence that changes in the incidence of rapid intensification could be driving 

these proportional shifts. Bathia (2019) found a detectable increase of Atlantic intensification rates 

with a positive contribution from anthropogenic forcing. A lack of reliable validation data hampers 

trends in other ocean basins – notably, the south-west of the South Indian Ocean where 

geostationary satellite coverage spans a short period. 

 

Intensification Rates, Translational Speed and Rainfall Rates 

In addition to these changes to frequency and intensity, other important changes to TC activity are 

anticipated. Emanuel (2017) suggested a future increase in the incidence of rapidly intensifying TCs 

just offshore that would present a challenge for future forecast and emergency preparation. Current 

climate models are only starting to be able to be run at the resolution necessary to capture this effect. 

There are emerging studies showing an increase in intensification rates in future climates.  Bhatia et 

al. (2018) demonstrated this using GFDL’s HiFLOR model. Lee et al. (2020) found increasing rapid 

intensification events under future climate scenarios, using the synthetic tracks produced by their 

model. There is also tentative evidence of a slowdown of the median translational speed, as 

illustrated by Category 5 Hurricane Dorian in the North Atlantic Ocean (2019) and Severe TC 

Veronica in the Pilbara region of Western Australia in March 2019. 

There is consensus on a 5-20% thermodynamically-driven increase in large scale TC rain rates within 

100km of cyclone centres by the end of this century (Christensen et al. 2013, Walsh et al. 2016a, 

Villarini et al. 2014, Knutson et al. 2020). As moisture content increases with warming, so does 

moisture convergence for a given mass convergence into the cyclone. The expected increase in wind 

speeds may lead to further increases in moisture convergence beyond the Clausius-Clapeyron 

scaling (Knutson et al. 2010).  

 

Lifetime Maximum Intensity 

The global expansion of the tropics is associated with lifetime maximum wind speeds now occurring 

at higher latitudes than in the past (Kossin et al. 2014, IAG internal research 2020 refer Table TC1). 

They found that the increasing latitude of lifetime maximum intensity (LLMI) over the past 30 years 

applies to both the South Indian and South Pacific basins, primarily associated with a southward shift 

of the subtropical jet and associated reduction in wind shear. If this continues, these higher latitude 

locations will experience increased TC impacts. Rising sea levels will bring more damage from storm 

surge events with a declining recurrence interval of the more extreme events, all other factors being 

equal. Finally, there is a lack of climate theory for TC size, but high-resolution simulations by Sun et 

al. (2017) indicate a future expansion of the mean area subjected to gale force winds.  

TCs may be living longer, with an associated increased likelihood of reaching their maximum potential 

intensities, as predicted by the thermodynamic theory.  
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Future Climate Projections 

A recent consensus review of TCs in a changing climate arrived at similar findings to the above. 

Specifically, Knutson et al. (2020) looked at a wide range of modelling studies. This study included 

assessments from 11 researchers who are active in this area. Their conclusions provide a fair 

indication of the current state of the science and are well summarised by the abstract of their paper, 

the highlights of which are listed below. 

“Observations, theory, and models, with increasing robustness, indicate rising global TC risk for some 

metrics that are projected to impact multiple regions. A 2°C anthropogenic global warming is 

projected to impact TC activity as follows.  

1) The most confident TC-related projection is that sea level rise accompanying the warming will 

lead to higher storm inundation levels, assuming all other factors are unchanged.  

2) For TC precipitation rates, there is at least medium-to-high confidence in an increase globally, 

with a median projected increase of 14%, or close to the rate of tropical water vapor increase 

with warming (~7% per °C), at constant relative humidity.  

3) For TC intensity, 10 of 11 authors had at least medium-to-high confidence that the global 

average will increase. The median projected increase in lifetime maximum surface wind speeds 

is about 5% (range: 1%–10%) in available higher-resolution studies.  

4) For the global proportion (as opposed to frequency) of TCs that reach very intense (category 4–

5) levels, there is at least medium-to-high confidence in an increase, with a median projected 

change of +13%. 

Author opinion was more mixed and confidence levels lower for the following projections:  

5) a further poleward expansion of the latitude of maximum TC intensity in the western North 

Pacific; 

6) a decrease of global TC frequency, as projected in most studies;  

7) an increase in global very intense TC frequency (category 4–5), seen most prominently in 

higher-resolution models; and  

8) a slowdown in TC translation speed.” 

Figure TC1 (from Knutson et al. 2020) shows the impact for a 2°C warming, relative to a 1986-2005 

baseline. This consensus suggests that there will be higher TC intensities and TC rain rates but fewer 

TCs globally.  

There are significant variations between ocean basins and potentially even higher differences in 

subregions within individual basins, the basins around Australia being prime examples. For example, 

the studies of Camargo et al. (2020) and Ramsay et al. (2018) showed the South-West Pacific basin 

is one where the CMIP5 models have difficulty replicating the observed climatology; hence future 

climate projections must be treated with caution. 
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5.1.3 Changes in Australia 

We now consider observed and predicted changes in Australian TCs. Here, published studies, as well 

as unpublished analyses from our own IAG/NCAR work, are incorporated. Readers should also refer 

to the information panel Changes in Australian TC observing practices that outlines issues with the 

observational record.   

 

Inhomogeneity of the Observational Record 

When considering the observed changes in TCs in the Australian region (Figure TC2), it must be 

recognised that the official Bureau of Meteorology TC database is based on observing practices that 

are not homogeneous over time. A recent reanalysis of TCs in the Australian region (BoM 2018), 

using all available satellite imagery, recommended using only data since 1989 for intensity analyses 

because the quality and coverage of satellite imagery declines for the earlier years (see the 

informational panel on Changes in Australian TC observing practices). There is also insufficient data 

on the coastal crossing and inland characteristics of landfalling TCs – the region where most damage 

occurs. 

Figure TC1 Consensus future projection of tropical cyclone characteristics under a 2°C global warming 

scenario, relative to the 1986-2005 baseline. Shown for each basin and the globe are median and percentile 

ranges for projected percentage changes in TC frequency, Saffir Simpson category 4–5 TC frequency, TC 

intensity, and TC near-storm rain rate. For TC frequency, the 5th–95th-percentile range across published 

estimates is shown. For category 4–5, TC frequency, TC intensity, and TC near-storm rain rates, the 10th–

90th-percentile range is shown. Note the different vertical-axis scales for the combined TC frequency and 

category 4–5 frequency plot vs the combined TC intensity and TC rain rate plot. Source: Knutson et al. (2020). 
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Changes in Australian TC observing practices 

The first geostationary satellite with coverage over Australia was launched in 1977 (GMS-1), and this 

satellite only provided analogue imagery, unsuited to modern TC analysis techniques which require digital 

data. There were few polar-orbiting satellites through this period, and none with high-resolution microwave 

channels or scatterometer instrumentation.  

The Australian historical TC record is based on rare direct intensity measurements. Australia does not have 

an aircraft-based cyclone reconnaissance program such as the one operated by the USA for the North 

Atlantic Ocean, and sometimes North-East Pacific Ocean. The practice in Australia is to rely heavily on 

satellite intensity analysis techniques best suited to the higher resolution multi-spectral satellites that have 

progressively been launched since 1989.   

The current requirement for the existence of gale force winds or stronger over more than half of the 

cyclone’s circulation was introduced in the late 1980s with the advent of more detailed satellite observations. 

This altered analysis procedure introduced a heterogeneity in the Australian cyclone record not found in 

other ocean basins where gale force winds only need to occur in less than half of the cyclone circulation. 

The different definitions of TCs around the world are available at: https://public.wmo.int/en/our-

mandate/focus-areas/natural-hazards-and-disaster-risk-reduction/tropical-cyclones.  

Low-intensity tropical lows, from non-classical tropical weather systems like the Townsville monsoon low that 

later formed TC Uesi 2019 or Ex-TC Oswald 2013, are more likely to be classified as monsoon lows or other 

hybrid lows. This is due to the observed asymmetries and non-classical structures evident in these formative 

cyclones, that have only become evident with the use of current day analysis techniques and improved 

quality and quantity of satellite data. As an illustration of this, there were three asymmetrical gale producing 

tropical lows in the Australian region in the 2019-20 season alone that were not classified as TCs that may 

have been in earlier eras. 

Adopting an arbitrary “Australian region” definition can also produce potentially unrepresentative trends as 

the longitudes used to define the bounds of the Australian cyclone regions are not ideal when assessing 

regional TC trends. The 2015-16 season, for example, has a total of three cyclones, although a fourth (TC 

Raquel) did move into the Australian region in July 2015 but is not included in the total. Cyclone clustering 

approaches may also offer better insights into regional cyclone trends (Ramsay et al. 2018). 

The statistics also depend upon a degree of interpretation by the best track analysts as, although satellite-

based guidance has improved dramatically in recent decades, there is still a requirement for interpretation of 

the guidance, with the final intensities likely to have confidence limits of around +/- 10hPa for the higher 

intensity cyclones. As an illustration of this, TC Stan (2016), using the automated Dvorak technique, did 

achieve Category 3 intensity briefly but is not reflected in the best track data as other guidance indicated a 

lower intensity. TC Uriah (2016) was Category 2 within the Australian region and subsequently deepened to 

Category 4 when just west of the western boundary of the Australian region of responsibility. 

Looking at earlier seasons, the 1970-71 season had 19 TCs in total, three of them severe TCs.  Of the 19 

TCs, four have lowest central pressures between 1004hPa and 990hPa, which raises the question: would 

they be included if current analysis practices were used? Of the severe TCs, two, rather than three, would be 

severe using lowest central pressures below 970hPa as the classifier. In the 1983-84 season, five of the TCs 

have lowest central pressures of 990hPa or higher. Five rather than eight of the cyclones have lowest central 

pressures under 970hPa. In the 1984-85 season there were 17 TCs included but two of them (Nigel, 996hPa 

at 160oE and Rebecca, 994hPa), may not have been included using today’s analysis techniques. The BoM 

2018 reanalysis also shows nine severe TCs, fewer than the 11 that appear in the graph. 

https://public.wmo.int/en/our-mandate/focus-areas/natural-hazards-and-disaster-risk-reduction/tropical-cyclones
https://public.wmo.int/en/our-mandate/focus-areas/natural-hazards-and-disaster-risk-reduction/tropical-cyclones
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Any historical trends in TC numbers and intensities therefore need to be treated with caution, as 

changing observation systems and analysis techniques may produce changes that are larger than 

climate change alone. This applies particularly before 1989 but also to a lesser degree post-1989 

(see the informational panel on Changes in Australian TC observing practices on page 21). In 

addition, trend analysis is further complicated by the high level of natural decadal variability in the TC 

record. Nevertheless, this record forms the basis of much of the industry risk assessment for TC 

damage potential and, as a result, these assessments include these same false trends. 

 

 

 

Hartmann et al. (2013) found that, due to the magnitude of the interdecadal variability, the 

significance of the trend in TC frequency is sensitive to the specific period analysed. This analysis 

highlights periods of very active and damaging TCs along the east coast, followed by multi-decadal 

quiet periods. This is partially linked to the Southern Oscillation Index (Figure TC3). Although a 

declining trend line is often added to the data in Figure TC3, this trend may change if a longer record 

was used due to the few and incomplete multi-decadal cycles. A more reliable message here is that 

the east coast can have periods of a decade or more with few cyclone impacts, followed by more 

active periods. Building codes and land planning must consider the frequency and intensity of events 

over a longer-term and not be based on too short a view. 

 

 

Figure TC2 Seasonal total numbers of severe and non-severe TCs from 1970-2017 which have occurred in 

the Australian region as included in the Australian Bureau of Meteorology TC database based upon 

inhomogeneous analysis techniques. 
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Landfalling Tropical Cyclones 

The longest analysis of severe landfalling TCs along the east coast of Australia dating back to the 

1870s was that produced by Power and Callaghan (2020) using newspaper, shipwreck and other 

original reports for the older cyclones and the Bureau of Meteorology’s database for the more recent 

period. They found a large interdecadal variability and a peak of activity in the final part of the 19th 

century. They identify a decline in the total numbers of landfalling cyclones, unevenly distributed in 

space and time with prolonged quiet intervals rapidly transitioning to active periods then declining 

again. The nature of this data does not allow precise quantification of intensity, but this dataset 

confirms the variability of extreme cyclone impacts along the east coast over the last 150 years.  

The observed landfalling TCs for the east coast of Queensland, since 1970, indicates that there has 

been a marked increase in Category 3 and 4 impacts (Figure TC4 top, adapted from Holmes 2020). 

This finding has important implications for the adequacy of wind loading standards for the eastern 

seaboard of Australia. As the map of these TC tracks shows (Figure TC4 bottom), there is 

considerable interdecadal variability in the latitudes affected by these damaging cyclones. Many of 

them also reached peak intensity very close to the coast. This highlights the need to develop a much 

better understanding of the risks posed by landfalling TCs, and their hybrid-versions, around the 

Australian coastline. 

 

Figure TC3 Observed decadal variability in severe landfalling TCs along Australia’s east 

coast and corresponding variability of the Southern Oscillation Index . Source: Power and 

Callaghan (2020). 
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Future Climate Projections 

In addition to the available literature, an approach to addressing the issue of limited historical data on 

high impact weather systems such as TCs is to use ensemble simulations. NCAR, in conjunction with 

IAG, is conducting a study on the variability and trends in TCs across the north-eastern Australian 

region. This research uses the vast quantities of data provided by the Decadal Prediction Large 

Ensemble (DPLE) (see insert on page 25 for more details on this dataset) suite of model runs. This 

study essentially attempts to quantify the changes in TC risks up to the current decade in an 

environment of a rapidly changing climate.  

Figure TC4 Landfalling Australian TCs Category 3 and above (top) and their 

tracks and location of maximum intensity (red dots) (bottom) along the 

Queensland coast for the period 1970-2019. In the top figure categories 3.5/4.5 

indicate TCs that just fell short of reaching intensities of categories 4/5.  The 

shading around the regression line indicates the 95% confidence intervals. The 

colour coding in the bottom figure is by decade. Adapted from Holmes (2020). 
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The study region is south of the equator 

between 135oE and 180oE. Additionally, the 

study focused on the densely populated 

south-east Queensland to north-east New 

South Wales region (25oS to 30oS, 150oE to 

160oE – denoted subregion QLD-NSW). 

This is an area of immediate interest as the 

building code standards here has a lower 

wind loading requirement, compared to the 

more northern coastal areas of 

Queensland. Details of the analyses and 

techniques used can be found in Bruyère et 

al. (2019a, 2020). 

 

Frequency and Intensity Changes 

South-West Pacific TC frequency appears 

to be more sensitive to circulation changes 

than in other basins (Sharmila and Walsh 

2017). As stated earlier, circulation changes 

are not well understood, and many climate 

models have difficulty representing the 

observed environmental characteristics of 

key TC regions, such as vertical wind 

shear, SSTs (particularly in the Equatorial 

Pacific near the dateline), and the 

structure of the South Pacific Convergence 

Zone.  

As stated in the global perspective section 

and illustrated in Figure TC1, Knutson et 

al. (2020) reached a consensus of higher 

TC intensities but fewer TCs globally. 

More importantly, there are significant 

variations between ocean basins and even 

higher differences in subregions within 

individual basins.  

Figure TC5 (adapted from Knutson et al. 

2020) depicts the projected changes in TC 

frequency (a), frequency of the most 

intense TCs (categories 4-5) (b), and 

changes in TC maximum intensities (c), for 

Decadal Prediction Large Ensemble (DPLE)  

The DPLE dataset is a set of simulations carried out 

to support research into near-term earth system 

predictions (Yeager et al. 2018). The DPLE consists 

of 64 distinct ensembles, one for each of the 64 

initialisation times (1 November 1954, 1955, …, 

2016, 2017). For each start date, a 40-member 

ensemble was generated by randomly perturbing the 

atmospheric initial conditions at the round-off level. 

The simulations were integrated forward for 122 

months (10 years with a 2-month spin-up period) 

after initialisation. This results in over 25,000 years’ 

worth of model data spanning past, current and near-

future climates. Thirty of these ensemble members’ 

temporal resolution were high enough (six-hourly) to 

allow TC tracking, reducing the analysed years to 

19,200. The atmospheric component of the DPLE is 

the Community Atmosphere Model, Version 5, with a 

horizontal resolution of 1o (~100km) and 30 vertical 

levels. The DPLE is initialised for each set of runs 

with observed ocean and atmosphere structures, so 

has built-in climate change influences. As such, it 

does not suffer the limitations of AMIP simulations 

with fixed or prescribed SSTs and only atmospheric 

and CO2 changes. 

Figure TC5 Projected changes in TC frequency (%) (a); 

projected changes in (%) frequency of the most intense 

TCs (categories 4-5) (b), and; projected changes in TC 

maximum intensities (%) (c), for the South Indian and 

South-West Pacific basins. Shaded boxes, whiskers, and 

circles denote the interquartile range, the percentiles, and 

maxima and minima. Horizontal lines in the shaded boxes 

denote the median. The percentiles used are 5th–95th (a) 

10th–90th (b and c). Adapted from Knutson et al. (2020).   
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the South Indian and South-West Pacific 

basins. This figure clearly shows that 

although the median changes predicted for 

these basins are small, the variability is 

substantial.  

In a recent study of South Indian Ocean TC 

trends – focused upon the Africa-Reunion 

region and the western half of the West 

Australian region  – Cattiaux and Bousquet 

(2020) investigated potential changes in TC 

activity between a reference period (1965-

2014) and a future climate period (2045-

2094), for the RCP8.5 climate change 

scenario. They used a rotated-stretched 

50km grid version of the CNRM-CM6-1 

climate model and CMIP5 multi-model 

climate projections. In agreement with other 

studies, they found a 20% decrease in total 

TC frequency but an increase in the lifetime 

maximum intensity. They divided the current 

day TC intensity distribution into bins, 

focusing on 0-50%, 60-80%, and above 

90%. Their findings indicated that future 

climate TC numbers declined by 10% in the 

0-50% bin. This is offset by a 10% increase 

in the 60-80% bin, and a 6-7% increase in 

the >90% bin.  

They further noted a shift in the TC season 

with the earliest cyclone of the season 

shifting from the historical mid-November 

period to mid-December, and a redistribution 

of TCs more into the second half of the 

season.  

Lavender and Walsh (2011) found that the 

average TC lifetime increases by 12-24 

hours for each 2-3°C warming. Parker et al.  

(2018) concluded there could be a 5-10% 

increase in landfall wind speed for eastern 

Australia under an end-of-century RCP8.5 

scenario, exacerbating the impacts of TCs 

on more southern parts of Australia. 

The DPLE dataset replicates significant 

inter-annual variability (Figure TC6a), and it 

does identify the gradual decline in total 

numbers of TCs across the domain over 

Figure TC6 DPLE average number of TCs per year 

(a), DPLE (solid) and observed (dotted) decadal 

average annual number of TCs (b), and DPLE decadal 

average annual number of TCs that enter the 

subregion QLD-NSW (c), for the period 1960 to 2026. 

The dotted grey line in figure (a) indicates the number 

of simulations available for each modelled year. 

Source: NCAR (May 2020). 
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time (Figure TC6b). Note that the DPLE’s horizontal resolution limits the development of physically 

small (midget) or weak TCs and as such the simulated TC numbers are lower than observed. Figure 

TC6c shows the decadal trend for the QLD-NSW subregion. For this small subregion, the DPLE does 

not indicate a notable decrease in TC numbers. This zero trend is significant in conjunction with the 

declining trend in basin-wide TC numbers.  

The number of all DPLE TCs in the South-West Pacific basin that reach Category 3 or higher 

increases by 20% by the 2020s (not shown). Looking specifically at the intensities for TCs that enter 

the QLD-NSW subregion (Figure TC7), the change in intensities for TCs with wind speeds above 40 

m/s increases rapidly after the decade centred on 2000 and particularly for the current 2020 decade. 

This highlights the growing risk of the more destructive TCs passing through this region and hence 

the rising risk of more destructive cyclone impacts across south-east Queensland and north-east New 

South Wales. 

 

A slight increase in the lifetime maximum wind speed appears robust across studies (Walsh et al. 

2016b). Uncertainty remains, particularly on the role of tropical tropopause temperatures (Ramsay 

2013). Holland and Bruyère (2014) suggested a continuation of proportional increases in the 

strongest TCs in the future, but also suggested an upper limit to the proportion that they referred to as 

‘saturation’, imposed by basin geography. 

 

Latitude of Lifetime Maximum Intensity 

Gaining an understanding of trends in the LLMI of TCs in the Australian region is instructive when 

considering the changing risks of TC impacts across the southern-most parts of the Australian TC 

regions. The available observational record is too short to develop statistically significant trends. 

None-the-less, the reanalysed Bureau of Meteorology best track dataset from 1989 to 2020, 

supplemented by IBTrACS and technical bulletins for the 2019-20 season where best track data is not 

yet available, were analysed for LLMI. The analysis was divided into meteorologically similar 

subregions (A-D, see Figure TC8) of the broader Australian region. The months from December to 

Figure TC7 DPLE trends in the intensity of TCs per decade that enter the subregion QLD-NSW. The right 

panel shows the percentage change in area under the curve with a threshold of 40m/s shown as a dashed 

line and 50m/s (Category 3) as a solid line. Source: NCAR (May 2020). 
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April were analysed as this time period excludes near-equatorial very late or early season TCs that do 

not affect the Australian mainland. All TCs that reached Category 1 intensity within the Australian 

region were included, even if their LMI occurred outside the subregion.  

Table TC1 provides a summary of the observed LLMI trends, while Figure TC9 shows a graph of 

LLMIs for the Coral Sea region 

from 1989 to 2020. There are too 

few TCs between 130oE and 

135oE for any meaningful analysis. 

The LLMI trends based on this 

limited dataset provide consistently 

similar results to those from other 

studies. Cattiaux and Bousquet 

(2020) found a slight poleward 

extension of the TC tracks in the 

South Indian basin. This shift 

represented approximated a 1oS 

poleward movement over 80 

years. The more robust global and 

ocean basin results of Kossin et al. 

(2014) also found results 

comparable with what would be 

expected for these subregions. It is 

worth noting that despite the 

limited data and caution needed 

when applying this data to future 

cyclone behaviour, none of the 

subregions exhibits an equatorial 

shift in the LLMI. 

 

Figure TC8 Map showing longitudes used to delineate the subregions (A-D) used for 

trends in LLMI in Table TC1. 

Figure TC9 Observed trends in LLMI of TCs (blue dots) for the Coral 

Sea region (142oE to 160oE) for the months December to April from 1989 

to 2020. The shading around the regression line indicates the 95% 

confidence intervals. Source: IAG internal analysis (April 2020). 
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Table TC1 Observed trends in the LLMI of TCs in subregions of the Australian region for the months December 

to April from 1989 to 2020. (IAG internal analysis April 2020). 

 

The Coral Sea subregion (subregion A) spans the area from the Cape York Peninsula (142oE) to 

160oE. LLMI analysis for this subregion was based on the 94 TCs that appear in the database from 

1989 to 2020. The observed LLMI trend in this region was a 1.8o poleward shift, which equates to a 

mean poleward shift of 6.4km/year. 

Subregion B lies between the Cape York Peninsula and 135oE and encompasses the Gulf of 

Carpentaria. Here, the relative proximity of the Australian landmass to the south acts to limit the 

poleward shift of the LLMI. The detected poleward shift of around 3km/year is less than half that of 

the Coral Sea region and illustrates the importance of considering how landmasses may affect trend 

analyses. 

Subregion C, between 115oE and 130oE, includes the North-West Shelf, Timor, and Arafura Seas. 

Here, the entire region between the Indonesian Archipelago and the Australian coastline is subjected 

to warm waters. However, the West Australian landmass and its associated heat lows act as 

modifiers to the wind regimes in this region, with the LLMI still shifting poleward but at a slower rate 

than for the Coral Sea.  

In subregion D, between 90oE and 115oE, the dominant feature is the cool north then north-westward 

flowing West Australian Current, with the warm onshore Leeuwin Current a smaller influence. This 

colder water region typically pushes as far north as 15oS at 90oE and acts as an inhibitor to the 

poleward expansion of the tropical warm water regions. As a result, this region exhibits the smallest 

poleward shift in the LLMI. 

Figure TC10 shows the DPLE average annual LLMI for all TCs west of 160oE (i.e., the ones impacting 

land). On average current-day and projected future TCs reach their Lifetime Maximum Intensity (LMI) 

0.5o further poleward than in the early years. 

Subregion Extent Number 

of TCs 

Mean 

LLMI 

1989 

Mean 

LLMI 

2020 

Change Rate of change 

A 142oE-160oE 

(Coral Sea) 

94 16.4oS 18.2oS 1.8o poleward 6.4 km/year poleward 

B 135oE-142oE 44 14.2oS 15.0oS 0.8o poleward 2.9 km/year poleward 

C 115oE-130oE 86 16.5oS 17.6oS 1.1o poleward 3.9 km/year poleward 

D 90oE-115oE 126 15.6oS 15.9oS 0.3o poleward 1.1 km/year poleward 
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This observed, and predicted, 

poleward shift in the latitudes at 

which TCs reach their LMI, 

highlights that although the risk 

of TC impacts in this region is 

low relative to regions further 

north, there is an increasing 

proportion of TCs extending 

further poleward over time. This 

is a significant finding 

considering the population 

density and lower wind loading 

standards in this area. 

Should the lifetime maximum 

intensities continue to migrate 

poleward, as suggested by 

Kossin et al. (2014) and 

Lavender and Walsh (2011) and 

supported by the limited internal 

analyses of IAG discussed 

earlier, cities along subtropical 

eastern and western Australian 

coasts will experience greater 

TCs impacts than in the past.  

 

Tropical Cyclones and Sea Surface Temperatures 

TCs gain their energy and moisture from the oceans, with the maximum potential intensity (MPI) of 

TCs highly correlated with SST. Figure TC11 shows the decadal trends in the average SST under all 

TCs in the domain (left) and for the QLD-NSW subregion (right). Domain-wide and in the QLD-NSW 

subregion there is a marked shift towards higher SSTs in the later decades, and particularly for the 

current decade centred on 2020. Domain-wide the time that TCs spent over water > 30°C increases 

by 500% for the 2020s, compared to the 1960s. This is even more evident in the QLD-NSW 

subregion, where the average SST under TCs increases by nearly 1°C and the time that TCs spend 

over water warmer than 27°C increases by over 1000%.  This is consistent with observations and 

modelling results, which found that TCs are becoming more intense, especially further south, and 

contain more precipitable water, primarily imported from the warming tropical regions. 

Figure TC10 The DLPE average annual LLMI of all TCs (dots) 

west of 160oE. The shading around the regression line indicates 

the 95% confidence intervals. Source: NCAR (May 2020). 
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Tropical Cyclones Rainfall and Surge 

There is not a good understanding of historical changes in other key TC characteristics such as size 

and storm total rainfall for the Australia region, primarily due to a lack of data. Lavender and Abbs 

(2013) explored historical TC rainfall trends and found a signal of significant drying associated with 

TCs over the east coast of Australia. However, recent work by Bruyère et al. (2019a) found that 

flooding associated with TC Debbie-like cyclones was significantly enhanced as a result of oceanic 

warming. 

The likelihood of a future increase in TC rainfall rate appears robust across many studies, driven by 

the strong thermodynamic change processes. Parker et al. (2018) found increases of up to 27% in 

landfall hourly TC rain rates over eastern Australia by the end of this century. The DPLE studies find 

Figure TC11 DPLE distribution of SST under TCs. The left panel shows the decade change for all TCs in the 

domain west of 160oE. The right shows the TCs within the QLD-NSW subregion. The dotted lines in the 

right-hand panel indicate the mean SST for 1960 and 2020. Source: Bruyère (2020). 

Figure TC12 DPLE trends in the area receiving over 600mm of rainfall for the entire cyclone path and the 

portion over land (left) and for the QLD-NSW subregion (right). Source: Bruyère (2020). 
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this increased rainfall trend is already occurring, and it is predicted to continue in the warmer climate 

of the future. 

Rainfall associated with TCs is a major contributor to the total damage they produce. Although the 

DPLE model resolution does not adequately resolve topographic and convective processes, there 

remains a substantial trend in the total rainfall within 500km of the cyclone centre. The data indicate 

large changes in the area exposed to rainfall accumulations over 600mm per storm (Figure TC12). 

Over the continent (Figure TC12, left) the area exposed to high rain volume has increased by around 

60%. Focusing in on the QLD-NSW subregion, this increase is between 175 and 200% for the current 

decade (Figure TC12, right). The total inland area exposed to high winds is also increasing (not 

shown). This points to rapidly increasing risks of water ingress through wind-driven rain or flash 

flooding, as well as a heightened risk of major river flooding. These impacts are compounded by 

increasing storm surge, wave and coastal erosion impacts. 

 

Given that Australia is recognised as holding the world record storm surge of 13m, associated with 

Cyclone Mahina in 1899 (Nott et al. 2014), an important question is how likely such events will be in 

the future. New simulation technologies are being developed to assess rare surge events for any 

coastal location (Bruyère et al. 2019a; Lin and Emanuel 2016). Lin and Emanuel (2016) generated 

2,400 synthetic TC surge events for Cairns using wind fields from the TC model of Emanuel et al. 

(2006) to drive a surge model. They found that under current climate conditions the 0.01% (1 in 

10,000 year) surge would be 5.7m, generated by a TC that was only slightly more intense than 

Cyclone Yasi but with a slightly different track. Storm surge risk associated with TCs will increase 

(i.e., return periods will contract by an order of magnitude) due to rising sea levels and TC intensity 

associated with global warming (e.g. Lin and Emanuel 2016, Woodruff et al. 2013). 

 

An interpretation of projected regional changes applicable to Australia 

This section considers potential regional changes to TCs within the Australian region. It uses expert 

opinion to interpret the published observational and modelling studies and known limitations, as well 

as unpublished IAG analyses, and initial IAG/NCAR work described earlier. These changes, 

summarised in Figure TC13, can be used as adjustment factors to the regional TC frequencies to 

reflect climatologies more representative of current and future climates. These climatologies are a key 

input to Natural Catastrophe models used by the (re)insurance industry and provide a means to 

simulate past, present and future climate risk scenarios. The near coast and overland impacts are of 

most interest to risk assessments. Therefore, while catastrophe models use the tracks and intensities 

across a broader ocean basin, it focuses on deriving the landfalling intensity distributions along 

different sections of the coast.  

Importantly, the coastal sections can have significantly different intensity distributions from each other 

and from the broader ocean basin total. For reasons explained earlier and following, the application of 

climate change to these coastal areas will also be uneven and different from the expected mean 

ocean basin changes, such as those summarised in Figure TC1.  

The following sections: 1) Discuss the key overall factors influencing the expected Australian TC 

changes under climate change; and 2) Detail specific regional factors that are considered when 

deriving the regional changes.  
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Property damage increases non-linearly with increasing TC intensity. Therefore, the expected 

changes in Figure TC13 are stratified by low and high TC intensity bands to enable more refined 

adjustments to the base climatologies. 

 

Overall Factors 

The greater proportion of intense TCs (Categories 4 and 5) in the most recent decades compared to 

the 1970s (Holland and Bruyère 2014) is likely to also apply across the Australian region. This has 

been supported by evidence from the DPLE analyses for the north-east of Australia as well as global 

modelling studies, a subset of which have been discussed here. The DPLE analysis found a 10% 

increase in the proportion of intense TCs between the decades centred on 1960 and 2010, and a 

further 10% increase predicted for the 2020 decade. Importantly, from a property risk perspective, the 

less frequent but intense TCs drive most of the damage. 

It is estimated that approximately 10% of all pre-industrial TCs have been Category 4 or 5. Currently, 

nearly 25% of all TCs reach this peak intensity. This rising trend would likely continue before the 

upper limit or ‘saturation point’ is reached.  

There has been a poleward shift of the latitudes where TCs reach their maximum lifetime intensity in 

the South Indian Ocean and South-West Pacific Ocean basins (Kossin et al. 2014). Tentative trends 

have been identified across the Australian region, pointing to different rates of poleward shift of the 

LLMI for different subregions. The varying trends are driven by subregional scale factors that have not 

yet been investigated. For the east coast of Australia, these observed and DPLE modelled trends 

imply a poleward expansion of the area that will be subjected to future intense TCs and damages.  

For the west coast, south of Shark Bay, the poleward shift was found to be smaller than off the east 

coast. This is due to the presence of cooler waters in the West Australian Current, which, although 

warming, are projected to remain relatively cool to the end of the present century. Potentially 

offsetting this would be variations in the warmth and structure of the Leeuwin Current. However, the 

oceanic component of the climate models has yet to produce conclusive results for this area.  

It is likely that some of the most significant impacts for the Central West and Lower West Coasts of 

Western Australia will be associated with the interactions of tropical lows and mid-latitude weather 

systems. These interactions produce complex weather systems with both tropical and mid-latitude 

characteristics, such as those in May 2020 and June 2012. TCs traversing this region are also likely 

to be undergoing extratropical transition. To date, there have been no studies of trends in 

extratropical transitioning systems in the Australian and New Zealand regions. 

TCs in the Australian and New Zealand regions are likely to last longer due to the higher heat content 

of the oceans over which they travel (Figure TC11), particularly in the western and Coral Sea 

subregions away from the constraining effects of the Australian mainland. They are also likely to 

spend a longer proportion of their life cycle as higher category TCs (Bruyère et al. 2019b). This is 

particularly true for the South-West Pacific Ocean, where a general southward shift of the subtropical 

jet stream could lead to a reduction in the vertical wind shear. This increases the chance of significant 

TC impacts on Australia, New Zealand and other South-West Pacific islands. This trend of longer-

lasting and stronger TCs should continue as the world gets warmer. 

Under +2°C and >+2°C scenarios, TC seasons are expected to gradually favour TC development in 

the second half of the season. Recent late-season TCs point to this having already occurred for the 
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Coral Sea. For example, TC Zane (2013) was a weak Australian Category 3 cyclone that formed in 

late April and weakened in early May as it crossed the north Queensland coast; TC Ann reached 

Australian Category 2 intensity in the Coral Sea in mid-May 2019; and TC Mangga reached Australian 

Category 1 intensity to the north-west of Cocos Islands in May 2020. 

With warmer environments, TCs are expected to produce significantly higher rainfall and runoff 

quantities. Warmer air has a higher moisture capacity – as indicated by the Clausius-Clapeyron 

relationship (Trenberth et al. 2003, Prein et al. 2017a). Therefore, at a minimum, rainfall should 

increase by around 7% for each degree Celsius of warming. Rainfall volumes (Bruyère et al. 2019a, 

2019b) and storm runoff extremes (Yin et al., 2018) have been shown to increase at rates significantly 

higher than the 7% suggested by Clausius-Clapeyron scaling alone. This is due to increased 

intensity, longer life, expansion of the heavy rainfall area and increased inland penetration of future 

TCs. 

The potentially changing nature of the important sub-type of TCs referred to as midgets, which 

includes TC Tracy that devastated Darwin in 1974, remains an area of considerable uncertainty due 

to their small size and the inability of the current generation of climate models to resolve them 

adequately.  

For New Zealand, the poleward extension of the latitudinal band favourable for TC development and 

intensification is expected to lead to an increased number of TC-related impacts across the nation. 

Preliminary results from the DPLE dataset are confirming increased TC frequencies and intensities 

over waters north to north-west of the North Island of New Zealand. Most impacts are expected to be 

from tropical systems that are undergoing extratropical transition. The 2017-2018 season may be an 

early indication that this trend is already underway with a record three extratropical cyclones (ETCs) 

affecting the island nation. 

However, insufficient research means that there remains a high degree of uncertainty in ETC trends. 

The work of Ramsay et al. (2018) and Knutson et al. (2019, 2020) serves as a good launching pad for 

future, more tailored, studies on TCs and ETCs in the Australian and New Zealand region. 

 

Specific Regional Factors 

Figure TC13 and the following commentary summarises the expected regional changes to both the 

frequency of all TCs and the frequency of low intensity (Australian Categories 1 and 2) and high 

intensity (Australian Categories 3, 4 and 5) TCs between the 1950s and the +3°C climate change 

scenario. It is important to note: 

• some of the changes shown have already occurred due to the warming experienced up until 

2020; 

 

• the changes described below only relate to the wind component of TCs and do not include 

other important risk drivers – such as water ingress, flooding caused by more intense short 

duration or storm-total rainfall, storm surge, wave impacts and coastal erosion – that are all 

very likely to worsen. 
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Figure TC13 The potential regional changes to the frequency of all TCs, low intensity TCs (Australian 

Categories 1 and 2) and intense TCs (Australian Categories 3, 4 and 5) in a +3°C warming world based on all 

available sources of information. 

 

Central and South-East Queensland and North-East New South Wales 

Figure TC14 shows the ten most significant TCs to have affected the south-east Queensland region 

since 1954, serving as a rough baseline for applying future changes caused by the warming climate. 

By applying the observed and modelled poleward shift in the LLMI and noting the warmer SSTs that 

will exist southwards beyond the latitude of Brisbane to the historical TC tracks, Figure TC13 serves 

as an illustration of what future climate TC impacts could look like across this region. 

In the +3°C scenario and beyond, the tentatively observed poleward shift of the LLMI, coupled with 

the expected thermodynamically driven support for more intense cyclones over warmer waters, 

broadens the highest risk area from the north coast of Queensland into the central coastal region. 

Due to the poleward expansion of the TC affected region, the south-east Queensland and north-east 

New South Wales region will experience the largest relative (not absolute) change. Although still likely 

to be uncommon events, the very rare high category TCs are expected to have a slower decay rate 

(i.e., have a higher intensity) in a warmer climate. This is due to the increased SSTs off the central 

and south-east coasts of Queensland, which can sustain stronger cyclones. 
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Figure TC14 The Tracks of the ten most significant TCs to have affected the south-east Queensland and north-

east New South Wales region since 1954. The horizontal dashed lines show the mean latitude of maximum 

intensity for this set of TCs (21.5oS) and the latitude of Brisbane (27.0oS).    

 

Far North Queensland, the Northern Territory and Northern Western Australia  

The poleward shift of the LLMI would tend to marginally reduce TC frequency in these regions. 

However, there will remain a relatively high risk of impacts from intense TCs as these regions are 

susceptible to impacts from some of the most intense TCs in the world. This reduced frequency will 

not reduce the impact from the most severe and destructive TCs. When rapidly increasing storm-total 

rainfall and storm surge-related factors are considered, it is quite likely that the total TC-related risk 

may increase rather than decline. 

 

Central West and South-West Western Australia 

The waters off the west coast, from Shark Bay southwards, are cooler than those off the east coast. 

The warming effects of climate change on TCs should be slower to manifest themselves in this 

region. Nonetheless, there will likely be ongoing warming of the waters off the west coast of Australia 

and particularly in the Leeuwin Current. This warming could lead to a commensurate increase in the 

risk of higher intensity TCs, although the rate of increase in risk should be slower than for the east 

coast. 

 

21.5oS 

27.0oS Queensland 

New South Wales 
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5.2 Extreme Precipitation and Flooding 

 

5.2.1 Background 

The IPCC states in its AR5 report (IPCC 2013) that, based on historical observations, there are likely 

more land regions where the number of heavy precipitation events has increased than decreased. 

The recent detection of increasing trends in extreme precipitation (Jakob et al. 2011, Westra and 

Sisson 2011, Chen et al. 2013, Guerreiro et al. 2018, Dowdy 2020) and discharge in some 

catchments implies a greater risk of flooding at regional scales. This trend of increasing frequency 

Section Summary 

Extreme precipitation can intensify significantly with climate change, even in regions that 

experience drying on average. The more extreme an event is (i.e., the more intense and less 

frequent), the more its rainfall rate is likely to change in the future. 

A study of trends in Australian hourly and daily rainfall from the period 1966-1989 to 1990-2013 

showed daily rainfall increased at around 7% per degree of warming. Emerging science also 

confirms that intense rainfall rates are increasing. These rates across southern Australia have 

increased nearly 14% per degree of warming, and 21% for the tropical regions.  

Records show observed flood severity for smaller, fast response catchments has increased. The 

faster the response of the catchment, the greater the increase in flood severity. As well as 

increased flood frequency for fast response rivers, the flood volumes and peak flow rates should 

also increase, leading to non-linear increases in the damage produced by changes to extreme 

short-duration rainfall. 

Housing and infrastructure currently being designed and built can be expected to still be in use 

around the year 2100. Traditional floodplain management decisions are based upon analyses 

of rainfall regimes from the historical climate and do not adequately account for current and 

future conditions. 

Wind-driven rainfall damage is expected to increase due to a combination of more intense 

convection, more intense TCs and possibly warm-season ECLs. 

Dyer et al. (2019) highlighted that catchments with historically strong land planning controls are 

more sensitive to increases in flood intensity or frequency due to the accumulation of properties 

just above the 1% AEP. 

Recent advances in computational resources and atmospheric model development enable 

regional climate model simulations in convection-permitting resolutions (≤4km horizontal grid-

spacing), which explicitly resolve issues related to deep convective storms. These provide more 

reliable simulations of sub-daily precipitation extremes and surface-atmosphere interactions (e.g. 

coastlines, orography) than those where convection is not explicitly simulated. 
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and intensity of extreme precipitation events will very likely continue and intensify with rising 

temperatures.  

From a risk to life and property perspective, consideration of extremes in rainfall should focus on the 

rainfall events which lead to damaging flood events and which form the basis of land use planning 

and building standards, with annual exceedance probabilities (AEP) in the order of 2% to 0.001%. 

Such extreme rainfall events are sparse in the historical data and therefore poorly represented in the 

scientific literature, with the majority of published research focusing on daily or multi-day totals around 

the 99th to 99.9th percentile (equivalent to AEP of ~30% to ~3%). Events close to the 99th percentile 

typically do not exceed design criteria and therefore produce only limited levels of damage to the built 

environment. 

The rate at which extreme precipitation will intensify is theoretically related to the water-holding 

capacity of the atmosphere (i.e. the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship). Air can hold approximately 7% 

more water vapour for each degree Celsius of warming, which translates to a theoretical increase in 

short-term (hourly to daily accumulations) extreme precipitation by approximately the same rate 

(Trenberth et al. 2003, Prein et al. 2017a, BoM and CSIRO 2018). These rates can, however, be 

strongly modified by changes in storm characteristics, such as size, translation speed or non-linear 

storm dynamics (Westra et al. 2014, Prein et al. 2017b, Prein and Heymsfield 2020). Extreme 

precipitation increases of higher than 7% per degree Celsius of warming can occur for cold season 

extremes due to a transition from stratiform to convective rainfall for temperatures above ~10°C (Berg 

et al. 2013). Other changes in storm dynamics, such as an increase in latent heat release or changes 

in rainfall efficiency (e.g., Prein and Heymsfield 2020), might also result in larger than 7% per degree 

Celsius increases in extreme precipitation. However, further research is needed to understand their 

contribution better (Fowler et al. 2020). 

Furthermore, the atmospheric circulation patterns that trigger heavy precipitation events are also 

likely to change, thereby either enhancing or partially offsetting thermodynamic effects. The changes 

in atmospheric circulation patterns are a major source of uncertainty, while thermodynamic changes 

(e.g., rising temperatures and increasing atmospheric moisture) are more certain (Shepherd 2014). 

It is important to realise that changes in extreme precipitation rates are decoupled from changes in 

mean precipitation. This means that extreme precipitation can intensify significantly with climate 

change in regions that experience drying on average (Giorgi et al. 2011, Ban et al. 2015, Prein et al. 

2017a). This results in global extreme precipitation increases being more homogeneous than 

changes in mean precipitation (e.g., Fischer et al. 2014). 

Frequency changes in extreme precipitation are expected to change at even higher rates than 

intensity changes, meaning higher return level events will experience a bigger increase (see Section 

4.2). Figure EP1 shows the return periods for the 20th century 100-year flood at the end of the 21st 

century under a >+2°C scenario. In the Murray Basin, for example, the 100-year current climate flood 

is projected to occur every 5-25 years by the end of the century, which is a 400-2000% increase in 

frequency. Similar large projected increases have been reported for other regions of the world (e.g., 

Te Linde et al. 2011). 

There is an increasing body of literature that indicates that the increase in frequency and intensity of 

future extreme precipitation will be larger for rare events (Figure EP2: e.g., Pendergrass 2018, Li et 

al. 2019, Lopez‐Cantu et al. 2020). This means that the rarest and most costly extreme precipitation 

events might increase the fastest under climate change. 
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Figure EP2 Simulated global mean daily extreme precipitation change as a function of the rarity of an event. 

The more extreme an event is (i.e., the more intense and less frequent), the more its rainfall rate changes in the 

future. Source: Pendergrass (2018).  

Figure EP1 Projected return period of the 20th century 100-year flood at the end of the 21st century under 

the RCP8.5 scenario at the outlets of 29 selected river basins. The colour of each basin indicates the multi-

model median return period at basin outlets. Source: Hirabayashi et al. (2013).  
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5.2.2 Changes in Australia 
 
Observed changes 

Assessing the impact of climate change on extreme precipitation in Australia and its regions is more 

uncertain than the discussed global estimates.  This is due to the large natural variability in Australian 

rainfall on annual to decadal timescales. 

Observed changes in heavy precipitation in Australia are consistent with global studies. Still, the 

existing climatology of severe convective storms across Australia is poor and complicates the 

detection and attribution of historical changes in extreme rainfall.  

The fraction of Australia (Figure EP3) that receives a high proportion of its annual rainfall (greater 

than 90% of daily precipitation) from extreme events (greater than 90th percentile) has increased since 

the 1970s (Gallant et al. 2013). The exception is the east coast which has generally experienced a 

significant decrease in extreme daily rainfall events since 1950 (Gallant et al. 2014).  

 

 

Figure EP3 Trend in maximum one-day precipitation from 1920 to 2019. Source: Australian Bureau of 

Meteorology http://www.bom.gov.au/cgi-bin/climate/change/extremes/trendmaps.cgi?map=RX1d&period=1920. 

 

Using the Australian observational record, Wasko et al. (2016) showed that total precipitation and the 

maximum precipitation intensity increases with temperature across Australia, while the storm’s spatial 

extent decreases. Guerreiro et al. (2018) studied trends in hourly and daily rainfall across Australia 

http://www.bom.gov.au/cgi-bin/climate/change/extremes/trendmaps.cgi?map=RX1d&period=1920
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from the period 1966-1989 to 1990-2013. Daily rainfall was found to follow Clausius-Clapeyron 

scaling. In contrast, hourly rainfall exceeded this scaling by at least a factor of two and, for tropical 

regions, by a factor of three. This indicates that over the observational record, flood severity 

increased for smaller, fast response catchments since extreme precipitation has become more 

intense and spatially concentrated (Fowler et al. 2020). The shorter and faster the response time of 

the catchment, the greater the increase in flood severity.  

For large catchments such as the Murray-Darling Basin, the joint probabilities of El Niño–Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) and the Indian Ocean Dipole and other large-scale teleconnections need to be 

factored in. This increased complexity of the widespread very heavy rainfall producing mechanisms 

means the changes in the return periods for the rare extreme floods are far less certain. Additionally, 

changes in antecedent conditions (e.g., soil moisture) are increasing in importance with increasing 

catchment size and can mitigate or amplify future flooding (Sharma et al. 2018).  

Observed changes in precipitation are consistent with changes in annual maximum streamflow (Ishak 

et al. 2013). Ishak et al. (2013) attributed most of the decreasing flood magnitudes to natural climate 

variability, indicating that forced climate change impacts on extreme precipitation are small compared 

to internal variability in the observational records. This is in line with other studies showing that 

extreme rainfall time series are strongly affected by climate variability, with ENSO being the dominant 

driver (King et al. 2013, King et al. 2014). Changes in ENSO due to climate change are uncertain and 

generally within the range of natural variability (Chen et al. 2017).  

Prein and Heymsfield (2020) combined analyses of radiosonde data and two reanalyses (ERA-

Interim: Dee and Uppala 2009, Simmons et al. 2007 and ERA-20C: Stickler et al. 2014) to evaluate 

precipitation differences between 1979 and 2010. They found that there were significant trends in the 

height of the melting level (Figure EP4) and the warm cloud layer (WCL) depth (Figure EP5) across 

Australia.  A change in melting level will affect the distribution of snow, damaging hail and heavy 

rainfall. In general, a higher melting level will lead to decreases in large hail and less snowfall. 

Increases in melting level across Australia for the warm season (December to May) were typically 30-

60m/decade, while the increases in the deep tropical areas exceeded 140m/decade.  

Another consequence of the increasing height of the melting level is the increase in the WCL depth. 

The WCL depth influences the liquid water content in the cloud and surface precipitation rates. This is 

because large, fast-falling drops form very efficiently in clouds with deep WCLs. These findings are 

supported by observational studies, which show that precipitation intensity responds non-linearly with 

a deepening of clouds and precipitation efficiency increases with mid-tropospheric humidity. As Figure 

EP5 shows, large parts of New South Wales have experienced increasing rates of WCL of over 

60m/decade. Sizeable increases have also been observed across large parts of Western Australia. 

The rate of extreme rainfall increases four-fold in environments with WCLs deeper than ~3.5km, 

corresponding to double the Clausius-Clapeyron rate.  Where WCLs more frequently exceed 3.3km 

(a threshold used by forecasters as an indication of flash flood potential), the potential for flash flood 

events escalates.    
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Figure EP4 Linear trend estimates of changes in the melting level height above the surface. Shown is the warm 

season (December to May) average trend based on ERA-Interim and ERA-20C within the period 1979-2010. 

Hatching from top left to bottom right/bottom left to top right shows significant trends (alpha is 0.1) in ERA-

20C/ERA-Interim and dotted areas show regions with potential breaking points in their record. Source: Prein 

and Heymsfield. (2020). 

 

Figure EP5 Linear trend estimates of changes in the WCL depth (cloud base to melting level depth). Shown is 

the warm season (December to May) average trend based on ERA-Interim and ERA-20C within the period 

1979-2010. Hatching from top left to bottom right/bottom left to top right shows significant trends (alpha is 0.1) in 

ERA-20C/ERA-Interim and white areas show regions with non-homogeneous records. Source: Prein and 

Heymsfield (2020). 
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The most robust change signal is an intensification of eastward-propagating warm sea surface 

anomalies that are a characteristic of very strong El Niño events (Cai et al. 2015).A new study by 

Freund et al. (2020) – using simulations from both CMIP5 and CMIP6 models – found no overall 

model agreement on the projected sign or intensity changes of East Pacific and Central Pacific El 

Niño events. However, the small number of available CMIP6 models did show increasing proportions 

of Central Pacific El Niños. These results have considerable uncertainties and studies that only 

include the best performing climate models are needed to gain a better understanding of future trends 

in ENSO events. 

A typical assumption in engineering is that floods occur randomly over time. This assumption is very 

likely invalid as has been shown by McMahon and Kiem (2018) for flood events in south-east 

Queensland. They showed that ~80% of historic large floods in this region occurred within sets of 5-

year periods followed by 35-year periods of lower flood occurrence. This cyclic behaviour is at least in 

part related to the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO: Power et al. 1999), which highlights the 

importance of including natural variability in flood risk assessments.  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13241583.2018.1446677
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Projected changes 

CMIP5 global climate models 

(GCM) simulate a consistent 

increase in various extreme 

precipitation indices over Australia 

with varying confidence (see 

Figure EP6: CSIRO and Bureau 

of Meteorology 2015). These 

results are consistent with global 

estimates (see Section 5.2) and 

show that:  

1. Changes in extreme 

precipitation are increasing in 

all regions independent of 

changes in mean 

precipitation, even in regions 

with strong drying trends 

(e.g., south-west Western 

Australia);  

 

2. Changes increase in 

magnitude for more intense 

extreme events and for higher 

emission scenarios and are 

less evident under RCP2.6; 

and 

 

3. Tendencies for these 

increases are already 

detectable. The confidence 

for increases in daily extreme 

rainfall should only be 

reduced to ‘medium 

confidence’ in south-west 

Western Australia, where the 

strong drying trend could 

offset some of the increases 

in extremes.  

 

Regional and sub-daily estimates 

in extreme precipitation changes 

from GCMs should be treated with 

care due to the coarse grid 

spacing, which does not resolve 

the spatial scales that cause 

Figure EP6 Changes to extreme rainfall in East Australia (EA), North 

Australia (NA), Rangelands (R), and South Australia (SA). Each panel 

shows projected change in 2080–99 for annual mean precipitation, 

annual maximum 1-day rainfall, and 20-year return level of annual 

maximum 1-day rainfall relative to the 1986-2005 average. The 

horizontal tick denotes the median and the bar denotes the 10th to 90th 

percentiles of the CMIP5 results. Scenarios are shown in grey (natural 

variability), blue (RCP4.5) and red (RCP8.5). Source CSIRO and 

Bureau of Meteorology (2015).  
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extreme rainfall events in the real world. Damaging flooding often occurs from severe local storms 

that are not resolved by the relatively coarse climate models used in the above studies. 

Higher-resolution regional models can help to close this gap. Within the NARCliM project (Evans et al. 

2014), several GCMs were dynamically downscaled with regional climate models. Evans et al. (2014) 

used a two-way nested approach with a 50km grid-spacing outer domain over Australia and Oceania, 

and a 10km grid-spacing nest over south-east Australia. The 10km NARCliM simulations use a 

relatively small domain. Therefore, for some parts of this domain, the effects of weather systems 

moving in from the outer domain may not be fully captured at the local scale. Bao et al. (2017) used 

the 50km NARCliM ensemble to study the scaling between temperature increases and daily 

precipitation increases in Australia. Consistent with Evans et al. (2014), they showed a systematic 

increase in extreme rainfall over Australia. The scaling rates generally increase for higher extreme 

percentiles. The 99th percentile of daily precipitation increases close to ~7% per degree Celsius of 

warming while the 99.9th percentile shows higher rates (Figure EP7). 

Recent advances in computational resources and atmospheric model development enable regional 

climate models simulations in convection-permitting resolutions (≤4km horizontal grid-spacing), which 

explicitly resolve issues related to deep convective storms (Prein et al. 2015). These models have 

been shown to provide more reliable simulations of sub-daily precipitation extremes and surface-

atmosphere interactions (e.g. coastlines, orography) than those where convection is not explicitly 

simulated. Since no convection-permitting climate simulations have been published for Australia (so 

far), a summary of relevant convective extreme studies from other areas is presented. 

Sub-daily precipitation extremes are likely to intensify at faster rates than daily and multi-day 

extremes due to dynamical and thermodynamical changes in convective storms, as recent 

observational studies have shown (Kendon et al. 2014, Ban et al. 2015, Prein et al. 2017b, Prein and 

Heymsfield 2020). Dowdy (2020) has provided the first look at changes in the distribution of severe 

thunderstorms across Australia in a warming climate that serves as a pointer to the changing risk of 

flash flooding (see Section 5.5: Bushfire). 

Figure EP7 Projected future climate scaling rates for the ensemble mean daily precipitation 99th (a), 99.5th 

(b), and 99.9th (c) percentile climate scaling rates (%/°C) from NARCliM between 2060–2079 and 1990–

2009 under the A2 scenario. Source Bao et al. (2017). 
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Prein et al. (2017b) analysed these kinds of changes for mesoscale convective systems (e.g., squall-

lines, TCs), which are the leading cause of warm-season flooding in North America. They showed an 

increase in peak hourly precipitation that is approximately 7% per degree Celsius of warming and an 

increase in heavy precipitating storm frequency (more than 90 mm h-1) of at least 400%. The largest 

changes occur in storm-total precipitation volume, which can increase by up to 20% per degree 

Celsius of warming. This results in an almost doubling of storm-total rainfall volume at the end of the 

century under an RCP8.5 scenario. 

Wind-driven rain – that is rain that is given a horizontal velocity component by the wind – can be 

particularly damaging to buildings due to its entrainment into building facades (Blocken and Carmeliet 

2004, Cyclone Testing Station 2018, Henderson et al. 2018, Boughton et al. 2017). While there is a 

growing understanding of increases in rainfall extremes currently being experienced, and expected to 

continue into coming decades, changes in wind hazards are less certain. Very little research has 

been done regarding climate change effects on wind-driven rain. In general, confidence in future 

changes in wind hazards depends on the storm type. Much of the wind-driven rain damage in 

Australia comes from either TCs, ECLs, frontal systems or severe convective storms.  

Wind-driven rain events might therefore intensify due to an increase in TC wind speed. Walsh et al. 

(2016b) showed that large-scale frontal system-related events are projected to decrease in northern 

and southern Australia and increase along the east coast. Projections for wind-driven rain events 

associated with convective storms and summertime ECLs are highly uncertain. 

 

5.2.3 Regional Interpretations for Risk Assessment for Australia 

This section only refers to riverine flooding caused by the changes to rainfall regimes.  

It is important to note that for most urban developments around Australia the so-called 1 in 100-year 

flood event (1% AEP) is used to delineate areas that can be developed against those that cannot, or 

at least have significant restrictions on the types of structures allowed. In Australia, the publication 

Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR) was first published in 1958 and updated in 1987. This release 

used historical rainfall records to determine rainfall distributions around Australia. The historical 

observations roughly spanned the period from around 1945 to 1985, which is a period approximately 

35 -75 years ago. The climate has changed significantly since those decades and is likely to continue 

to do so for the next century or more. A new version of ARR was released in 2019 

(http://arr.ga.gov.au/). It highlights the fact that most land planning decisions around Australia for 

river flood are being based upon analyses of rainfall regimes from the climate of the past, and not for 

the climate extremes which the built environment will experience within the lifetime of the structures. 

The result is that sub-optimal information is currently being used when making planning decisions for 

river flood.  

Changes to rainfall regimes are discussed in more detail in the individual sub-sections within this 

report dedicated to the phenomena that produce them, such as TCs and ECLs. However, many 

extreme rainfall events are produced by other weather systems ranging from cut-off lows, monsoon 

lows, hybrid systems, coastal troughs and convergence zones in the trade winds. Antecedent 

conditions like clustering of events; hydrological processes (such as response to vegetation, 

mitigation measures and changes to watercourse characteristics); water management strategies; and 

land use changes, are complex and are not considered in this discussion. 

http://arr.ga.gov.au/
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As mentioned above, from a property damage perspective, community flood risk is driven by very rare 

events that exceed the typical land planning threshold of 1% AEP. A paper by Dyer et al. (2019), 

highlighted that catchments with historically strong land planning controls are more sensitive to 

increases in flood intensity or frequency due to the accumulation of properties just above the 1% 

AEP. However, there is very little information and research on the extreme rainfall scenarios that drive 

floods of this rarity and beyond at catchment scales, despite Australia having a long history of 

devastating floods.  

The hazard component of financial riverine flood risk models requires numerical estimates of river 

flood AEPs. These estimates also need to be linked to related coastal and estuarine storm surge that 

can exacerbate near-coastal flooding. These are strongly influenced by sea level rise changes that 

incorporate regional variations to the global trends, along with adjustment factors to cater for sea level 

variations linked to the naturally occurring climate oscillations that could be in effect at the time of the 

storm surge.  

For river flooding, the general trend is for an increase in flood risk related to increases in daily and 

sub-daily rainfall intensity. The minimum rate of increase is in the order of 7% per degree Celsius of 

warming – acknowledging that the rate of increase for smaller catchments could be 15% or more per 

degree Celsius of warming if the rainfall is produced by discrete convective systems (Guerreiro et al. 

2018). Only a small number of detailed dynamical studies has been conducted on the impact of future 

extreme rainfall events on Australian river flooding.  

For the larger and less populated Australian river catchments, a 7% increase per degree Celsius of 

warming is applied as the minimum likely future catchment-wide rainfall increase. Catchments which 

respond to sub-daily rainfall events could well experience significantly higher increases in catchment-

wide rainfall (Wasko et al. 2016, Guerreiro et al. 2018). These catchments include many rivers flowing 

through the main urban centres, and most east coast river systems.  

For larger rivers, which respond to multi-day rainfall events, the predicted trends in 20-year flood 

return periods are available for a few rivers. They are assumed to also apply to rarer floods. The 

trends in return periods of floods for the larger river systems have some of the largest uncertainties of 

all the climate change-affected severe weather phenomena because the hydrological responses of 

the major river systems are affected by numerous factors (Sharma et al. 2018). 

In the lower reaches of several east coast river systems, the effects of rising sea levels and storm 

surge must also be considered. A recent paper by Dyer et al. (2019) outlined how this approach is 

applied to selected east coast river systems. 

The key factors relevant to the changing climatology of river flooding in Australia include the following 

(noting there are many more factors to consider including mitigation strategies, changing vegetation 

types and other demographic factors): 

1. Natural variability across Australia has masked trends. However, Wasko et al. (2016) showed 

that total rainfall and maximum precipitation intensity are expected to increase with 

temperature, regardless of future changes in storm sizes. This will increase flood severity for 

the smaller catchments, but the impact is less clear for the larger catchments. 

 

2. Natural climate variability can modulate forced climate change effects on river flooding. 
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3. Increases in maximum extreme precipitation from hours to days will increase flood risk in the 

future. Extreme precipitation increases by ~7% per degree Celsius warming with sub-daily 

extremes and rarer events potentially having larger increases. 

 

4. Therefore, small catchments (e.g., urban areas) will likely see stronger increases in flash 

flooding. Changes in flood frequency and severity are more uncertain in larger catchments. 

 

5. Future work should focus on coupling high-resolution climate models with hydrologic models 

to better understand the hydrologic response to increasing extreme precipitation. Additionally, 

more research on changing risks in high-impact flood events (e.g., 1-in-100-year event) is 

needed to mitigate societal and financial risks to future flood events 

For the short east coast rivers that respond to sub-daily rainfall, all flood return periods are expected 

to become more frequent. These events are expected to vary by catchment according to their size 

and the meteorological situations that produce the more significant floods. Fowler et al. (2020) point 

out that as well as increased flood frequency, the flood volumes and peak flow rates should also 

increase, leading to non-linear increases in the damage produced by changes to extreme short-

duration rainfall. 
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5.3 Damaging Hail 

 

5.3.1 Background 

Insurance Council of Australia claims records show hail is the most frequently occurring cause of 

major damage across Australia. However, there is low confidence in long-term observed trends in hail 

distribution because of data inhomogeneities and inadequacies in monitoring systems (Field et al. 

2012). The primary historical record of hail within Australia is the Australian Bureau of Meteorology’s 

severe storms archive. Reports in this database are not homogeneous in space and time with limited 

quantitative information on hail size and distribution. The information is heavily influenced by the 

location and population distribution across the country (Allen and Allen 2016). A more systematic 

Section Summary 

In the November 2019 edition of this report, it was stated that large and giant hail risks should 

increase over central to south-eastern New South Wales, including the Australian Capital 

Territory, and the central to eastern parts of Victoria. New, independent research has 

strengthened these conclusions, and points to further marked increases in hail risk over the 

south-east of Queensland and north-east of New South Wales, which further exacerbates the 

multi-peril risks across this region. 

Insurance Council of Australia data shows hailstorms are the most frequently occurring damaging 

weather phenomena in Australia. However, inhomogeneous historical data have hampered the 

identification of trends in the occurrence of large and giant hail events across Australia. 

IAG analyses conducted in 2019 reveal crop losses for pea size hail and above.  Motor claims 

commenced with hail in the 2-3cm range, with vulnerabilities varying with motor vehicle type and 

make. Building damage commenced with hail sizes of 4cm and above. Damage surveys indicate 

that Australian domestic properties can get cracked tiles and dented metal roofs (Parackal et al. 

2014) when hail is approximately 5cm in diameter. 

The most rigorous Australian hailstorm climatology and trend analysis to date was conducted by 

Soderholm and Warren (2020 – personal communications). Their analysis was based on 20 years 

of eastern Australian radar observations. Preliminary results show evidence of a substantial 

increase in the frequency of damaging hailstorms across the major urban areas of eastern 

Australia, extending from the Sunshine Coast in Queensland down beyond Wollongong in New 

South Wales. These studies also confirmed the existence of strong inter-annual variability linked 

at least in part to the ENSO (Soderholm et al. 2017).  

There are emerging signs, backed-up by insurance claims records, that Melbourne may be 

experiencing an increase in damaging hail events. The rarity of large and particularly giant hail for 

cities such as Canberra, Perth and Adelaide makes the short available period of radar data 

inadequate to identify trends. However, historical insurance claims also identify an increasing 

trend of hail-related damage for these locations. Overall, insurance claims records indicate a 

southward extension of the primary hail risk regions of Australia. 
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severe weather monitoring application, called WeatheX, has been implemented by CLEX partners, 

including Monash University, the Bureau of Meteorology and other research and industry partners 

including IAG. WeatheX is an attempt to, over time, build a more comprehensive database of severe 

weather events nationally. Details of the app can be found here: 

https://climateextremes.org.au/weathex/.  

 

Observational Studies 

In recent years, within Australia, there has been some detailed analyses of volumetric weather radar 

data from the major population centres. This unique, approximately 20-year, record has already 

identified some key drivers of observed trends. The work of Warren et al. (2020) and Soderholm et al. 

(2017) leads the way, with the focus on eastern Australia. 

Soderholm et al. (2017) developed an 18-year hail climatology across south-east Queensland as a 

part of the Coastal Convective Interactions Experiment (CCIE) (Soderholm et al. 2016), limited to a 

100km range around the Marburg weather radar. The study made use of the Maximum Expected Size 

of Hail (MESH) algorithm. They found there were three dominant synoptic situations conducive to the 

formation of damaging hailstorms for this region, with different spatial and temporal characteristics 

associated with each situation. Figure H1 summarises the key findings. 

https://climateextremes.org.au/weathex/
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Figure H1 Analysis of hailstorm spatial distribution under different combinations of thunderstorm synoptic type 

(TST) (columns) and sea-breeze presence (rows). Averaged mean-sea-level pressure and 500 hPa 

temperature for each TST are shown in (a) – (c) and across all hailstorm cases in (d). Sea-breeze day subsets 

for each TST are shown in (e) – (g), with all hailstorms on sea-breeze days shown in (h). The spatial 

distributions of non-sea-breeze day subsets for each TST are presented in (i) – (k), with all hailstorms on non–

sea-breeze shown in (l). The spatial distributions of hailstorms for each TST on days with and without a sea 

breeze are shown in (m) – (o) and the distribution of all hailstorms shown in (p). Locations Brisbane (BNE), Esk 

(ESK) and Boonah (BNH) are marked. Location of Marburg radar is shown with a black diamond and range 

rings given at 16, 40 and 80 km for (e) – (p) and study region outlined in (a) – (d). Source: Soderholm et al. 

(2017).  

 

They also confirmed the existence of a strong relationship between the ENSO and hailstorm 

frequency for this region. El Niño phases tended to be associated with a greater number of damaging 

hailstorm days, while fewer hailstorms occur in La Niña phases. 

Warren et al. (2020) extended this study and expanded it to include the Greater Sydney region, using 

the MESH analysis tool. They found damaging hailstorms occurred on average 26 and 32 days per 
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year in Brisbane and Sydney, respectively, across the 8-year period of 2009-2015. These results 

were based upon a systematic analysis of volumetric radar data, including a thorough data 

homogenisation process to overcome known calibration errors of individual radar by using a stable 

satellite-based reference. Statistical analysis by Warren et al. (2020) determined that a MESH value 

of 32mm provided reasonable skill for discriminating regions with property loss. Preliminary work to 

extend this analysis to other capital cities is well underway, although results have not yet been 

published (Soderholm, 2020 personal communications). 

 

Hail Related Damage Studies 

Within Australia, IAG has undertaken insurance claims-based studies to relate property (including 

motor, residential and commercial property) and crop damage, to their causes. Most of these 

analyses are not published. Hail sizes of less than 2cm can result in agricultural losses. For example, 

large quantities of small hail can cause crop losses, the extent of which depends on the stage in the 

crop growth cycle, and the type of crop. Analyses reveal crop losses commence once hail reaches 

pea size.   

Motor claims started when hail reach the 2-3cm range, with vulnerabilities varying with motor vehicle 

type and make. Building damage commenced in the 4cm and above range. Damage surveys indicate 

that for approximately 5cm hail, Australian domestic properties can sustain cracked tiles and dented 

metal roofs. The precise minimum size hail needed to crack solar photovoltaic panels has not been 

quantified. It is known that damage has occurred to these panels in several giant hailstorms events 

that affected each of the major capital cities. 

Wind and direction of approach also affect hail damage.  The James Cook University Cyclone Testing 

Station report (Parackal et al. 2014) on the 2014 Brisbane hailstorm states “It was noted that the 

winds in the area had a significant influence on the direction of travel of hail and the impact on 

building performance. The most obvious evidence of this is that window damage far exceeded roof 

damage, suggesting that there was a significant horizontal component in the trajectory of the hail. 

Furthermore, windows on the windward side of the buildings (often to the south) were broken while 

windows on other sides were not.  Even windows that were reasonably well-protected by awnings 

were broken, again indicating the effect of wind on hail trajectory. It was also noted that where there 

was tile damage from hail, this was often on steeper tiled roofs. Once again, this appears to illustrate 

that there was a significant horizontal component in the hail trajectory”. 

Once a roof suffers hail damage there may be ongoing water ingress damage for the weeks following 

the hailstorm, continuing until the damage is repaired. Occasionally damage from the storm may not 

be evident until there is a subsequent heavy rainfall event.  

This finding implies that any increases in thunderstorm-related wind gusts will also exacerbate hail 

damage. Changes in the approach angles of future climate thunderstorms could expose different 

regions and property mix to hail damage. The University of Queensland and the Bureau of 

Meteorology are continuing to use wind information from Doppler radar to explicitly model hail fall 

trajectories. This work will provide a new technique for quantifying the effects of wind on hailstorm 

impact angle (Brook, 2020 personal communication). 
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Modelling Studies 

Simulating hail in climate models is challenging because climate models are not able to resolve the 

processes (e.g. strong convective updrafts) that are necessary for hail development.  

Several approaches have been developed to derive hail risk estimates that either use hail 

observations and claims data (Changnon and Changnon 2000, Xie et al. 2008, Changnon 2009, 

Barthel and Neumayer 2012); remote sensing data (Witt et al. 1998, Cecil 2009); algorithms that 

relate large-scale environmental conditions to large hail development (Brooks 2009, Allen et al. 2015, 

Prein and Holland 2018); or high-resolution numerical models (Mahoney et al. 2012, Brimelow et al. 

2017).  

Although there is considerable uncertainty, current indicators are that climate change will lead to a 

decrease in the frequency of small hail and an increase for large hail (see Figure H2: Mahoney et al. 

2012, Brimelow et al. 2017, Dessens et al. 2015), mainly as a result of higher atmospheric melting 

levels in warmer climates. Prein and Heymsfield (2020) analysed reanalysis and radiosonde data to 

evaluate trends between 1979 and 2010. They found that there were significant trends in the height of 

the melting level and the WCL depth across Australia (see Figures EP4 and EP5 in Section 5.2).  A 

change in melting level will affect the distribution of snow, damaging hail and heavy rainfall. In 

general, a higher melting level will lead to decreases in large hail – although not necessarily giant hail 

–  and less snowfall. Increases in melting level across Australia for the warm season (December to 

May) were typically 30-60m/decade, while the increases in the deep tropical areas exceeded 

140m/decade. Hail observations from the USA and Australia show that giant (> 50mm in diameter) 

damaging hail rarely occurs in 

environments with melting level heights 

above 4.5/3.8km because of enhanced 

melting. 

There is consensus that climate change is 

leading to a higher potential for extreme 

convective storms (Gensini and Mote 

2015, Púčik et al. 2017, Rasmussen et al. 

2017).  

Brimelow et al. (2017) used a cloud model 

that explicitly simulates hail embedded in 

climate model fields to investigate potential 

changes in hail risk over North America 

(Figure H2). They showed that the hail 

damage potential is increasing over 

southern regions in March, April and May 

and over northern regions (north of 50°N) 

and the Rocky Mountains in June, July and 

August due to increasing buoyancy in the 

future climate. 

In the subtropical eastern and south-

eastern regions of the USA, in contrast, 

they showed a substantial decrease in hail 

Figure H2 Frequency of spring hail over Colorado and 

the High Plains. Green bars show the relative frequency 

of different hail sizes in the present climate (1979-2000) 

and red bars show the distribution in the future climate 

(2041-2070) under the A2 business-as-usual scenario. 

Source: Brimelow et al. (2017).  
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damage potential due to the increase in melting of hailstones. Recent advances in the explicit 

modelling of hailstone microphysics by Kumjian and Lombardo (2020) has confirmed the importance 

of weak horizontal flow and updraft geometry within the hail growth layer for large hail formation. This 

dynamical understanding is expected to lead to further improvements in climate model simulations of 

hail. 

 

5.3.2 Changes in Australia 

Observed changes  

It should be noted that in Australia “large hail” is defined as hail sizes from 2.0cm through to 4.9cm. 

“Giant hail” covers hail sizes of 5.0cm and greater. IAG’s claims experience shows that most damage 

to property and motor vehicles starts to occur once hail reaches 2.0cm in diameter, and the damage 

increases significantly as the size reaches then exceeds 5.0cm. Cyclone Testing Station damage 

surveys show hail of ~2.0cm damages skylights, air-conditioning units, and windows (mainly in old 

houses).  Broken windows and skylights lead to significant water damage from the wind-driven rain.   

When hail reaches 4.0+cm, it starts to damage roof tiles and metal cladding. The IAG claims 

experience in Australia and New Zealand shows that large quantities of small hail – pea size and 

greater – can also produce significant damage to crops, and domestic and commercial buildings, the 

latter mainly through the blocking of gutters which leads to increased water ingress and, in extreme 

cases, roof collapse. Hail size, quantities and changes to storm tracks are therefore important 

considerations in any climate change risk assessments. It is necessary to consider potential changes 

in both large and giant hail, as well as trends in the frequency, duration and tracks of supercells that 

produce the greatest damage. Because Australia’s main urban areas are skewed along the coast, 

trends that increase hail risks in near-coastal regions exacerbate the damage potential of the 

hailstorms. 

Observed changes in large hail in Australia are strongly influenced by changes in observational 

practices and an increase in population density. Figure H3 shows the Bureau of Meteorology annual 

Figure H3 Annual frequency of large hail (diameter larger than 2.5cm) from the Bureau of Meteorology 

Severe Storm Archive dataset (source Prein and Holland 2018). 
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hail reports from 1979 to 2015; the general increasing trend of hail observations displayed is more 

likely to be caused by changes in the observation and storm spotter networks rather than an increase 

in underlying hail occurrence.  

Soderholm and Brook (personal communication, May 2020) have applied the calibration techniques 

from Warren et al. (2020) to the entire Australian radar archive. Using this record, they are 

undertaking comprehensive cell tracking for locations where there is sufficient available data to detect 

trends. For a couple of radars, the record length is around 20 years, albeit with some missing data 

periods. They have produced annual time series of hailstorm occurrence (using MESH thresholds > 

30mm and 35dbz areas > 30km2). The analysis is ongoing, and allowances need to be made for 

periods of missing data. Preliminary results show a marked increase in hailstorm trends across a 

large portion of eastern Australia that requires further investigation.  

For most central east coast radars (Gympie, Wollongong, Marburg, Terrey Hills, Newcastle, Mt 

Stapylton) there has been a significant increase in the number of hailstorm cell hours and hail days. 

This signal is present across a diverse number of sites and radar hardware, suggesting that it is a 

robust trend for the region.  

The results for the more southern cities of Adelaide, Hobart and Perth are less clear. Trends are not 

yet identifiable in the volumetric radar data, which only dates back to 2010 for Perth’s Serpentine 

radar (the original radar dates back to 1997). However, the lower frequency and significant inter-

annual variability of hailstorms mean these locations require longer periods of record to identify 

trends. The Melbourne records hint at an increasing trend in event days, although further work is 

required before this can be considered a real trend. IAG’s claims data, combined with the Bureau of 

Meteorology’s Severe Weather database and old media reports, highlights that major damaging hail 

events for Perth, Adelaide and Melbourne have been increasing in the most recent decade.  

When looking at the areas with the biggest impacts, there are no historical analogues prior to these 

major events, and these areas have been well-populated for the past century or more. For Perth, the 

March 2010 hailstorm set a record for giant hail within the greater Perth region. Although newspaper 

records are available for the past 140 years, unfortunately, the high-quality radar record only dates to 

this event. For Adelaide, the November 2016 large hail event set a record for hail size in the greater 

Adelaide area. In Melbourne, the largest hail event on record occurred in March 2010 with additional 

giant hail events occurring on Christmas Day 2011, December 2017 and January 2020. Finally, 

Canberra and the Australian Capital Territory experienced the largest and most damaging hailstorm 

on record in January 2020. Southern Sydney also experienced giant hail from this event, making this 

the first recorded event to affect three Australian capital cities. All these events produced damage that 

surpassed the damage from previous large hail-producing thunderstorms by very large margins.  

Sydney and Brisbane have experienced multiple large-to-giant hail events throughout their history, so 

the trends observed by Soderholm (personal communication, 2020) and Warren (2019) are 

particularly concerning as these cities have experienced several billion-dollar events in the past.  

In an outbreak without precedent in its long historical record, Sydney has recently experienced five 

major hailstorm events: an event with large volumes of small hail on Anzac Day (25 April) 2015; a 

large hail event through the northern suburbs in February 2017; a large-to-giant hail event centred on 

Campbelltown on 15 December 2018; a multi-cell giant hail event across large parts of Sydney on 20 

December 2018; and a giant hail event across southern suburbs in January 2020. However, the April 
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1999 giant hailstorm across eastern Sydney remains the costliest Australian hail event on record and 

likely produced the largest reported hail size in the Greater Sydney region.  

In New Zealand, the South Island town of Timaru experienced New Zealand’s most damaging ever 

hailstorm by a large margin in November 2019. 

Allen and Karoly (2014) showed that ENSO has a significant impact on the distribution and frequency 

of severe thunderstorm environments in Australia, and this was confirmed by Soderholm et al. (2017) 

for south-east Queensland. This also agrees with the assessments of Prein (2019) who showed a 

significant increase in large hail risk in south-eastern and south-western Australia during El Niño 

events. However, there remains uncertainty in the details of how ENSO modulates severe convection, 

including hail across Australia. 

 

Projected changes 

Little research has been done to investigate potential future changes in Australian hail and severe 

convective storm risk. However, the techniques identified in Prein et al. (2017b) and Warren et al. 

(2020) could be applied to climate models to use hail environments as a way to track future changes 

in the frequency of hail events. It should be noted that insurance records highlight the marked 

dominance of warm-season hail events over cool-season events for major damage-producing storms 

across Australia. 

Allen et al. (2014a, b) assessed changes in hail environments in two coarse-resolution GCM 

simulations. They showed that severe thunderstorm environments significantly increased in both the 

models for northern and eastern Australia by the end of the century under an RCP8.5 scenario. This 

is in response to an increase in the convective available potential energy (CAPE5) from higher 

moisture and warmer SSTs in the proximity of hail environments. An increase in CAPE is a likely 

consequence of climate change (e.g. Romps et al. 2014, Gensini and Mote 2015, Prein et al. 2017b). 

However, other environmental changes, such as changes in wind shear and freezing/melting level 

heights, are also essential for future hail risk determinations, as are the effects of topographical and 

meteorological triggers. A more systematic analysis of hail environments than in Allen et al. (2014a, 

b), with multiple GCMs at higher spatial and temporal resolution, is necessary to assess future 

changes in hail risk and uncertainties. Advice from the Bureau of Meteorology indicates they now 

have environmental diagnostics relevant for hail from 12 CMIP5 GCMs, one CMIP6 GCM and BARPA 

(downscaled from CMIP5 at ~12 km resolution). This includes wind shear, melting level height and 

SHIP (Significant Hail Parameter) with the potential to add other diagnostics. In time, trends may be 

identified with more confidence. 

To estimate changes in hail risk on local scales, high-resolution climate models are necessary to 

resolve land-sea contrasts and topographic gradients that are important for hail development 

(Soderholm et al. 2017). Leslie et al. (2008) used a 1km climate model over the Greater Sydney 

Basin to assess changes in hail risk between 2001 and 2050 for an RCP4.5 scenario. They showed 

significant increases in the key characteristics of severe hailstorms over this region. 

 

5 CAPE is the amount of energy a parcel of air would have if lifted a certain distance vertically through the atmosphere. CAPE is effectively the positive 

buoyancy of an air parcel and is an indicator of atmospheric instability, which is used as an indication of severe weather potential. 
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5.3.3 Regional Interpretations for Risk Assessment for Australia 

This section focuses on the large and giant hail components of severe thunderstorms as these are 

the dominant drivers of severe thunderstorm risk in Australia. It must be noted that defining hail risks 

is far more complex than simply tracking changes in hail size. 

For example, the physical storm footprint and associated damage are markedly different between a 

short-lived pulse thunderstorm and a long-lived supercell thunderstorm, even though they may both 

produce the same hail size. Moreover, other important risk drivers such as severe wind squalls, 

intense rainfall and related water ingress and flash flooding also need to be considered. 

Projected changes in damaging hail over Australia, defined as hail of 2.0cm or greater, are highly 

uncertain due to a lack of research and deficiencies in validation data, as discussed. Climate change 

assessments in this report are therefore primarily based on results from other regions, particularly the 

USA, and large-scale drivers across Australia that are related to damaging hail occurrence. 

The factors concerning the changing climatology of damaging hail in Australia include: 

1. The future climate trend projections were determined by interpreting a range of disparate data, 

including insurance claims data combined with meteorological reasoning. 

 

2. Emerging research using volumetric radar data spanning up to 20 years by Soderholm and 

Brook (personal communication, 2020) suggests a significant increase in damaging hail 

events for a region extending from the Sunshine Coast in Queensland down beyond 

Wollongong in New South wales. There are tentative signs that Melbourne may be 

experiencing an increase in damaging hail events with insurance claims records pointing to 

this increase being real. The rarity of large and particularly giant hail for cities such as Perth 

and Adelaide makes the short available period of radar data inadequate to identify trends. 

Further work is required to assess the long-term radar datasets for the Perth and Adelaide 

regions. 

 

3. Studies also confirmed the existence of substantial inter-annual variability linked at least in 

part to the ENSO (Soderholm et al. 2017, Soderholm and Brook personal communication 

2020). 

 

4. Incomplete observational hail data were supplemented by extracting trends in hail 

environments from the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset (Prein and Holland 2018). The ratios 

between observed large and giant hail for Bureau of Meteorology forecast districts – where 

there are sufficient observations – were also considered. This analysis was provided by Prein 

(2019) based upon his analysis of the Australian Severe Thunderstorm database. 

 

5. The IAG-sponsored Greater Sydney hail modelling work of Leslie et al. (2008) was applied to 

the Greater Sydney and surrounding regions out to the year 2050. It serves as a guide for the 

+2°C hail risk estimates for this region. Consideration is also given to the work of Brimelow et 

al. (2017) for North America which showed a predicted trend to larger hail sizes in continental 

and mid-latitude regions and decreases in subtropical environments under the RCP8.5 climate 

change scenario due to the increasing heights of the melting levels in these regions. 
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6. IAG’s increasing hail claims experience for the combined Perth, Adelaide, Canberra and 

Melbourne areas is used as tentative evidence of the likely southern shift in the areas of 

greatest hail risk. It is noted that much longer lengths of record are needed to derive 

statistically significant results. It is also important to note that by the time there is sufficient 

length of claims data to demonstrate statistical significance, the changes will have been in 

effect for a decade or more. 

 

The main trend imposed on the current Australian climatology of damaging hail is to increase the hail 

risk for the +2°C scenario for the south-east Queensland and coastal New South Wales regions and 

shift the hail risk regions southwards down the eastern coast and ranges, particularly for the +3°C 

scenario. The impacts would also lead to increased damage to crops across this region. These 

changes are primarily based on: 

• The preliminary trends observed in the volumetric radar dataset by Soderholm and Brook 

(2020) while acknowledging the limitations in this dataset. 

 

• The predicted southward shift of the subtropical jet stream. 

 

• The general increases expected in atmospheric instability (CAPE) with increased heating and 

stronger updrafts expected in severe thunderstorms in a warmer environment. 

 

• Changes in thunderstorm micro-physics should reduce large hail in tropical and near-tropical 

areas with lesser effects on damaging hail southwards. 

 

• This effect should progressively shift the highest hail risk regions southwards in the +3°C and 

higher warming scenarios. 

 

• Changes in thunderstorm triggers in a warming climate linked to the southward shift of the 

subtropical ridge axis and deepening of the eastern Australian inland trough. 

 

• Observed tentative trends in large and giant hail using IAG’s claims experience across 

southern regions, while acknowledging the limitations in this data. 

 

Figure H4 summarises the regional changes to large and giant hailstorm frequencies across Australia 

between the base climatology and the approximately +3°C climate change scenario.  

Based on large-scale drivers, the largest projected changes to the current climate hail climatology are 

likely to be concentrated over south-eastern Queensland, north-eastern, eastern and south-eastern 

New South Wales, including the Australian Capital Territory, and eastern Victoria. The regions that 

dominate the relative rates of increase in the future are those with historically fewer damaging 

hailstorms, i.e., Melbourne; the mountainous parts of eastern Victoria; the southern to central ranges 

and coastal plains of New South Wales; and the Australian Capital Territory. 

These trend estimates are consistent with the predicted deepening of the east coast trough; 

southward shift of the north-east New South Wales to southern Queensland dry line; and increased 

coastal moisture availability from the observed rapidly warming East Australian Current. The 

southward shift of the subtropical ridge axis could also affect the location, frequency and intensities of 
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the severe thunderstorm-triggering coastally-trapped southerly changes that frequent the New South 

Wales and south-east Queensland coasts. 

Increases are also applied to the warm season hail events that affect agricultural and west coastal 

areas of south-west Western Australia. However, the starting point is from an inadequate number of 

historical events, so trends cannot be identified with confidence. Here the west coast trough is 

expected to deepen and lead to a southward shift of the location of the coastal crossing point when 

the trough is at its deepest. This is typically when it triggers severe thunderstorms, due to increasing 

low level shear, coupled with rapidly-rising maximum temperatures and increased moisture availability 

from the warming Leeuwin Current off the west coast of Western Australia, and the warmer seas off 

the Pilbara and Gascoyne coasts. An expected higher hot season melting level in this region could 

partially offset other factors. However, this is only expected to reduce the occurrence of smaller size 

hail. The impact on damaging large and giant hail is less clear. There are tentative indications that the 

steering flows of severe thunderstorms are becoming more meridional during the warmer seasons.  

Studies available for other parts of the world indicate these risks are most likely to increase. These 

increases might be partially offset by reduced hail risks for large parts of tropical and central Australia, 

including most of Queensland where increased daytime heating and CAPE could be offset by the 

rising atmospheric melting levels, based on research from the USA (Brimelow et al. 2017). 

 

 

Figure H4 Schematic graphs showing the relative change in large and giant hailstorm frequency between the 

1950s and the +3°C climate change scenario.  
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5.4 East Coast Lows 

 

5.4.1 Background 

ECLs are weather systems that periodically bring heavy rain and/or high winds to eastern Australia, 

with the highest impacts near the coast. There are several classification methods used by 

researchers (Dowdy et al. 2019), which leads to substantial differences in their climatology. They 

typically affect areas from Fraser Island to eastern Victoria and Tasmania. Other nearby areas may 

experience similar systems.  

ECLs are noted for their extreme characteristics and high impacts. These characteristics have been 

described in several studies (e.g., Holland et al. 1987, Hopkins and Holland 1997, Mills et al. 2010, 

Dowdy et al. 2013a, Pepler et al. 2014, Louis et al. 2016, Dowdy et al. 2019, Cavicchia et al. 2020). 

These include: 

• Heavy rains on the poleward side, resulting from moist tropical air being advected around the 

low and into the coastal region. These rains may extend for some distance down the coast, 

but the most damaging extreme rains are often constrained to a narrow rainband (~100km 

across) and are marked by a sharp transition to fine conditions to the north of the low centre. 

 

• Damaging winds that may exceed TC force and are typically located in a narrow (usually 

<100km) zone poleward and westward of the centre. The Sygna ECL produced wind gusts up 

Section Summary 

ECLs are weather systems that periodically bring heavy rain and/or high winds to eastern 
Australia. The most significant impacts occur near the coast due to topographical enhancement of 
rainfall that can last for 24 hours or more. There are several disparate definitions as to what 
constitutes an ECL. Therefore, when drawing conclusions from any particular study, the nature of 
the lows included need to be considered. Their impact range is typically from Fraser Island to 
eastern Victoria and Tasmania. 

Observational and modelling studies point to a decline in the numbers of winter ECLs. There is 
less certainty on the trends of the subset of ECLs that produce the most damage - namely the 
warm cored or hybrid ECLs that have intense mesoscale vortices near the coast and produce 
intense lines of extreme rainfall producing thunderstorms. They may also produce extreme winds 
and damaging high energy wave trains from directions different to those experienced in the more 
commonly occurring types of lows. 

Insurance claims data highlights a marked increase in the frequency of the most damaging ECL 

events during the most recent decade. Four of the six most costly ECLs observed over the past 45 

years occurred in the most recent decade. What may have been the most damaging ECL during 

the past 220 years occurred in 1867, and there are no future climate studies available to 

determine the most likely trends in these rare but most extreme events. 
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to 170 km/h at Nobbys Signal Station, Newcastle, equivalent to that experienced in a Category 

3 TC.  

 

• Localised ocean currents and waves may cause considerable damage to coastal foreshores, 

including structures. The direction of approach of the highest energy waves is a key 

determinant on the degree of coastal erosion and inundation, as demonstrated by the severe 

coastal erosion event at Wamberal in July 2020 associated with a physically very large and 

intense central to northern Tasman Sea low. 

 

• Storm surge is rarely much over 1.0m, as the primary damaging wind direction is along the 

coast – the exception may be from surges produced by a small, intense low right on the coast 

when wind direction varies from the more common directions. 

 

• ECLs have a wide range of sizes and lifetimes, from small, intense storms that last 10-15 

hours (e.g., the Sygna storm, Bridgeman 1986) to large, long-lived systems (e.g., the Pasha 

Bulker ECL of June 2007, Mills et al. 2010, and Sydney ECL of April 2015) that may affect the 

east coast for days. 

 

• They are often accompanied by rapid intensification, some of which satisfies the ‘bomb’ 

criteria of Sanders and Guyakum (1980). There is radar evidence that the most damaging 

ECLs have produced mesoscale cores (see Figure EC1) similar to the eye of TCs that have 

severely affected coastal communities (Pasha Bulker ECL 2007, April 2015 ECL). 

 

 

Figure EC1 Weather radar imagery from the Williamtown / Lemon Tree Passage radars showing the mesoscale 

cores of the Pasha Bulker ECL June 2007 (left) and April 2015 ECL (right). Source: Mills et al. (2010), Bureau of 

Meteorology. 
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The conditions associated with the development of intense ECLs may include (Figure EC2):  

• A characteristic cut-off low and/or split jet configuration (e.g., Holland et al. 1987, Dowdy et al. 

2013a, 2019). 

 

• The presence of a strong anticyclone or ridge on the poleward side, with the ECL cradled in 

an Easterly Dip being one of the more common configurations (e.g., Holland et al. 1987). 

 

• Development of intense low centres over an area of strong SST gradients associated with 

eddies along the East-Australian Current (typically >4°C in 50km) (e.g., Hopkins and Holland 

1997, McInnes et al. 1992, Buckley and Leslie 2000, Chambers et al. 2014, 2016). 

 

• Pepler and Dowdy (2020) show that the vertical structure of ECLs is also important when 

assessing their impacts. Deeper ECLs are more likely to produce extremely heavy rainfall 

during their developmental phase. ECLs with only marked surface features are more likely to 

be associated with damaging winds and heavy rainfall. 

 

5.4.2 Climatology 

Three known observational databases have been developed, and two of these are still available 

(Speer et al. 2009, Pepler and Coutts-Smith 2013). However, a systematic study of these systems is 

hampered by the variety of definitions employed. 

The Bureau of Meteorology defines ECLs as intense lows off and near the coast 

(http://www.bom.gov.au/New South 

Wales/sevwx/facts/ecl.shtml). More objective 

definitions include the following:  

• Holland et al. (1987) introduced three 

types of lows based on their basic 

characteristics and development 

mechanisms;  

 

• Hopkins and Holland (1997) 

introduced a fourth type of low, then 

focused on Type 2 ECLs, which they 

defined based on their rainfall and 

wind characteristics;  

 

• Speer et al. (2009) defined six types 

of Maritime lows based mainly on their 

surface characteristics (these included 

systems that would not typically be 

considered an ECL); and  

 

• Cavicchia et al. (2020) applied a 

characterisation scheme based on 

Figure EC2 Schematic of the environmental flow 

around one type of ECL: Solid lines indicate the 

surface pressure pattern; darker (lighter) shading 

indicates convective (stratiform) cloud; the yellow 

arrow indicates subsiding dry air flow; and the blue 

arrows indicate rising, moist tropical air. Modified 

from Holland et al. (1987).  

 

http://www.bom.gov.au/nsw/sevwx/facts/ecl.shtml
http://www.bom.gov.au/nsw/sevwx/facts/ecl.shtml
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dynamical structures. They applied three classifications to climate models to allow for a more 

systematic analysis – cold-cored, warm-cored and warm-cored hybrid cyclones. 

 

Others have developed automated ECL identification methods based on various surface pressure 

characteristics (Browning and Goodwin 2013, 2016, Dowdy et al. 2011, Murray and Simmonds 1991). 

Dowdy et al. (2013a, 2013b) defined ECLs empirically based on upper-level characteristics known to 

be associated with their development.  

Pepler et al. (2015) compared some of these automated systems and used three such systems in 

considering potential future changes. All of these latter approaches are not capable of identifying the 

small, intense mesoscale structures within the broader ECLs that have historically produced the 

greatest damage, despite their small size (Figure EC2). 

Dowdy et al. (2019) provides an overview of the range of classification approaches that are, or have 

been, in use and used this to produce a generalised definition of ECLs and Intense ECLs, while 

noting a range of subtypes can be useful for various specific purposes. The definition is as follows: 

ECLs are cyclones near south-eastern Australia that can be caused by both mid-latitude and tropical 

influences over a range of levels in the atmosphere; Intense ECLs have at least one major hazard 

associated with their occurrence, including extreme winds, waves, rain or flooding. 

The variety of definitions is reflected in assessments of the impacts of such storms. While there is no 

doubt about systems with major impacts such as the 1974 Sygna Storm (Bridgeman 1986) or the 

2007 Pasha Bulker Storm (Mills et al. 2010), different studies have attributed a wide range of 

characteristics to ECLs based on measures of damage produced (Hopkins and Holland 1997, Speer 

et al. 2009, Callaghan and Power 2014). Key points to note include: 

• Depending on the method used, the estimated number of systems per year can vary from 2.5 

to 22. The lower numbers of ECLs generally relate to those ECLs that cause significant 

damage. The larger numbers refer to a wider range of low types, many of which occur far 

enough off the east coast of Australia to produce limited or no damage over land. 

 

• The proportion of east coast floods or heavy rains caused by ECLs has been assessed to vary 

from 16% to 57%. 

 

• Some studies include transitioning TCs as ECLs; others have them as separate systems. 

Given this level of ambiguity, the techniques developed by Cavicchia et al. (2020) and Pepler and 

Dowdy (2020) are welcome as these are consistent approaches applicable to both reanalyses and 

climate change modelling studies. A useful next step would be to evaluate their over-land impacts to 

enable better assessment of future trends in risks to near coastal communities.  

Despite the concerns expressed above, some useful climatological information is available.  
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Seasonal occurrence 

ECLs (Figure EC3, left) exhibit a maximum occurrence in winter (Hopkins and Holland 1997, 

Callaghan and Power 2014) and this is also reflected by a secondary peak in deaths from freshwater 

flooding (Figure EC3, right). This overall seasonal variation may be regionally- and system-

dependent. Hopkins and Holland (1997) found the maximum occurred in summer in a small region 

along the east coast of New South Wales. The maximum from tropical transition also occurs in 

summer (Speer et al. 2009, Callaghan and Power 2014).  

 

Interannual and interdecadal variation 

There is good evidence for a close association 

between ECLs and related flooding and 

freshwater drownings, with the ENSO cycle 

(Figure EC4, Chiew et al. 1998, Power and 

Callaghan 2016, Browning and Goodwin 2016). 

Micevski et al. (2006) and Power and 

Callaghan (2016) also found a longer period 

fluctuation in phase with the IPO, which they 

concluded that this resulted in long-period 

variations in decadal occurrences of 7 to 26 

floods, 2 to 15 ECLs and 3 to 114 deaths. 

 

 

 

Figure EC3 Seasonal ECL occurrence variation. Left panel: Monthly occurrence of ECLs, TIs (Tropical 

Interaction – essentially transitioning tropical lows or cyclones) and Major Floods (the sum of the previous 

two). Right panel: bimodal peak in deaths associated with major freshwater flooding events. Modified 

from Callaghan and Power (2014). 

Figure EC4 Increased occurrence of coastal floods, 

east coast lows, Tropical Interactions and related 

deaths during El Niño and La Niña years. Source: 

Power and Callaghan (2016). 
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5.4.3 Changes in Australia 

Observed changes 

Hopkins and Holland (1997) found a significant increase in the number of ECLs between 1958 and 

1992. This increase is most likely due to natural fluctuation in frequency. 

This trend was also not reproduced in the modelling study by Browning and Goodwin (2016). Hopkins 

and Holland (1997) also found no trend in general heavy rain occurrences and a decrease in the 

frequency of extreme convective rain events. 

By comparison, Powers and Callaghan (2016) found a significant (50%) increase in the frequency of 

major floods since 1860 arising from ECLs (Figure EC5). Some of this increase will be due to 

increasing populations and improved observing systems. Curiously, a closer examination of the 

changes indicates that rather than a linear trend, there was a marked shift upwards around 1950 

followed by nearly constant, or perhaps declining, frequency. This agrees with Franks (2002), who 

found a notable climatic change from low to high flood frequency around 1945.  

Pepler et al. (2016) found a small decline in the frequency of ECLs using the Twentieth Century 

Reanalysis. Ji et al. (2017) used three different tracking algorithms and found that the decline mainly 

occurred in winter with an increase in early spring. 

It is important to note that changes in overall frequencies may not correspond well to the changes in 

the major hazards they pose. The extremely damaging ECLs (those that have the potential to 

produce a billion dollars or more of damage) tend to occur on decadal to multi-decadal time scales 

(Sygna ECL 1974, Pasha Bulker ECL 2007, April 2015 Newcastle ECL). Hence the historical record 

is insufficient to identify trends in these rarest events.  

Figure EC5 Annual frequency of ECLs (black) and Tropical Interactions (grey) from 1860. Modified 

from Power and Callaghan (2016). 
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Guerreiro et al. (2018) found that the rate of increase in intense rainfall with durations of an hour have 

been observed to be two to three times the expected rate of increase using Clausius-Clapeyron 

scaling (which is based only on the increased water-holding capacity of air with increased 

temperature). These findings were based on a study of observed extreme hourly rainfall changes 

between 1966-1989 and 1990-2013. The projected increase in rainfall rates at hourly timescales are 

in the order of 15% per degree Celsius of climate warming – more than double the 7% increase 

expected for wider-area rainfall, spanning a day or more. So even if the total number of ECLs 

declines over time, those that do occur may be expected to have increasing potential to produce 

greater flash flooding, fast response river and stream flooding, and wind-water ingress damage. 

 

Projected changes 

Future variations associated with anthropogenic climate change have been assessed by Dowdy et al. 

(2013b, 2019), Pepler et al. (2016) and most recently by Cavicchia et al. (2020). The consensus of 

the available studies is for a significant decrease in the frequency of ECLs during the 21st century. 

However, these assessments show the declines are most pronounced for ECLs that occur during the 

cooler months of May to October.  

Historically the greatest 

observed damage to 

Australian property and loss 

of life has been associated 

with the less common 

warm-cored or hybrid ECLs. 

The strongest observed 

winds tend to occur with 

warm-cored ECLs, followed 

by hybrid ECLs. Warm-

cored ECLs also have a 

strong tendency to produce 

the heaviest rainfall. 

Cavicchia et al. (2020) 

separate out trends in the 

cold-cored, warm-cored and 

hybrid-cored ECLs using a 

suite of 12 down-scaled 

climate models under the 

IPCC A2 scenario and 

compared the period 1990-

2009 with a future climate 

period 2060-2079. Their 

research findings predict a 

decline in both warm-cored 

and cold-cored ECLs, with 

the largest decline in the 

cooler months. Hybrid 

Figure EC6 Box plots of relative changes of ECLs in the region 25oS to 

40oS, 150oE to 160oE for a 12-member climate model ensemble 

showing differences between the period 1990-2009 and 2060-2079 for 

an A2 scenario for the whole year (left), cool season (May-October – 

centre) and warm season (November-April – right). The boxes show the 

inter-quartile range, the solid line the ensemble median, and whiskers 

the most extreme data points. Source: Cavicchia et al. (2020). 
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cyclones showed a tentative increase in the warmer months, although also declining in the cooler 

months (see Figure EC6). 

The geographical trends in future climate ECLs were found to be inhomogeneous across the analysis 

domain. The main declines were further into the Tasman Sea with onshore ECLs – those forming 

over the rapidly-warming East Australian Current – showing evidence of some increasing trends, 

mostly through the warm season (Figure EC7), noting there remain substantial climate model 

uncertainties. It is the mesoscale onshore features of ECLs that have been observed to produce the 

greatest damage through heavier, short-duration rainfall and stronger wind gusts. The more synoptic-

scale characteristics off the coast tend to be associated with higher storm surges, wave impacts and 

coastal erosion. Therefore, future climate projections need to consider both onshore and offshore 

structures when assessing changing impacts under a warmer climate.  

Although overall numbers of ECLs across the western half of the Tasman Sea appear most likely to 

decline in a warming climate, the more damaging aspects of ECLS may not decline. Model 

predictions show increasing wind speeds for warm-cored and hybrid ECLs, along with increasing 

rainfall, meaning the magnitude of their impacts are more likely-than-not to increase (Dowdy et al. 

2019). To date, model predictions of changes to maximum intensity have been indeterminate. 
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Figure EC7 Relative changes in the ECL track densities between the historical (1990-2009) and future (2060-

2079) climate simulations for an A2 scenario, for the three classes of ECLs for the cool and warm seasons. 

Stars indicate where 75% or more of the model members agree on the sign of the change. Source: Cavicchia et 

al. (2020). 
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Rising sea levels are likely to exacerbate coastal and estuarine flooding and erosion associated with 

ECL events significantly. Further research focusing upon the more extreme events and their impacts 

is required to clarify more accurately what these future impacts are likely to be and their geographical 

variations along the coast and ranges. 

 

5.4.4 Regional Interpretations for Risk Assessment for Australia 

Risk assessment models for ECLs needs to cover all wind, rain and oceanic-related damage drivers 

and rely on consistent definitions for each type, and climatology databases as described earlier. The 

classification scheme used by Cavicchia et al. (2020) offers a more structured approach than those of 

earlier schemes and highlights inhomogeneities across the Tasman Sea. Future analyses will need to 

be undertaken at resolutions high enough to resolve the most damaging elements of ECLs, 

particularly the smaller subset with intense mesoscale structures close to the coast. 

The estimated changes to ECLs for risk assessment purposes need to be based solely on those 

types known to produce significant damage and/or river and flash flooding. Insurance claims from the 

Insurance Council of Australia and IAG’s claims history show a marked increase in damage from 

catastrophic ECL events – those that have produced insured losses of $250 million or more 

(normalised to 2017 dollars). The near-shore mesoscale structures of these ECLs were critical in 

causing the associated damage. These most destructive ECLs are listed in Table EC1. Historically 

the most destructive type of ECLs has occurred with frequencies rarer than once per decade. In the 

most recent decade, there have been four of these events. Until climate models can resolve the near-

coastal damaging mesoscale structures of ECLs, extreme caution needs to be applied to risk 

modelling based on trends in all ECLs across a much broader region out to 160oE. 

Table EC1 ECL events that have produced insured losses of $250 million or more (normalised to 2017 dollars) 

based on Insurance Council of Australia claims data, supplemented by IAG claims data scaled up in 

accordance with IAG’s market share. 

Date Approximate Normalised 

(2017 dollars) Insured Loss 

May 1974 ~$1,000 million 

Feb 1978 $269 million 

June 2007 $2,200 million 

April 2015 $1,060 million 

April-May 2015 $250 million 

June 2016 $422 million 

February 2020 ~$900 million 
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The more common, but predominantly offshore, types of ECLs are of less interest as they result in 

little or no damage. Trends in these non-damaging ECLs can mask the more important but harder to 

identify trends in the rarer and very damaging ECLs.  

The ECLs of greatest interest tend to be most closely aligned to those described in Holland et al. 

(1987) and Mills et al. (2010). Trends in “bomb” ECLs, along the lines of Sanders and Guyakum 

(1980), are particularly relevant. 

It is noted that none of the future-climate modelling studies has been completed at a high enough 

resolution to resolve the intense small-scale secondary cores within the larger ECLs – i.e., the 

structures that typically produce major damage, as observed in the Pasha Bulker ECL in 2007 and 

the April 2015 Newcastle ECL. The modelled changes in the intensity and duration of their associated 

rainfall and their projected future increases are also not in a form that is usable for quantifying trends 

in risks.  
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5.5 Bushfire 
 

 

5.5.1 Background 

Bushfire risk to property is determined by a complex number of biophysical determinants, including 

fuel quantity, fuel moisture content, weather conditions and an ignition source. Local topographic 

influences are also very important, although secondary to the prevailing fire weather conditions in the 

event of an extreme bushfire. The influence of people on bushfire risk is many-fold, ranging from 

being one of the sources of ignition, through to fuel management, prescribed burning programs, and 

other vegetation management or agricultural practice changes. Other important factors are 

community education and preparedness activities, active fire suppression activities during bushfires, 

and advance bushfire risk management techniques using tools such as land planning, building codes 

and retrofitting/self-contained sprinkler installations. 

Section Summary 

Bushfire risk is different to other weather-related natural disasters because it relies on several 

biophysical determinants which include fuel quantity, fuel moisture content, weather conditions 

and an ignition source. Humans influence bushfire risks extensively through fuel management, 

active and passive suppression activities and a range of built environment strategies. Therefore, 

real trends in bushfire risk in a warming climate extend well beyond meteorological trends. 

Extensive historical building loss data indicates the most extreme loss events for properties occur 

when the FFDI reaches or exceeds values of 75 (Extreme FFDI Category). These property losses 

coincide with FFDIs well in excess of the 99th percentile for those locations. An IAG study looking 

at the ratios between the most extreme fire weather conditions – the 99th percentile FFDI –  for the 

1960s compared to the 2010-2019 decade found the largest increases across eastern and south-

eastern Australia with a very large increase along the New South Wales south coast. 

The prolonged extreme fire weather across southern and eastern Australia in spring to summer 

2019-2020 was unique in both the extent and persistence of extreme fire weather conditions. 

Many locations with individual FFDI values exceeding 100 (Catastrophic FFDI). There are signs 

that the interval between the most devastating fires in Australia is shortening, noting that 

this does not mean that every year will have catastrophic bushfires. A 2019 National 

Environmental Science Programme study using an RCP8.5 scenario and 12 downscaled regional 

climate model runs (NARCLiM) showed significant increases in FFDI over 25 (Very High) for 

virtually all of Australia for 2060-2079. Another NARCLiM study incorporating upper-level 

instability through an index called C-Haines found there were statistically significant trends in the 

mean number of days that C-Haines and FFDI were >=8 and >=25, respectively for both summer 

and spring. However, the largest increases were during spring. 

The increasing length of the fire season could reduce or shift the window of opportunity for 

fuel-reduction burning to winter or shorter periods in spring. Increased fire seasons will also 

adversely affect shared resources between Australia and the USA. 
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The Country Fire Authority (CFA) and 

Department of Sustainability and 

Environment (DSE) conducted a study 

into the sources of Victorian fire ignition 

types. The study included over 23,000 

fires that occurred between 1997 and 

2009. They found 35% were caused by 

arson, 19% were escaped fires, 5% 

were accidental ignitions, 5% were 

lightning ignitions, 5% were started by 

machinery and the remainder (~30%) 

had unknown causes (Penman et al. 

2014a). However, despite being one of 

many sources of bushfire ignition, a study by Dowdy and Mills (2012) showed that lightning accounted 

for 90% of the total area burnt by fires. They attributed this to the fact that lightning-induced bushfires 

tended to occur more evenly across the landscape in native vegetation rather than being close to 

roads and urban areas where more rapid-fire containment activities are possible. This makes lightning 

a very important contributor to bushfire risk in the Australian landscape. Further research by Clarke et 

al. (2019), investigating anthropogenic and lightning-caused wildfire in south-eastern Australia, found 

that fire weather conditions are highly correlated with the likelihood of fire ignition. This is particularly 

true for lightning (57%) and power transmission line ignitions (55%), while the built environment tends 

to be the largest driver for human-related ignitions. 

Climate change can either directly or indirectly influence many of these factors in complex and 

interacting ways. These factors, and strategies to address them, are being studied widely, with new 

research appearing each year. Due to the complexity of bushfire sources, the main focus of this 

section will be the weather and climate-related components of bushfire risk, particularly the most 

severe end of the spectrum as this is where most of the property loss and fatalities occur (Toivanen et 

al. 2019). A study by Blanchi et al. (2014) revealed that over 50% of all fatalities occurred on days 

where the FFDI exceeded 100 (the current threshold for declaring a day as ‘catastrophic’). For these 

days, over 60% of all fatalities occurred within structures, and 78% occurred within 30m of the fuel 

source. 

 

5.5.2 A Global View 

The complex interactions between fuel, weather conditions, and ignition sources make it challenging 

to simulate all the factors relevant to defining bushfire risk. In an observational study covering 1979 to 

2013, Jolly et al. (2015) showed that fire weather seasons have lengthened by 18.7% globally, 

resulting in a doubling of the global burnable area affected by long fire weather seasons.  

In their 2009 review paper, Flannigan et al. stated that climate change would lead to a general 

increase in area burned and fire occurrence. Still, the spatial variability of this result is large. Moritz et 

al. (2012) used global climate models (GCMs) to project fire risk for 2010 to 2039. They found an 

increase in fire risk in warm climates and a small decrease in tropical and subtropical climates. 

However, GCM agreement for this result is low, indicating large uncertainties in changing fire hazards 

for small global warming increases. 

Fire Indices 

The McArthur Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI: 

McArthur 1967), commonly used to monitor fire weather 

in Australia, is based on daily temperature, wind speed, 

humidity, and a drought factor (Lucas 2010).  

Vertical instability, as measured using an index called 

C-Haines, has also been shown to be an important 

factor affecting bushfire severity, particularly in spring 

and summer, in south-eastern Australia (Di Virgilio et al. 

2019). 
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5.5.3 Observations and Trends for Australia 

Tracking trends in bushfire risk involves identifying and tracking all the contributing factors. These 

include fuels, drought/dryness, fire weather, ignition sources, and a range of advanced fire mitigation 

factors, including the ability to conduct adequate controlled burns in peri-urban areas (Clark and 

Evans 2019). 

To date, fuel quantities, types, and moisture content changes have not been tracked in a detailed, 

homogeneous fashion. However, efforts are underway to quantify current conditions better, then 

reconstruct trends backwards in time. For example, Haverd et al. 2018 investigated the rate of fuel 

accumulation following a fire event. Increasing attention is being given to understand and provide 

better future climate projections of the responses of ecosystems, notably vegetation. For example, 

Medlyn et al. (2015) conducted ecosystem-scale Free-Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiments. In 

particular, the University of Western Sydney has commenced the first Australian focused research 

project to identify the effects of rising carbon dioxide levels on Australian eucalypt forest; details can 

be found here: https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/hie/EucFACE.  

Results from these studies have begun to emerge (e.g. Jiang et al. 2020) with more to become 

available in the coming years. 

Fuel moisture trends to date have primarily relied on general empirical relationships. However, 

research has commenced to identify and quantify trends in fuel moisture levels in native forests. The 

results of these studies will emerge over the next few years. A preliminary study by Boer et al. (2020) 

revealed an upward trend in eastern Australian temperate forest area that is in a critically dry state 

(Figure BF1). A comment in Nature by Sanderson and Fisher (2020), indicates that the simplified 

views of changing fire risks in global climate models, which focuses on selected weather parameters, 

may be under-estimating the future bushfire risks, as many of the complex factors affecting bushfire 

risks are currently not adequately captured in current-generation global climate models. 

Figure BF1 Forest area in critically dry fuel state, eastern Australia (1990–2019). Annual variation in the 

duration and cumulative area of large forest patches (>100,000 ha) in a critically dry fuel state. The horizontal 

black line indicates the 30-year mean value; light and dark grey bands indicate mean value ± 1 and 2 standard 

deviations, respectively. To identify forest areas in a critically dry state, spatially explicit predictions of fine dead 

fuel moisture content (DFMC) were based on gridded daily vapour pressure deficit, and a threshold of DFMC 

<10% was used. Source: Boer et al. (2020). 

https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/hie/EucFACE
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The FFDI commonly used to monitor fire weather in Australia is based on daily temperature, wind 

speed, humidity, and a drought factor (Lucas 2010). Vertical instability, as measured using an index 

called C-Haines, has also been shown to be an important factor affecting bushfire severity, 

particularly in spring and summer, in south-eastern Australia (Di Virgilio et al. 2019). The seasonal 

90th percentile FFDI trends show increases at almost all observation sites monitored by the Bureau of 

Meteorology with significant increases at most of the sites for at least one season within the period 

1973-2017 (Figure BF2).  

The increase is particularly strong in south-eastern Australia and is primarily related to temperature 

increases (Dowdy 2018). The increases have been most significant in spring followed by summer for 

southern Australia with the largest increases in winter for the tropical regions.  

 

Figure BF2 Map of trends in seasonal 90th percentile FFDI from 1973 to 2017. Marker size is proportional to the 

magnitude of the trend. Reference sizes are shown in the legend. Filled markers represent statistically 

significant trends. Red represents an upward trend and blue a downward trend. Source: Harris and Lucas 

(2019)  
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Another way to assess trends in the most destructive fire weather conditions is to compare the 99th 

percentile FFDIs for the decade 1960-1969 with those of the most recent (2010-2019) decade 

(Dowdy 2018). Figure BF3 shows the ratio of the 99th percentile FFDI for the 2010-2019 decade, 

relative to the 1960-1969 decade. Most areas in Australia have increasing FFDIs relative to 50 years 

ago; the exceptions being parts of the interior of Australia, the south coast of West Australia and small 

parts of Tasmania. The greatest increases in FFDI have been observed across eastern Australia, 

central and inland Victoria, the tropics and western parts of West Australia. 

 

Figure BF3 Ratio of the 99th percentile of FFDI for the decade 2010-2019 relative to 1960-1969, based on the 

Bureau of Meteorology’s gridded FFDI dataset. Source: IAG based on the BoM data described in Dowdy 

(2018). 

 

Societally and economically, severe fire conditions that can lead to extreme bushfires with 

devastating effects are particularly important. These events typically have FFDI>40, resulting in a very 

high chance of house destruction (Bradstock and Gill 2001). Information suggests an increasing 

occurrence of extreme bushfires in recent decades (Sharples et al. 2016). Historical building loss data 

indicates the most extreme loss events occurs when the FFDI reaches or exceeds values of 75 

(Extreme FFDI Category). These property losses coincide with FFDIs well in excess of the 99th 

percentile for those locations (Blanchi et al. 2010). It is therefore important that future climate 

modelling studies of trends for these destructive fire weather conditions focus on the fire dangers 

above the 99th percentiles for regions across Australia. There also need to be corresponding studies 
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on the changing demographics and forest structures in the wildland-urban interface to separate non-

climatological influences. 

There has been a tentative reduction in the time between the most catastrophic bushfire events in 

Australia’s history – those that have destroyed many hundreds to thousands of properties and led to a 

substantial large loss of lives across south-eastern Australia. These were the devastating Victorian 

bushfires of January 1939 (71 deaths, 650 buildings destroyed), then the Ash Wednesday fires of 

February 1983 (75 deaths, 3,700 homes and buildings lost) (Miller et al. 1984). After this, Victoria 

experienced the deadly Black Saturday fires of February 2009 (173 deaths, 3,500 buildings 

destroyed) (Teague et al. 2010). Most recently many parts of Australia experienced the spring – 

summer fires of 2019-2020 (34 deaths, 9,352 buildings including 3,500 homes, destroyed, along with 

record poor air quality across major eastern and south-eastern cities and the largest area of forest 

burnt in historical times).  

There are no measurements of the FFDI for the 1939 bushfires, which had burnt the largest area of 

temperate forest prior to the most recent (2019-20) event. However, maximum temperatures across 

large parts of the state were over 45°C, and the Royal Commission investigation into these fires 

indicated it was extremely dry with strong winds allowing the fires to jump from mountain to mountain, 

indicating marked spotting and extreme bushfire behaviour. For the Ash Wednesday bushfires, the 

BNHCRC6 modelling for Mt Gambier produced an FFDI estimate of 92, almost twice the 99th 

percentile FFDI value for that location. For the Black Saturday bushfires, the FFDI estimate at 

Kinglake was 104, over four times the 99th percentile value. 

The prolonged extreme fire weather across southern and eastern Australia in spring – summer 2019-

2020 was unique in both the extent and persistence of extreme fire weather conditions, with many 

locations having individual FFDI values exceeding 100 (Catastrophic FFDI). Figure BF4 shows the 

accumulated FFDI percentages and FFDI deciles for December 2019 as one indicator of the severity 

and longevity of this event. The Special Climate Statement issued by the Bureau of Meteorology 

should be consulted for more detail (BoM 2020). 

Detailed investigations of the 2019-2020 fire season are ongoing. Still, it is apparent there were 

multiple periods of catastrophic fire weather conditions and significant losses of property across every 

state and territory in Australia. 

One measure of widespread risk from fire weather is the occurrence of high FFDI values, at the same 

time, across Australia (cumulative values are shown in Figure BF5). Since 1950 there has been an 

increase in the rate of such days for various FFDI thresholds, with steeper rises particularly evident 

during the major 1982-83 and 2019-20 fire seasons. Note that FFDI over 25 is considered Very High, 

and FFDI above 50 is Severe. 

 

6 https://www.bnhcrc.com.au/ 
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Figure BF4 Accumulated FFDI percentages (top) and FFDI deciles (bottom) for December 2019 compared to 

the long-term mean for 1950-2018. Source: Australian Bureau of Meteorology/NSW Bushfire Risk management 

Research Hub calculated based on data as described in Dowdy (2018).  
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Figure BF5 Graphs illustrating trends in widespread fire danger across Australia from 1950 to 2019. Each 

graph shows a marker for each day where every Australian state and territory recorded an FFDI above the 

thresholds indicated above the graph. An increase in the steepness of the curve indicates an increase in the 

rate of these events Source: University of Wollongong, based on the Australian Bureau of Meteorology data 

described by Dowdy (2018). 

Although humans cause a significant proportion of bushfires, dry lightning strikes are the largest 

natural source of ignition of bushfires and account for the largest areas burnt. A recent study by 

Dowdy (2020) investigated thunderstorm environments in Australia for the period 1979-2016. They 

showed that there are observed increases in the days when there are thunderstorm environments, 

associated with low rainfall for the spring and summer fire seasons for southern and south-eastern 

Australia (Figure BF6).  
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Figure BF6 Long-term maps of thunderstorm environments by season from December 1979 to November 

2016. The left column shows the average number of thunderstorm environments with the right column showing 

the change in the number of environments from the first half to the second half of the study. Changes are shown 

if statistically significant at the 90% confidence level. Source: Dowdy (2020) 
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Penman et al. (2014a) noted that there are strong links between weather and human-caused ignition. 

This means periods of elevated fire danger conditions will lead to more ignitions, all other things being 

equal. 

 

5.5.4 Projected Changes in Australia 

Detailed, high-resolution studies have been undertaken for Australia. A study by the National 

Environmental Science Programme (2019), using a high (RCP8.5) emission scenario and an 

ensemble of 12 downscaled regional climate model simulations (NARCLiM), shows significant 

increases in the critical fire weather risk factor (defined here as the percentage change in FFDI over 

25 (Very High)), for virtually all of Australia for the future climate period 2060-2079 (Figure BF7). The 

slower rates of change along the southern coastline of Western Australia and the eastern coastal 

fringe is due to the locally moderating effects of the sea breeze. This moderating effect is not likely to 

extend to the rarest of extreme events. So even in these regions, there is a growing risk of extreme to 

catastrophic bushfires over the coming decades. As concerning as these predictions are, researchers 

are becoming more aware of additional factors that need to be considered to identify regions of 

greatest bushfire risk in a warming climate (Sanderson and Fisher 2020). Even the most recent 

climate-fire-vegetation models (Sanderson and Fisher 2020) do not produce fires as extensive as 

those observed in the 2019-20 season. Therefore, challenges remain when trying to simulate all 

future climate fire conditions and events. 

 

Figure BF7 Percentage change in Very High or FFDI >25 days between 1990-2009 and 2060-2079 for a high 

greenhouse gas emission scenario (RCP8.5) from a 12-member ensemble using the downscaled NARCLiM 

dataset. Coloured regions indicate at least two-thirds of the models agree on the direction of change. Source: 

NESP Bushfires and Climate Change 2019 based on Dowdy et al. (2019). 
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There is high confidence that climate change will lead to an increase in the average FFDI and a 

higher frequency of days with severe fire danger or higher across southern and south-eastern 

Australia (Figure BF8), although with greater variability along parts of the east coast where the 

changes are less confident (CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology 2015, Moritz et al. 2012, Clarke et al. 

2011, Clarke et al. 2016, Clarke and Evans 2019, Dowdy et al. 2019).  

 

Figure BF8 Projected changes in the annual cumulative FFDI between 1990-2009 and 2060-2079, based on 

the six downscaled NARCLiM model members that verify best against observed FFDI data. Source: Clarke and 

Evans (2019) 

 

The increased frequency of days with a High FFDI will result in reduced intervals between 

catastrophic fire events, higher fire intensities, slower fire extinguishments, and an increase in fire 

spread (Hennessy et al. 2007). Hennessy et al. (2005) estimated that by 2050 the frequency of 

extreme fire danger would increase by 15-70% across south-east Australia. Similar increases are 

predicted for the Bay of Plenty, Wellington, and Nelson regions in New Zealand (Pearce et al. 2005).  

Recent research into the most extreme and uncontrollable bushfires – including those where there is 

considerable support from increased upper-level instability and sometimes enhanced by the formation 

of pyro-cumulonimbus – predicts that they will significantly increase in frequency in the future. Di 

Virgilio et al. (2019) investigated trends in both FFDI and C-Haines (see Fire Indices insert in Section 

Summary) between 1990-2009 and 2060-2079 using downscaled (the NARCLiM suite of model runs) 

GCMs for south-eastern Australia. They found there were statistically significant trends in the mean 

number of summer and spring days that C-Haines and FFDI were >=8 and >=25 respectively (days 

when both upper air and surface measures of bushfire severity are significant). However, the most 

substantial increases are projected to occur through spring. These findings are broadly similar to 

results from Dowdy et al. (2019) which investigated projected trends in FFDI and C-Haines using 

three different modelling approaches (including the NARCliM suite of models). They found future 

increases in the south as well as some regions of decrease in the east of Australia. 
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Under a 4°C warming, the frequency of days with FFDI>40 has the potential to increase by more than 

200% in eastern Australia during the fire season (Clarke et al. 2011). Lucas et al. (2007) suggested 

that the number of Extreme fire danger days (FFDI>50) could increase by 100-300% by 2050, relative 

to 1990. However, at present, GCMs do not have sufficient resolution to robustly identify trends in the 

most catastrophic events. 

Furthermore, a lengthening of the fire season could reduce or shift the window of opportunity for fuel-

reduction burning to winter or shorter periods in spring (Hennessy et al. 2007, Clarke and Evans 

2019). These changes are due to increasing temperatures and drying in these regions and changes 

to the nature of the rainy seasons in forested areas.  

A slower change in fire hazard is expected in tropical and monsoonal north Australian regions 

(medium confidence) (CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology 2015). However, some parts of tropical 

Australia have experienced major increases in FFDI relative to the 1960-1969 decade (Figure BF3). 

There is limited information in the literature about trends in the rarer and most catastrophic bushfires 

that typically drive most of the property risk and loss of life. Coupled atmosphere-fire simulations of 

actual extreme fire weather events are emerging. Toivanen et al. (2019) highlight the complex 

interactions between the relatively short-lived but most destructive periods of bushfires when most 

deaths and damage occur, and meteorological weather systems that produce them and cause the 

rapid expansion of fire areas following wind changes. They also highlight the importance of vertical 

instability and spotting of fires as they move through eucalyptus forests. Further research into factors 

contributing to increased spotting of bushfires is emerging, such as the findings of Storey et al. 

(2020). They showed that weather conditions at the surface and aloft, along with the vegetation and 

topography all have key influences. These complex interactions are lost in simplified approaches and 

are not accounted for in Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) approaches commonly used in land planning and 

building in fire-prone lands. 

Encouraging results applying statistical models calibrated against historical fire events are being 

developed to more accurately determine the bushfire risks faced by properties and assets in fire-

prone regions (Price et al. 2015 (Figure BF9), Price and Bedward 2019). These techniques can be 

used to determine the most effective controlled burning fuel reduction programs for each region. To 

date, these techniques have concentrated on short-duration fire events. Further work is needed to 

extend this research to prolonged fire events and to extend the fire spread models to capture bushfire 

behaviour under the most catastrophic fire weather conditions.  
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Figure BF9 Risk map for the Sydney region showing the probability of extant fires spreading to each census 

block. The background is a true-colour satellite image showing the urban areas in grey, peri-urban in speckled 

green and grey, and forest (in green) surrounding the centre. Source: Price et al. (2015) 

 

Future climate predictions across Australia – from the available science – are based primarily on the 

expected trends in the bushfire weather, as measured by the FFDI and C-Haines indices. The Bureau 

of Meteorology and CSIRO maps (2016, 2018) serve as a simplified visual guide to the observed 

trends, while the works of Clarke and Evans (2019), Dowdy et al. (2019) and Di Virgilio et al. (2019) 

provide a basis for the changing bushfire risk across many densely populated Australian districts. It 

should also be noted that the Australian Fire Danger Rating System Program is developing a more 

comprehensive bushfire rating system that better describes bushfire behaviour in different 

environments across Australia (Matthews et al. 2019). This Fire Behaviour Index may provide new 

insights into trends and areas at greatest risk from bushfires in a changing climate. 

For Tasmania, the work of Fox-Hughes et al. (2015) supplements the previously mentioned studies 

which focus more over the mainland of south-eastern Australia. Model projections show a broad 

increase in fire danger across Tasmania, but with substantial regional variation. The increase was 

smaller in western Tasmania (district mean cumulative fire danger increasing at 1.07 per year) 

compared with parts of the east (1.79 per year) for example. There were also noticeable seasonal 
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variations. Small changes occurring in autumn, while spring saw a steady increase in the area 

subjected to the 99th percentile fire danger (from 6% in 1961–1980 to 21% by 2081–2100). 

There is significant scope for next-generation models like NARCliM (versions 1.5 and 2.0) and 

BARPA (Bureau of Meteorology Atmospheric Regional Projections for Australia) to provide a more 

comprehensive and granular base for establishing fire weather risk indices and understanding the 

impacts of climate change on fire weather. However, they need to be extended across all of the 

populated regions of Australia, and trends in all parts of the bushfire fire danger spectrum need to be 

addressed, particularly the rare Extreme and Catastrophic components of the fire weather spectrum. 

Exacerbating conditions caused by more unstable upper air conditions and changes to the probability 

of ignition also need to be considered when refining regional predictions of changes in bushfire risk. 

The effectiveness of potential bushfire prevention and suppression techniques must also be factored 

in. 
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5.6 Oceans: Sea Level Rise, Temperature Anomalies and 
Extreme Sea Levels  

 

Section Summary 

The main change since the release of the first edition of this report is to extend the observed rate 

of sea level rise to the end of 2019 and to confirm that there is an observed acceleration of these 

rises. New information has been included, highlighting timeframes when historic 1% AEP 

extreme sea level events become more frequent or even yearly events. 

Within Australia, the CoastAdapt website provides one set of sea level rise projections. An 

expanded set of projections is available from the US NOAA Sea Level Rise Report. This report 

provides a range of planning scenarios, intended to span the range from the lowest justifiable 

projection (a linear extrapolation of the historically observed 3mm/year of Global Mean Sea Level 

Rise) to an extreme scenario consistent with some of the highest physically grounded projections 

in the literature. Commentary provided may be particularly useful in highlighting the broad range of 

plausible scenarios, particularly in the most damaging and irreversible upper-end projections. The 

significance of these projections may be diminished by the term “average” which is biased in 

favour of the unachievable low-end projections.   

Most of the new research presented focuses on the dynamics of the Greenland and Antarctic ice 

sheets and ice shelves. Changes to these stand to produce the most irreversible and accelerating 

trends of sea level rise over centennial time frames. 

A summary of the key points concerning sea level rise and extreme sea levels includes: 

• Globally, sea level has risen by ~220mm from 1880 to 2019, although there is 

considerable uncertainty in the early part of this record. 

• The rate of sea level rise is accelerating, from 1.4mm/year over the period 1901–1990 to 

3.6mm/year for the period 2006–2015 with an above-trend rate of increase of 4.7mm/year 

for the period January 2014 to March 2020. 

• From a damage to property perspective, the changes to extreme sea levels, their 

magnitude and AEP are more critical than changes in the mean sea level.  

• IPCC projections indicate that by the end of this century global sea levels could increase 

by up to 0.84m (0.61-1.10m likely range) for the RCP8.5 scenario, relative to a 1986-2005 

baseline. Other studies gaining credence point to plausible global sea level rises of 

over 2.0m within a century and multi-metre sea level rises by 2300. 

• Sea levels will continue to rise throughout the 21st and 22nd centuries due to ongoing ice 

losses from the Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets. However, the rates of increase will 

be determined by the rates of global emissions over the next few decades. 

Much of Australia is projected to continue to experience above global average sea level 

rise throughout the 21st century with rates up to 30% above the global average. 
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5.6.1 Background 

Arguably the most critical of all the changes produced by the rapidly changing climate are those 

associated with the oceans: sea level rise, ocean heatwaves and extreme sea levels.  

Land planning decisions around our coasts and estuaries determine where whole communities will be 

established, along with the supporting infrastructure. Once they are in place, it is challenging to 

protect them from the irreversible impacts of sea level rise that will continue for centuries, irrespective 

of the actions taken globally over the next few decades. The magnitude of these challenges, however, 

will be determined by global actions to reduce emissions over the next few decades.  

Retreat and relocation may become the only viable options. To safeguard our communities into the 

next century, land planning decisions need to consider higher sea level rise scenarios over longer 

timeframes rather than the mean or median projected rises for a specific point in time. 

Climate change impacts on the world’s oceans take many forms. They produce SST anomaly 

patterns that can alter the global atmospheric circulations, along with marine heatwaves that can 

severely impact marine ecosystems. Significant sea level anomalies can trigger compound events, 

where multiple damage drivers can affect countries or communities beyond those experienced from 

single events. These compounding events are often responsible for cascading impacts that extend 

well beyond the region directly affected by the events. They can also produce recurring weather 

events that can lead to significant levels of damage and hamper communities’ ability to prepare and 

respond due to the short time frame between successive events.  

Sea levels are changing at different rates around the world, and extremes of sea level are changing at 

record rates. In addition to this, dissolving carbon dioxide is leading to increasing ocean acidification 

that will affect all marine and coastal ecosystems, threatening food security for nations globally. 

Although very important socially, financially and ecologically, this aspect of climate change will not be 

covered further in this section as the focus is on more direct damage and disruption to property and 

society. 

Sea level rise is a combination of the thermal expansion of warming ocean water, meltwater run-off 

from ice sheets and glaciers, changes to terrestrial water storage, altered ocean currents and wind 

regimes. Changes in Earth’s gravity and rotation with the rise and subsidence of different parts of the 

Earth’s crust from the shifting masses will have varying impacts across the globe.  

When considering damage to property associated with sea level rise during the coming century, the 

main concern is not what is likely to happen to the mean sea level but how this will affect the changes 

to extreme sea levels, their magnitude and AEP. In multi-centennial time frames the greatest concern 

shifts to ongoing changes to the mean sea level. It is also noted that irrespective of the emissions 

pathway followed, sea levels will continue to rise throughout the 21st and 22nd centuries and most 

likely for millennia due to ongoing ice losses from the Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets (IPCC 

2019). These changes can occur as non-linear step function changes happening within the space of a 

decade and are irreversible over human lifetime scales. 

Globally, the sea level has risen by ~220mm from 1880 to 2019, although there is considerable 

uncertainty in the early part of this record (Dangendorf et al. 2019). Based upon complex analyses of 

trends from tide gauge records and satellite altimetry, the rate of increase is accelerating (Nerem et 

al. 2018, Dangendorf et al. 2019), from 1.4mm/year over the period 1901–1990 to 2.1mm/year (1970–

2015), 3.2mm/year (1993–2015), and 3.6mm/year for 2006–2015 (IPCC 2019). Recent years show 
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an above-trend rate of increase of 4.7mm/year for the period January 2014 to March 2020. The rate 

of increase since 1993 is close to the upper limit of the IPCC AR5 projected changes (IPCC 2019). 

It is very likely that areas that are already affected by coastal erosion and inundation will be more 

severely affected in the future (Field et al. 2012). Increased frequency of coastal inundation for 

Sydney, Australia, has recently been documented by Hague et al. (2020). They show that in Sydney, 

frequencies of minor coastal inundation have increased from 1.6 to 7.8 days per year between 

1914 and 2019 and they attribute over 80% of the observed coastal inundation events between 

1970 and 2015 to anthropogenic increases in GMSL. They project that impact-producing coastal 

inundations will occur weekly by 2050 under high- and medium- emission/sea-level rise 

scenarios, and daily by 2100 under high emission scenarios. 

Local sea level rise can deviate significantly from the global mean due to differential heating of ocean 

areas; changing wind systems and ocean currents; and land movement. Satellite altimetry spanning 

28 years shows considerable regional variations in the observed rate of sea level rise (Figure SL1). 

Climate models project that by the end of the century global sea levels could increase by 0.43m 

(0.29-0.59m likely range) for the RCP2.6 scenario and 0.84m (0.61-1.10m likely range) for the 

RCP8.5 scenario (IPCC 2019), relative to a 1986-2005 baseline. Figure SL2 summarises the range of 

future sea level rise projections out to 2300 with the inset showing projections out to 2100 (IPCC 

2019). 

 

  

Figure SL1 Observed satellite altimeter trends in sea level rise from 1992 to 2020. Source: NOAA Laboratory 

for Satellite Altimetry 2020, accessed in June 2020. 
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It should be noted that there are many contributing factors relating to sea level rise (IPCC 2019), few 

of which are well modelled. These factors mean there is a potential for the long-term sea level rise to 

be significantly higher than the projections produced by climate models that use simple cryosphere 

modules. Factors include: the acceleration of glaciers feeding ice shelves once the ice shelves 

collapse (e.g. the collapse of the Larsen A and B ice shelves in 1995 and 2002 respectively); the 

effects of lakes and meltwater on the surface of ice shelves; the melting and destabilisation of the 

bases of ice sheets in contact with the warming of the Circumpolar Deep Water; and the collapse of 

ice cliffs into the oceans. 

Partially offsetting this is the expected increase in snowfall over elevated regions of Antarctica and 

Greenland, although this is not likely to be enough to offset losses through other mechanisms. 

Interactions between tropical warm ocean events linked to ENSO and IOD changes and the Southern 

Ocean are also poorly understood. However, it is considered an extreme El Niño event in 1940 was 

the trigger for the grounding line retreat of the ice sheets in the Pine Island catchment of West 

Antarctica, which is still ongoing.  

Figure SL2 Projected sea level rise (SLR) until 2300. The inset shows an assessment of the likely range of the 

projections for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 up to 2100 (medium confidence). Projections for longer time scales are 

highly uncertain, but a range is provided (low confidence). For context, results are shown from other estimation 

approaches in 2100 and 2300. The two sets of two bars labelled B19 are from an expert elicitation for the 

Antarctic component (Bamber et al. 2019) and reflect the likely range for a 2ºC and 5ºC temperature warming 

(low confidence). The bar labelled “prob.” indicates the likely range of a set of probabilistic projections. The 

arrow indicated by S18 shows the result of an extensive sensitivity experiment with a numerical model for the 

Antarctic ice sheet combined, like the results from B19 and “prob.”, with results from Church et al. (2013) for the 

other components of SLR. Source: IPCC (2019). 

 

Processes controlling the timing of future ice shelf loss and the extent of ice sheet instabilities could 

increase Antarctica’s contribution to sea level rise to values substantially higher than the IPCC’s 

“likely” range on century and longer timescales. This ice sheet instability is irreversible with recovery 

time scales in the hundreds to thousands of years, and then only once the climate forcing triggering 

these instabilities are brought under control (IPCC 2019). 
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Emerging studies focusing on the Antarctic ice sheet, indicate that there are early signs of an 

acceleration of melting and a speed-up of glacial flow. Details of the history, ice mass loss, complex 

Antarctic ice sheet and glacier structures, and the dynamic behaviour of the Antarctic ice sheet are 

explained in Bell and Seroussi (2020). Estimated contributions to sea level rise from the varied ice 

loss mechanisms differ considerably. They are not well incorporated into most cryospheric models but 

amount to several metres within the next couple of centuries. Modelling studies (Figure SL2) indicate 

a multi-metre rise in sea level by 2300 (2.3–5.4m for RCP8.5 and 0.6–1.07m under RCP2.6), 

indicating the critical importance of reduced emissions to limit sea level rise (IPCC 2019). It should be 

noted that the ability of the world to follow an RCP2.6 scenario is becoming highly unlikely as 

emission and observed warming trends are already diverging above the RCP2.6 pathway. 

Global temperature increases beyond 2°C increase the risk of rapid increases in sea level due to 

melting of significant parts of ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica. The global sea level could 

potentially rise by ~70m if both ice sheets completely melt (Alley et al. 2005), although this would take 

centuries to occur and current estimates are very uncertain. However, it is noted that transitions in ice 

sheet behaviour can happen rapidly once tipping points are crossed. The collapse of the Larsen A 

and B ice shelves (1995 and 2002, respectively) are pointers to what could occur elsewhere around 

Antarctica once the buttressing floating ice shelves thin and weaken. 

As discussed in Section 4.3, moderate changes in the mean can have dramatic effects on extremes –

including the effects of storm surge and wave action. Wahl et al. (2017) investigated mid-century 

changes in the return period of the 100-year extreme sea level under the RCP4.5 emission scenario. 

For Australia, they showed that the historic 100-year extreme sea level height could occur annually 

for many sites along the Australian coastline (see Figure SL3). Rapid changes are predicted 

especially for the densely populated Australian east and south-east coasts, as well as the New 

Zealand North Island and around Dunedin in the South Island. 

Figure SL3 Changes in the 100-year return period of extreme sea level height until mid-century 

under RCP4.5. Source: Wahl et al. (2017). 
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A global view of changes in extreme sea level events for RCP 2.6 and 8.5 scenarios is shown in 

Figure SL4. The focus is on what has been described as a historical centennial event (HCE). The 

approximate year in which these extreme events become annual events is illustrated by the darkness 

of the circle at various locations around the world. 

 

 

Wave heights 

Studies for the North and South Atlantic Oceans have shown that extreme wave heights, which 

contribute to extreme sea level events, coastal erosion and flooding, have been increasing at the rate 

of 1.0cm/year over the period 1985 to 2018 (IPCC 2019). Extreme wave heights are associated with 

Figure SL4 The effect of regional sea level rise on extreme sea level events at coastal locations. (a) Schematic 

illustration of extreme sea level events and their average recurrence in the recent past (1986–2005) and the 

future around 2100. (b) The year in which HCEs are expected to recur once per year on average under RCP8.5 

and RCP2.6, at the 439 individual coastal locations where the observational record is sufficient. The absence of 

a circle indicates an inability to perform an assessment due to a lack of data but does not indicate an absence of 

exposure and risk. The darker the circle, the earlier this transition is expected. White circles (33% of locations 

under RCP2.6 and 10% under RCP8.5) indicate that HCEs are not expected to recur once per year before 

2100. (c) An indication of locations at which this transition of HCEs to annual events is projected to occur more 

than 10 years later under RCP2.6 compared to RCP8.5. Source: IPCC (2019) 
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the most intense low-pressure systems. TCs (Section 5.1), ECLs (Section 5.4) and mid-latitude frontal 

low-pressure systems are the source of these extremes for Australian coastal waters.  

 

Marine heatwaves 

Marine heatwave events are periods of extremely high ocean temperatures that exceed the local 99th 

percentile observed SST. These events adversely affect marine ecosystems and organisms in every 

ocean basin, including corals, sea grasses and kelps that help to protect coastal zones from severe 

oceanic impacts. 

For the period 1982 to 2016, the observed number of heatwave events have doubled in frequency, 

are more intense, and more extensive (IPCC 2019). The IPCC concluded, with very high confidence, 

that these heatwaves are projected to further increase in frequency, duration, spatial extent and 

intensity. Climate models project a 50-time increase in the frequency of marine heatwaves by 2081–

2100, relative to 1850–1900. Over the same timeframe, their intensity is expected to increase about 

10-fold. These increases would continue through the 22nd century. Studies focusing on Australian 

marine heatwaves have been produced by Oliver et al. (2014, 2018). 

 

5.6.2 Changes in Australia 

Observed changes 

Most of Australia experienced above global average sea level changes during recent decades, with 

hotspots in the Tasman Sea and northern and western Australia (Figure SL1) where rates were up to 

twice the global average. To understand regional rates of sea level rise better, several factors need to 

be considered: the influence of ENSO on sea level rise; the influence of Glacial Isostatic Adjustment 

(ongoing movement of land once burdened by ice-age glaciers); local land movement produced by 

geological and hydrological factors; and atmospheric pressure effects.  

The CoastAdapt website (https://coastadapt.com.au) provides access to observed sea level trends and 

variability at local government level around Australia. These trends are based on satellite 

observations over the adjacent oceans and seas since 1992. Tide gauge records are also available 

for a limited number of locations around the coast. The Bureau of Meteorology maintains the 

Australian Baseline Sea Level Monitoring Network and access to the data from this network can be 

found at the following link: http://www.bom.gov.au/oceanography/projects/abslmp/abslmp.shtml 

 

Projected changes for Australia 

Much of Australia is projected to continue to experience above global average sea level rise 

throughout the 21st century with rates up to 30% above the global average (Figure SL2: IPCC 2019). 

NCCARF developed regional sea level rise projections for each local government area around 

Australia, for four different climate change scenarios. These projections, including a range of 

uncertainties, can all be found at: https://coastadapt.com.au/sea-level-rise-information-all-australian-

coastal-councils. Caution is advised in using the RCP2.6 projections from this website as we, the 

authors of this report, believe these projections are unachievable. The RCP4.5 scenario is considered 

https://coastadapt.com.au/
http://www.bom.gov.au/oceanography/projects/abslmp/abslmp.shtml
https://coastadapt.com.au/sea-level-rise-information-all-australian-coastal-councils
https://coastadapt.com.au/sea-level-rise-information-all-australian-coastal-councils
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by the authors the most optimistic outcome, assuming substantial actions are taken globally within the 

next few years. The higher RCP scenarios could be viewed as the more realistic future climate 

outcomes. Scenarios with projections higher than that of the RCP8.5 should be considered for the 

most critical developments. 

A sample plot of sea level rise projections for the Gold Coast Local Government Area (LGA) is shown 

in Figure SL5 for the RCP4.5 and 8.5 scenarios out to the year 2100, along with the observed satellite 

data for this area. Corresponding inundation maps for each area are available for download for the 

RCP scenario. However, these maps show changes in the mean sea level and not the extreme sea 

level.  

 

Figure SL5 Observed satellite derived sea level (green lines) and projected sea level rises out to 2100, 

including uncertainty limits, for the RCP 4.5 and 8.5 scenarios for the Gold Coast LGA. Source: CoastAdapt 

(https://coastadapt.com.au). 

 

The highest rate of increase in sea level is simulated in the Tasman Sea and is attributed to long-term 

and ongoing changes in the South Pacific Gyre (Oliver et al. 2014, 2015).  

Different emission scenarios differ in the amount of regional sea level rise but are consistent in the 

spatial patterns. Slangen et al. (2012) identified the steric contribution (sea level rising because of 

changes in ambient temperature and salinity) as the dominant source of regional variability. However, 

https://coastadapt.com.au/
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this assessment might change with improved representation of ice sheets and glaciers in next-

generation earth system models that can simulate extreme ice loss scenarios.  

An alternative view of sea level rise can be found in the US NOAA Sea Level Rise Report (Sweet et 

al. 2017). This report provides a broad range of planning scenarios, that span the range from the 

lowest justifiable projection (a linear extrapolation of 3 mm/yr of GMSL rise) to an extreme scenario 

consistent with some of the highest physically grounded projections in the literature. The 

intermediate-high and high emission scenarios from the NOAA report produce rates of sea level rise 

significantly above those contained in the CoastAdapt website. These should also be considered by 

those assessing risks in the most susceptible areas or for projects that are designed to remain viable 

well into the next century.  

There are few studies on what the regional changes in extreme sea levels are likely to be considering 

changes in the weather systems that produce them. There is very little information available on 

expected changes in the associated direction of approach of the highest energy waves in future 

climates or changes in their duration. The importance of this directional change of approach of high 

energy waves is illustrated by the major coastal erosion experienced along the Wamberal New South 

Wales coast in July 2020. The erosion was due to an ECL event that produced a major wave train 

from a more south-easterly direction than historically experienced. An intense weather system does 

not have to produce record wave heights to be extremely damaging if the direction of coastal impact 

differs from the directions historically experienced along that particular coastline. 
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5.7 Connected Extremes: Compound and Clustered Events  

 

5.7.1 Background 

The literature uses the term ‘compound event’ to describe events that are connected physically or 

show statistical dependency. In 2012 the Special Report of the IPCC (Seneviratne et al. 2012) 

introduced the following definition of compound events. “(1) Two or more extreme events occurring 

simultaneously or successively, (2) combinations of extreme events with underlying conditions that 

amplify the impact of the events, or (3) combinations of events that are not themselves extremes but 

lead to an extreme event or impact when combined.” Alternatively, Leonard et al. (2014) defined 

compound events as an extreme impact that depends on multiple statistically dependent variables or 

events. 

This section considers only interconnected meteorological-hydrological-oceanographic events. There 

can be connections between non-interconnected events, such as pandemics, geological events or 

other phenomena, but they are not included in this discussion. 

Coincident hazards that are naturally part of each severe weather phenomena are not considered 

compound or connected events for this report. For example, coincident rainfall, severe winds, storm 

surge, etc., that are part of a TC have already been discussed in previous sections. These events are 

also already considered by catastrophe risk models commonly used by the insurance industry. 

Instead, this section focuses on the currently available scientific understanding of how multiple severe 

Section Summary 

Connected extremes are defined as the simultaneous occurrence of events, or a sequence of 

events, affecting a region, multiple regions, states and even countries. Connected extremes can 

include, for example, a major TC during a pandemic. This report only covers interconnected 

meteorological-hydrological-oceanographic events. Connected extremes can result in impacts 

far greater than the individual events alone. The science of connected extremes is in its infancy. 

However, some research findings are starting to emerge, including: 

• Robust observational trends in hydrological extremes indicate growing evidence that 

anthropogenic forcing will lead to further increases in hydroclimatic variability across a 

wide range of timescales. 

• Concurrent extremes, such as prolonged drought and increased severe bushfires, are also 

likely to occur more frequently in the future. 

• Concurrent freshwater flooding and storm surge are increasingly likely under climate 

change. 

• Within Australia, there has already been a diverse range of connected events. These 

include the 2019-2020 extreme bushfire season; the triple TC impacts on the Pilbara coast 

in 1980; and, the south-east Queensland floods over the December 2010-January 2011 

period. How the risks of these connected events will change in a warming world has not 

yet been investigated in any depth. 
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weather phenomena, either of the same or different types, are connected through time and space. 

Areas of future research needed to improve understanding are highlighted.  

Insurers must understand possible multiple impacts across a portfolio from days to weeks to years, 

and these portfolios may span several states or countries. Therefore, understanding the 

connectedness of these multiple severe weather phenomena and how they may change with climate 

change is important from both a claims and financial management perspective.  

The simultaneous occurrence of events, or a sequence of events, affecting a region, multiple regions, 

states and even countries can cause impacts far greater than the individual events alone. Merz et al. 

(2009, 2016) and Schröer and Tye (2018), for example, showed that the cumulative effect of 

moderate flooding could result in higher impacts than rarer single extreme events. Likewise, multi-

hazard events such as combined heat and drought (Livneh and Hoerling 2016) or extreme rainfall 

combined with anomalous warmth (Huang et al. 2018) can produce impacts much more severe than 

would have resulted from individual events. 

Connections among extremes operate across scales. These can range from short-timescale cold-pool 

outflows triggering neighbouring thunderstorms to long-timescale variability of the global circulation 

that favours concurrent, clustered and distant events (Villarini et al. 2013). An example is the serial 

clustering of tropical and extratropical cyclones (Mumby et al. 2011, Vitolo et al. 2009). An Australian 

illustration of a clustered event is provided by the sequential impacts of Severe TCs Amy (January 

1980), Dean (January/February 1980) and Enid (February 1980) on the east Pilbara coast within a 

five-week period. The impacts across the same general region produced damage in some towns, 

e.g., Goldsworthy and Port Hedland, that was exacerbated due to the earlier events. The repairs to 

the buildings from the impact of TC Amy were not completed before TC Dean passed near the town 

of Port Hedland and over the severely damaged town of Goldsworthy. 

Winter storms sweeping down coastal regions (Haigh et al. 2016), or self-reinforcing blocking high-

pressure systems driving weather systems away from an already dry area (Seneviratne et al. 2010, 

Sillman and Croci‐Maspoli 2009), are other examples of high connectivity across events.  

Geographically distant simultaneous events can be “teleconnected”. An example of teleconnected 

events is the 2010 Russian heatwave and Pakistan flood, which were linked through a high-amplitude 

wave pattern of the mid-latitude jet stream (Lau and Kim 2010, Galarneau et al. 2012). Moreover, 

connections can be non-stationary over time (Wahl et al. 2015). 

The specific attributes of connected events that drive impacts are not well understood. But the timing 

between events appears to be a key factor. Fussell et al. (2017), for example, showed that a second 

TC landfall before recovery from an earlier TC landfall could trigger permanent population migration 

out of the region. Further, the particular sequencing of hydrologic extremes (e.g., a rapid transition 

from drought to flood) can greatly amplify human and environmental consequences (e.g., Oakley et 

al. 2018, Li and Ye 2015). Moreover, regions where annual mean rainfall is dominated by a few 

intense events –  such as California – are particularly vulnerable to connected extreme events 

(Diffenbaugh and Giorgi 2012, Swain et al. 2018). Ultimately, the relevant scales of connected 

extremes will be those that intersect with scales of key societal or ecological exposure such as water, 

energy and food networks (Franzke 2017). 

Robust observational trends in hydrological extremes have recently emerged in observations 

(Diffenbaugh et al. 2017), and there is growing evidence that anthropogenic forcing will lead to further 

increases in hydroclimatic variability across a wide range of timescales (e.g., Pendergrass et al. 2017, 
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Swain et al. 2018). For example, Swain et al. (2018) investigated future climate trends in sequential 

events similar to the Californian transition from extreme drought over the 2012-2016 period to a wet 

extreme in 2016-2017. They found a 25% to 100% increase in connected extreme dry-to-wet 

precipitation events by the end of the century, despite only modest changes in mean precipitation.  

Such hydrological cycle intensification would seriously challenge California’s existing water storage, 

conveyance and flood control infrastructure. 

Concurrent extremes are also likely to occur more frequently in the future. For example, concurrent 

drought and heat (Agha Kouchak et al. 2014, Sharma and Mujumdar 2017), may already be 

increasing on a regional basis (Diffenbaugh et al. 2015). Wahl et al. (2015) also showed that 

concurrent freshwater flooding and storm surge are increasingly likely under climate change. 

An indication of the types of hydrological events with a strong connection to the large-scale 

environment is illustrated by the sequence of floods experienced across the south-east of 

Queensland in the period December 2010 to January 2011. The large-scale environmental setting 

was that of a strong La Niña. This positive phase of the ENSO caused a prolonged period of heavy 

rainfall over Queensland, as well as in other parts of Australia (Figure CE1). Near-record SSTs were 

recorded off the Queensland coast in late 2010. December 2010 was Queensland's wettest 

December on record, with record-high rainfall totals reported from 107 rainfall stations. The initial bout 

of floods was triggered by an outbreak of extremely heavy rainfall across south-east Queensland over 

the period 18-20 December 2010. This produced major floods affecting multiple rivers and towns 

across eastern and south-eastern Queensland. Before these floods had time to subside, a 

combination of surface and middle-level lows led to several more days (4-12 January 2011) of 

extreme rainfall across south-east Queensland. This second, independent yet interconnected, event 

initially produced extreme flash flooding through Toowoomba, followed by major catastrophic river 

flooding of the Lockyer Valley. The Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams were unable to contain the full 

extent of the rainfall runoff from these events. Subsequent dam overflows, combined with the Lockyer 

Valley floodwaters, produce major flooding of the Ipswich to Brisbane region. Independently, these 

flood events would have been major, but occurring sequentially contributed to the floods becoming a 

major catastrophe for this part of Australia. 
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Figure CE1 Rainfall deciles for the three months from 1 November 2010 to 31 January 2011.  Source: 

Australian Bureau of Meteorology. 

The topic of connected extremes was identified as a critical research need in the Climate Science 

Special Report of the Fourth National Climate Assessment (Kopp et al. 2017). There has been a 

surge in research focused on connected extremes over the past decade. Most of it focused on 

concurrent co-located multi-variate extremes such as extreme wind and rain, or extreme heat and 

drought, rather than on the physical processes connecting events in space and time and their 

predictability. 

 

5.7.2 Changes in Australia 

To date, there have been few robust investigations into compound and clustered events that have 

occurred in Australia. This makes it difficult to identify trends in these events that may lead to more 

catastrophic damage than would otherwise be expected. The following section describes some 

relevant Australian examples of connected and clustered events as possible future research 

directions.  

 

Extensive Droughts and Bushfires 

Possibly the best indication of what could be considered a geographically widely distributed clustered 

event would be the 2019-2020 “Black Summer Bushfires” in Australia. The damaging bushfires 

started in September 2019 and ended in February 2020. There were multiple outbreaks of 

geographically separate major bushfires. Initially, the bushfires were centred over east to south-east 

Queensland. Later, new major bushfires occurred further southwards in the Mid North Coast of New 

South Wales. Subsequent events then erupted across geographically disparate locations ranging 

from Kangaroo Island (South Australia) to the Adelaide Hills, to Mallacoota and east Gippsland 
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(Victoria), to the New South Wales South Coast, and to the Australian Capital Territory and 

surrounding parts of New South Wales. These events are summarised in Table CE1.  

All these events occurred in a large-scale environment of prolonged record heat and drought that 

affected large parts of Australia throughout 2019 and into 2020. The compound impacts of these 

multiple fire outbreaks produced damage that surpassed that of previous catastrophic bushfire 

events, including the Black Saturday fires of February 2009 and the Ash Wednesday fires of February 

1983.  

 

Table CE1 List of the major damaging bushfire events in Australia from September 2019 to January 2020. 

Source: IAG internal reports 

Bushfire start date State Areas with significant property damage 

4 September 2019 Queensland Peregian Beach, Stanthorpe, Applethorpe 

6 September 2019 New South Wales Tenterfield, Drake and Tabulum 

8 October 2019 Queensland Rural east and south-east Queensland 

8 October 2019 New South Wales Busbys Flat, Rappville, Long Gully, Wyan 

12 October 2019 South Australia Riverland, Murraylands, North Districts, Lewiston, Loxton and Nain 

6 November 2019 Queensland Cobraball, Bungundarra, Cooroibah, Adelaide Park, Yeppoon and Woodbury 

8 November 2019 New South Wales Nymboida, Rainbow Flat, Koorainghat, Willawarrin and Old Bar 

11 November 2019 South Australia Port Lincoln, Stansbury and Yorketown 

21 November 2019 Victoria Rochester, Natte Yallock and Buchan 

3 December 2019 New South Wales Balmoral, Grose Valley and Gospers Mountain 

5 December 2019 Western Australia Two Rocks, Yanchep, Wanneroo 

15 December 2019 South Australia Mount Lofty Ranges, Adelaide Hills, Kangaroo Island 

19 December 2019 Victoria Marthavale, Barmouth Spur, Tambo Crossing, Mallacoota and east Gippsland 

30 December 2019 Tasmania Elderslie, Mangans 

31 December 2019 New South Wales Eden, Bega, Batemans Bay, Batlow, Southern Highlands 

16 January 2020 Victoria Mallacoota, Bendoc, Clayton South, Glen Alvie, Sarsfield, Tamboon 

24 January 2020 New South Wales Namadgi National Park, Orroral Valley, Clear Range, Wyndham, Colinton, 

Bredbo, Narooma, Mount Darragh 
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There is no historical analogue to this clustered series of damaging bushfire events. It poses the 

question of whether these multi-state, multi-month bushfire events will become more common in a 

warming climate, and how they will change in the future. The extent of the observed extreme fire 

weather exceeded that predicted by the CMIP6 models for Australia out to the end of this century 

(Sanderson and Fisher 2020). Only four of the CMIP6 models include a prognostic fire module (EC-

Earth3-Veg, CESM2, CNRM-ESM2-1 and MPI-ESM1- 2-LR). Sanderson and Fisher found that for 

these models, there can be substantial regional biases that make projections or formal climate 

change attribution statements difficult. For New South Wales, the scale of the recent fires is 

unmatched in the current and future CMIP6 simulations. Similar biases are evident in other Australian 

territories. It is therefore critical to note that the complex dynamics of fuel accumulation, vegetation 

dynamics and their interactions with climate under transient CO2 concentrations, as well as impacts of 

land management and human ignitions, are likely to result in fire behaviour patterns not represented 

in historical records, or future climate simulations. 

Other scenarios of compound events based upon observed events from the past also require more 

detailed investigation. Here, we will concentrate on TCs and bushfires; ECLs; and droughts and 

floods.  

 

Tropical Cyclones and Bushfires 

The south-west of Western Australia experienced a compound bushfire, severe wind, storm surge, 

and heavy rainfall event during TC Alby in April 1978 (Figure CE2). Such an event has the potential to 

be far more extreme in a warming climate and could be expected to have catastrophic consequences 

for this region. The rarity of these events makes the determination of their likely recurrence and 

impacts challenging to quantify. However, due to their high impact potential, they are worthy of 

scenario analyses. These scenarios could then serve as a basis for developing mitigation and 

adaptation strategies to lessen the potential impact. 

 

Figure CE2 Track of TC Alby, April 1978. Source: Australian Bureau of Meteorology. 

http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/images/history/wa/alby_track.jpg
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East Coast Lows 

An illustration of how extensive the damage from multi-day, multi-peril, multi-state events can be is 

given by the major ECL event of June 1867. This event produced the record floods of the 

Hawkesbury River that peaked in the town of Windsor. An internal IAG research project investigated 

this event using all available newspapers and other sources. Extensive damage was reported across 

four states over five days (Figure CE3). Leading up to this event, widespread, good rains fell across 

eastern Australia. This rain resulted in full rivers and high levels of soil moisture, laying the 

groundwork for the severe flooding from the ECL event. It is apparent from the large-scale weather 

system that produced the record flooding that the event had two phases. The initial intense period 

resulted in the flooding of rivers in the Goulburn, Yass, Braidwood and inland parts of northern and 

western New South Wales (west of the ranges), and the Hunter and Clarence Rivers through Grafton. 

In addition to the flooding, severe thunderstorm activity was reported at Mudgee. Then the second, 

even more, intense phase of the weather system struck. The available data suggested that this was 

likely a powerful, extensive, multi-centred ECL during its most intense period.  

There have been no analogues to this weather system for the last 220 years as records indicate the 

size of these floods eclipsed those experienced and documented in the 1799-1800, 1806 and 1857 

severe flood events. If these events were to occur today, the consequences would be catastrophic. 

Yet little research is available to quantify how these extreme and very rare events are likely to be 

affected by on-going climate change. 

Multiple ECLs can affect New South Wales in close succession, such as the ECLs that occurred in 

the May-June period of 1974. In more recent times another sequence of highly damaging ECLs 

occurred. Over the period 3-7 June 2016, an intense ECL formed that produced insured damage of 

$432 million. Only two weeks later, 18-20 June, a second major damage-producing ECL occurred. 

Research is needed to identify the large-scale environments conducive to these sequential events. 
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Figure CE3 Summary of the major impacts of the major ECL event spanning the period 21-24 June 1867. 

Source: Internal IAG research. 

 

From Drought to Flooding Rains 

The year 2020 has also demonstrated how a major transition can occur from extreme heat, drought 

and bushfire weather (September 2019 to February 2020), to widespread floods, with the transition 

occurring within a week. In addition to this, in January 2020, the first connected hailstorm event to 

affect three capital cities – Melbourne, Canberra and Sydney – occurred. All three events produced 

billions of dollars of damage. Some communities affected by the 2019-20 bushfires were affected by 

large hail and damaging floods. There is a pressing need to understand the connections between 

these apparently separate yet connected extreme events. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

This report provides a comprehensive review of the latest climate change science, with a focus on the 

Australian region, and on weather and climate extremes that drive property risk.  

Climate change is not just about the future: there is already solid evidence that there have been 

measurable changes to weather and climate extremes from the warming experienced to date.  

Although the impacts of climate change at larger geographical scales and longer time frames are 

quite well understood, they can mask significant nuances at regional and local scales. 

That has driven the approach in preparing this report. It combines the extensively available literature 

with well-considered expert judgement to gain a better understanding of how climate change 

influences the various extreme weather events across Australia (as summarised in Table ES1).  

Using the available continental scale information, this report derived regional scale insights that aim to 

provide meaningful direction and trigger further collaboration and coordination among communities, 

academia, businesses and government. The key assessments are: 

1. The frequency of named tropical cyclones in the Australian region has declined in recent 

decades, but the details of how this will project into the future is uncertain. Globally a slight 

reduction in TC frequency is expected. However, over the past 30 years, the proportion of the 

most destructive TCs has increased at the expense of weaker systems, and this change is 

expected to continue. The frequency of landfalling TCs throughout the western South Pacific 

region has increased.  

 

There has already been a poleward shift in the regions where TCs reach their peak intensity 

and this is expected to continue. TC risk, therefore, is expected to increase most rapidly in the 

south-east Queensland / north-east New South Wales regions, followed by the coastal 

districts south of Shark Bay in Western Australia. Marginal decreases in risk for wind impacts 

may occur in some northern regions.  

 

Planning for inland penetration of TCs should be based on substantial increases in both 

rainfall rate and affected areas. Winds are also likely to decay more slowly, so increased wind-

driven rainfall ingress should be expected both inland and along the coast. More intense 

storms, combined with rising sea levels, point to increasing storm surge impacts, and these 

may be very substantial in some regions.  

 

2. Intense, short-duration, rainfall is expected to increase almost everywhere in Australia, 

resulting in more frequent flooding in urban areas and in small river catchments. Storm rainfall 

totals from both ECLs and tropical systems are also expected to increase, leading to 

increased flood risk in the larger river catchments. More work is required to understand and 

confidently assess these changes. 

 

3. Areas at risk of large and giant hail should progressively shift southwards. The largest 

increase in risk is likely to be in the region inland from the Hunter River, south through the 

central and southern New South Wales highlands, and central-to-eastern Victoria. Slower 

increases are assessed to affect the south-west of Western Australia. At the same time, 

severe hail risk is expected to decrease in northern-to-central Queensland, extending further 

southward with ongoing increases in warming.  
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4. The multi-day impacts of ECLs on the south-eastern seaboard of Australia are expected to 

increase because of wind-driven rainfall ingress, and flash and fast-response riverine flooding. 

This effect will be compounded by rising impacts from storm surge, waves, and coastal 

erosion. The most damaging warm-cored and hybrid-cored ECL activity, most common in 

summer to autumn, is expected to increase. Other types of ECLs, notably the winter-spring 

systems, are expected to decrease. There is limited understanding of the subset of rare 

extreme ECLs that drive the majority of property damage over land. 

 

5. Longer periods of drought and coincident extreme heatwaves will exacerbate the bushfire risk, 

noting these will be driven in part by future climate changes to the ENSO cycles. Bushfire risk, 

as measured by the trends in meteorologically-based fire danger indices, is likely to increase 

in almost all locations nationally, leading to more frequent and extreme events, and longer fire 

seasons. The rate of increase varies by location and will depend on weather system changes 

and site-specific factors at regional scales.  

 

6. Sea level rise is expected to accelerate around the Australian coastline, but at differing rates. 

Notably, past assessments of sea level rise are lower than recent observations. Sea level rise 

will contribute substantially to escalating impacts from storm surge and the effects on coastal 

natural systems, buildings and infrastructure. The greenhouse gases that are already present 

will cause sea level rises to continue for the next couple of centuries, even if there are 

significant emission reductions globally through the coming decades.
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GLOSSARY 

Term Definition  Source 

Advanced Dvorak 

Technique (ADT) 

ADT is a computer-based algorithm that determines TC 

intensity using geostationary Infrared satellite imagery and is 

based on the traditional Dvorak technique. It provides 

uniformity compared with manual methods. 

 NOAA 

Annual Exceedance 

Probability (AEP) 

An annual exceedance probability (AEP) is the probability of 

an event occurring in any given year. i.e. A 1% AEP means 

there is a 1% chance in any given year of the event 

occurring. This is often used to describe the probability of 

river flooding at a location. 

  

Australian tropical 

cyclone database  

Details of all tropical cyclones that are known to have 

occurred in the Australian region (90oE-160oE south of 

Indonesia and PNG) are contained in a database maintained 

by the Bureau of Meteorology. After a tropical cyclone has 

occurred, tropical cyclone meteorologists reanalyse the 

cyclone data and compile what is known as the 'best track' 

and a report. 

http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/tropical-cyclone-knowledge-

centre/databases/ 

 BOM 

Bushfire Attack 

Level (BAL) 

The Australian Standard, AS 3959, divides bushfire prone 

areas into six bushfire attack levels (BAL), based on the 

region, slope and vegetation, to classify the severity of a 

building’s potential exposure to ember attack, radiant heat 

and direct flame contact. 

https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/plan-and-prepare/building-in-a-bush-fire-

area/building-after-bush-fire/your-level-of-risk 

 NSW RFS 

Carbon capture and 

storage (CCS) 

technology 

The process of trapping carbon dioxide at its emission 

source, transporting it to a storage location, and isolating it 

there. 

 CSIRO 

Clausius-Clapeyron 

relationship 

Clausius-Clapeyron equation relates saturation vapour 

pressure to the air temperature. Vapour pressure is the 

pressure exerted by water vapour alone. As air warms, its 

capacity to hold water increases at the Clausius-Clapeyron 

rate (CC, approximately 7% °C−1) 
https://www.theweatherprediction.com/habyhints2/646/ 

  

CLEX Centre of Excellence for Climate Extremes (CLEX) is an 

international research consortium of five Australian 

 CLEX 

http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/tropical-cyclone-knowledge-centre/databases/
http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/tropical-cyclone-knowledge-centre/databases/
https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/plan-and-prepare/building-in-a-bush-fire-area/building-after-bush-fire/your-level-of-risk
https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/plan-and-prepare/building-in-a-bush-fire-area/building-after-bush-fire/your-level-of-risk
https://www.theweatherprediction.com/habyhints2/646/
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Term Definition  Source 

universities and a network of national and international 

partner organizations supported by the Australian Research 

Council. 

https://climateextremes.org.au/ 

CLIVAR CLIVAR (Climate and Ocean: Variability, Predictability and 

Change) is one of the four core projects of the World Climate 

Research Programme (WCRP) 

http://www.clivar.org/ 

 CLIVAR 

CMIP5 models, 

CMIP6 

Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project (CMIP) is to 

understand past, present and future climate changes arising 

from natural, unforced variability or in response to changes in 

radiative forcing in a multi-model context. It includes 

assessments of model performance during the historical 

period and quantifications of the causes of the spread in 

future projections. In addition to these long-time scale 

responses, experiments are performed to investigate the 

predictability of the climate system on various time and space 

scales as well as making predictions from observed climate 

states. An important goal of CMIP is to make the multi-model 

output publicly available in a standardized format. The 

number refers to the generation of climate models in that 

particular time. 

https://www.wcrp-climate.org/wgcm-cmip 

 WCRP 

Decadal Prediction 

Large Ensemble 

modelling (DPLE) 

Decadal Prediction Large Ensemble (DPLE) is a set of 

simulations carried out at NCAR to support research into 

near-term Earth System predictions. The DPLE comprises 64 

distinct ensembles, one for each of 62 initialization times 

(November 1 of 1954, 1955, ..., 2016, 2017). For each start 

date, a 40-member ensemble was generated by very slight 

random perturbations in the atmospheric initial conditions. 

The initial conditions for the atmosphere and land models 

were obtained from the Large Ensemble (LENS) simulations 

at corresponding historical times. 

http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/projects/community-projects/DPLE/ 

 NCAR 

Dvorak analysis An analysis procedure, named after Vern Dvorak, for 

determining tropical cyclone / hurricane intensity from cloud 

patterns in satellite images. 

 AMS 

https://climateextremes.org.au/
http://www.clivar.org/
https://www.wcrp-climate.org/wgcm-cmip
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/projects/community-projects/DPLE/
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Term Definition  Source 

East Coast Low 

(ECL) 

 

East Coast Lows are intense low-pressure systems which 

occur on average several times each year off the eastern 

coast of Australia, in particular, southern Queensland, New 

South Wales and eastern Victoria 

 BOM 

El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) 

El Niño refers to the warming of the oceans in the equatorial 

eastern and central Pacific and Southern Oscillation is the 

changes in the climate associated with this warming (hence 

'Southern Oscillation Index' to measure these changes). 

'ENSO' is used to describe the whole suite of changes 

associated with an 'El Niño' event - to rainfall, oceans, 

atmospheric pressure etc. 

 BOM 

Ensemble modelling Ensemble modelling is a process where many computer 

models (which may be from difference weather centres or 

variants of the one model) are used to predict the range of 

possible outcomes by examining the aggregate output from 

the many models. 

  

Fast response 

catchments 

A fast response catchment is a river catchment that responds 

rapidly (usually within 6 hours) to heavy rain. They tend to 

produce floods of short duration with rapidly rising water 

levels (e.g. high peak discharge). 

  

Forest Fire Danger 

Index (FFDI) 

The McArthur Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) was 

developed in the 1960s by CSIRO scientist A. G. McArthur to 

provide a consistent index of the weather component of 

danger of fire in Australian forests. The index combines a 

measure of dryness, based on rainfall and evaporation, with 

meteorological variables for wind speed, temperature and 

humidity. 

 Wikipedia 

GFDL Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) at the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

https://www.noaa.gov/ 

https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/about/ 

  

IBTrACS IBTrACS (International Best Track Archive for Climate 

Stewardship) provides global tropical cyclone best track data 

in a centralized location to aid our understanding of the 

 UCAR 

https://www.noaa.gov/
https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/about/
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distribution, frequency, and intensity of tropical cyclones 

worldwide. 

https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/ibtracs-tropical-cyclone-

best-track-data 

Indian Ocean Dipole 

(IOD) 

The IOD is the difference in sea surface temperature 

between two areas (or poles, hence a dipole) – a western 

pole in the southern Arabian Sea (western Indian Ocean) and 

an eastern pole in the eastern Indian Ocean south of 

Indonesia. 

 BOM 

Insurance Council of 

Australia (ICA) 

The Insurance Council of Australia is the representative body 

of the general insurance industry in Australia. 

https://www.insurancecouncil.com.au/ 

 ICA 

Interdecadal Pacific 

Oscillation (IPO) 

The IPO is a large-scale, long period oscillation that 

influences climate variability over the Pacific Basin. The IPO 

operates at a multi-decadal scale, with phases lasting around 

20 to 30 years. 

 NIWA 

Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) 

www.ipcc.ch 

The IPCC is the United Nations body for assessing the 

science related to climate change and prepares assessment 

reports about the state of scientific, technical and socio-

economic knowledge on climate change and its impacts. 

 IPCC 

La Niña The extensive cooling of the central and eastern Pacific 

Ocean. In Australia (particularly eastern Australia), La Niña 

events are associated with an increased probability of wetter 

conditions. 

 BOM 

Latitude of Lifetime 

Maximum Intensity 

(LLMI) 

The Latitude of LMI.   

Lifetime Maximum 

Intensity (LMI) 

The Lifetime Maximum Intensity (LMI) is the maximum 

intensity, defined by the greatest difference in pressure 

between the central pressure of a TC and the environmental 

pressure, of a TC during its lifetime. 

  

https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/ibtracs-tropical-cyclone-best-track-data
https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/ibtracs-tropical-cyclone-best-track-data
https://www.insurancecouncil.com.au/
http://www.ipcc.ch/
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NARCliM The New South Wales and ACT Regional Climate Modelling 

(NARCliM) Project is a research partnership between the 

New South Wales and ACT governments and the Climate 

Change Research Centre at the University of New South 

Wales. It has produced an ensemble of regional climate 

projections for SE Australia that can be used by the New 

South Wales and ACT community to plan for the range of 

likely future changes in climate. 

https://climatechange.environment.New South Wales.gov.au/Climate-

projections-for-New South Wales/About-NARCliM 

 NARCliM 

NCCARF The National Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility 

(NCCARF) works to support decision makers throughout 

Australia as they prepare for and manage the risks of climate 

change and sea-level rise. NCCARF has a national focus 

across Australia to build resilience to climate change in 

government, NGOs and the private sector. 

https://www.nccarf.edu.au/ 

  

Pre-industrial levels 'Pre-industrial levels' refer to the period before the start of the 

industrial revolution, notionally 1850-1900.  

 IPCC 

RCP2.6 scenario The RCP2.6 scenario is very stringent pathway considered 

by the IPCC, that requires removal of some of the CO2 

present in the atmosphere. 

 NIWA 

RCP8.5 scenario The RCP8.5 scenario is essentially ‘business as usual’ with 

very high greenhouse gas concentrations out to 2100 and 

beyond. 

The Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) A2 

pathway used in the AR4 IPCC report is similar to the current 

RCP8.5 scenario.  

 NIWA 

Representative 

Concentration 

Pathway (RCP) 

A RCP is a greenhouse gas concentration (not emissions) 

trajectory adopted by the IPCC (based on levels pre 1750). 

Lower numbers relate to lower GHG concentrations. 

 NIWA 

    

https://climatechange.environment.nsw.gov.au/Climate-projections-for-NSW/About-NARCliM
https://climatechange.environment.nsw.gov.au/Climate-projections-for-NSW/About-NARCliM
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Saffir Simpson 

Intensities 

A 1 to 5 classification scheme for US hurricane intensity 

based on the maximum one-minute average surface wind 

speed and the type and extent of damage done by the storm. 

The intensities for 1 to 5 are: 1) 64-82 kt, 2) 83-95 kt, 3) 96-

112 kt, 4) 113-136 kt, and 5) 137 kt and higher. These 

categories are used by weather forecasters in North America 

to characterize the intensity of hurricanes for the public.  The 

Saffir Simpson classification is NOT the system used by the 

BOM in Australia. 

 AMS 

Scatterometer A scatterometer is a microwave radar sensor which 

measures the reflection (or scattering effect) produced while 

scanning the surface of the Earth from an aircraft or a 

satellite. This can be used to measure global sea-surface 

wind speed and direction. 

https://winds.jpl.nasa.gov/aboutscatterometry/ 

 NASA 

Southern Oscillation 

Index (SOI) 

The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) is calculated from the 

monthly or seasonal fluctuations in the mean sea level air 

pressure difference between Tahiti and Darwin. 

 BOM 

South Pacific 

Convergence Zone 

(SPCZ) 

The SPCZ is a band of low-level convergence, cloudiness 

and precipitation extending from the east of Papua New 

Guinea south-eastwards towards French Polynesia and as 

far as the Cook Islands. The SPCZ is a portion of the 

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). 

 Wikipedia 

Tropical cyclones  Tropical cyclones are intense low-pressure systems which 

form over warm ocean waters at low latitudes that must have 

10-minute average wind speeds around more than half the 

circulation of 63 km/h (34 knots) or more. Tropical cyclones 

can cause extensive damage as a result of the strong wind, 

flooding (caused by either heavy rainfall or ocean storm 

surges). If they attain maximum mean winds above 117 km/h 

(63 knots) they are called severe tropical cyclones. In the 

north-west Pacific severe tropical cyclones are known as 

typhoons and in the north-east Pacific and Atlantic/Caribbean 

they are called hurricanes. 

The severity of a tropical cyclone is described in terms of 

categories ranging from 1 (weakest) to 5 (strongest) related 

to the maximum mean wind speed as shown in this table. 

 BOM 

https://winds.jpl.nasa.gov/aboutscatterometry/
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Note: corresponding wind gusts are also provided as a guide. 

Stronger gusts may be observed over hilltops, in gullies and 

around structures. 

Category Strongest 

Gust 

(km/h) 

Typical Effects 

1 < 125 Damaging winds. Negligible house damage. 

Damage to some crops, trees and caravans. 

Craft may drag moorings. 

2 125 - 164 Destructive winds. Minor house damage. 

Significant damage to signs, trees and 

caravans. Heavy damage to some crops. Risk 

of power failure. 

3 165 - 224 Very destructive winds. Some roof and 

structural damage. Some caravans destroyed. 

Power failures likely. 

4 225 - 279 Significant roofing loss and structural damage. 

Many caravans destroyed and blown away. 

Dangerous airborne debris. Widespread power 

failures. 

5 > 279 Extremely dangerous with widespread 

destruction. 

 

WeatheX WeatheX is a mobile phone-based application to allow the 

public to report the severity, location and timing of hail, wind 

damage, flooding and tornadoes. 

https://climateextremes.org.au/weathex/ 

 CLEX 

 

 

 

https://climateextremes.org.au/weathex/
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